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ABSTRACT 

 

In aeroacoustic experiments of aircraft models and/or components, arrays of microphones are 

utilized to spatially isolate distinct sources and mitigate interfering noise which contaminates 

single-microphone measurements. Array measurements are still biased by interfering noise which 

is coherent over the spatial array aperture. When interfering noise is accounted for, existing 

algorithms which aim to both spatially isolate distinct sources and determine their individual levels 

as measured by the array are complex and require assumptions about the nature of the sound field. 

  This work develops a processing scheme which uses spatially-defined phase constraints to 

remove correlated, interfering noise at the single-channel level. This is achieved through a merger 

of Conditioned Spectral Analysis (CSA) and the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC). A cross-

spectral, frequency-domain filter is created using the GSC methodology to edit the CSA 

formulation. The only constraint needed is the user-defined, relative phase difference between the 

channel being filtered and the reference channel used for filtering. This process, titled Constrained 

Spectral Conditioning (CSC), produces single-channel Fourier Transform estimates of signals 

which satisfy the user-defined phase differences. In a spatial sound field mapping context, CSC 

produces sub-datasets derived from the original which estimate the signal characteristics from 

distinct locations in space. Because single-channel Fourier Transforms are produced, CSC’s 

outputs could theoretically be used as inputs to many existing algorithms. As an example, data-

independent frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF) using CSC’s outputs is shown to exhibit 

finer spatial resolution and lower sidelobe levels than FDBF using the original, unmodified dataset. 

However, these improvements decrease with Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), and CSC’s quantitative 

accuracy is dependent upon accurate modeling of the sound propagation and inter-source 

coherence if multiple and/or distributed sources are measured.  

In order to demonstrate systematic spatial sound mapping using CSC, it is embedded into the 

CLEAN algorithm which is then titled CLEAN-CSC. Simulated data analysis indicates that 

CLEAN-CSC is biased towards the mapping and energy allocation of relatively stronger sources 



iii 

 

in the field, which limits its ability to identify and estimate the level of relatively weaker sources. 

It is also shown that CLEAN-CSC underestimates the true integrated levels of sources in the field 

and exhibits higher-than-true peak source levels, and these effects increase and decrease 

respectively with increasing frequency. Five independent scaling methods are proposed for 

correcting the CLEAN-CSC total integrated output levels, each with their own assumptions about 

the sound field being measured. As the entire output map is scaled, these do not account for relative 

source level errors that may exist. Results from two airfoil tests conducted in NASA Langley’s 

Quiet Flow Facility show that CLEAN-CSC exhibits less map noise than CLEAN yet more 

segmented spatial sound distributions and lower integrated source levels. However, using the same 

source propagation model that CLEAN assumes, scaled versions of the CLEAN-CSC outputs yield 

integrated source levels which more closely agree with those obtained with CLEAN.   
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

1 

 

1.  Introduction 

Noise pollution from aircraft is one of the most negative impacts created by the aviation 

industry. The reduction in noise generated began in the 1950s, which saw the debut of the 

commercial turbojet engine. Today, urban areas are becoming more and more populated and the 

demand for air travel is increasing, compounding the noise pollution problem. Noise concerns 

restrict expansion of the industry (number/frequency of flights, airport size) generating an 

economic conflict, further increasing the importance of the field of noise reduction past just that 

of a public health concern [Stansfeld & Matheson 2003; Correia et al. 2013]. And this is not to 

mention the effects airports play in the real-estate markets surrounding them [Nelson 2003]. Until 

adequately reduced, noise pollution from aircraft will remain at the forefront of issues the industry 

faces and is actively regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration [FAA 2005]. 

In efforts to reduce noise emitted by aircraft, the specific noise sources generated by them must 

first be identified and then their levels quantified. Flow in aeroacoustic experiments is essential to 

provide realistic modeling of the noise sources. Experiments are usually carried out in wind tunnels 

which have two primary benefits over full-scale, outdoor testing: a scaled model reduces the 

associated cost by orders of magnitude, and the flow is controlled which alleviates any 

environmental unknowns and accurately simulates flight conditions. However, the wind tunnel 

environment can introduce other interfering noise sources (wind tunnel flow mechanism, 

interaction of flow on components other than the test model, and the tunnel shear layer) which 

contaminate the desired sound to be measured [Bahr et al. 2011], namely that emitted from the 

aircraft model and/or components under study. Using specifically-designed arrays of microphones 

[Underbrink & Dougherty 1996], the mitigation of interfering noise [Bulté 2007; Koop & 

Ehrenfried 2008] and spatial separation of distinct sources [Humphreys et al. 1998; Hutcheson & 

Brooks 2002] becomes possible. However, the quantitative accuracy of the source levels measured 

through processing is equally important to the qualitative accuracy in aeroacoustic studies. Early 

attempts to reconcile the array techniques used with their output sound levels [Gramann & Mocio 

1995; Dougherty & Stoker 1998; Brooks & Humphreys 1999; Mosher et al. 1999] were limited in 

problem scope. Consequently, more advanced processing methods have been developed which 

aim to accurately both locate/distinguish aeroacoustic noise sources and quantify their levels 

[Blacodon & Élias 2004; Brooks & Humphreys 2004, 2006b; Sijtsma 2007; Michel & Funke 2008; 
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Suzuki 2008;  Ravetta et al. 2009; Sarradj 2010; Yardibi et al. 2010b; Bahr & Cattafesta 2012; 

Dougherty 2013]. These advances in microphone array processing have increased the complexity 

of the algorithms and the assumptions on which they are based.  

This work combines three areas of research in an attempt to spatially map sound measured by 

microphone arrays in the far-field of the source(s): (1) Interfering noise cancellation, (2) 

Statistically optimum beamforming, and (3) Systematic spatial sound mapping. As the single-

channel microphone outputs are edited, the algorithmic formulation presented serves as a starting 

block for follow-on processing. That chosen in this work is formulation of Cross-Spectral Matrices 

for data-independent frequency-domain beamforming [Van Veen & Buckley 1988] and a modified 

version of the CLEAN algorithm [Högbom 1974]. The work presented is evaluated for arrays 

outside of the wind tunnel flow in the far-field of the source(s), but is not restricted to this 

measurement setup.  

1.1 Background 

The outputs obtained using microphone array processing are algorithm-dependent, and the 

algorithm chosen depends on the user-defined parameters of interest for the type of problem being 

studied.  The end goal of this research area is systematic, accurate spatial sound (generated 

aeroacoustically) mapping. The term “systematic” is used because the methods are systems which 

utilize multiple components to generate their outputs. Prior research which applies 

directly/indirectly to the work presented here is discussed. The studies begin with processing 

methods which are very general in use and end with application-specific, more complex algorithms 

which accomplish systematic spatial sound mapping. The former methods can be applied to those 

listed after them (an example of this is found in Spalt et al. (2011)). 

1.1.1  Adaptive/Non-Adaptive Noise Cancellation 

  Adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) is a digital signal processing method which aims to remove 

interfering signal(s) which contaminate another signal of interest. The accuracy of spatial sound 

mapping depends on removing (or accounting for) signal which interferes with the measurement 

of the desired source to be mapped. In this sense, interfering noise cancellation, adaptive or 

otherwise, benefits spatial sound mapping (see for example Koop & Ehrenfried (2008) or Spalt et 

al. (2011)). Pioneering work in ANC began at Stanford University in 1960 with work done on 
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adaptive switching circuits [Widrow & Hoff 1960]. This and accompanying work [Koford & 

Groner 1966] and lead to the development of the Least Mean Squares adaptive algorithm and 

pattern recognition scheme respectively. In 1975 the principles of ANC to date were published 

[Widrow et al. 1975] along with background theory development and examples of applications of 

the technology. It reviewed optimal filtering and early progress made in adaptive filtering. For 

successful noise cancellation a suitable reference input was crucial and allowed the processing of 

signals whose properties were unknown a priori. Weiner solutions to statistical noise cancelling 

problems were derived to demonstrate the increase in SNR analytically. The effect of primary 

signal in the reference input was investigated and it was determined that a small amount of signal 

in the reference input did not render the noise canceller useless.  

Modifications to the classical ANC implementation addressing this aforementioned constraint 

have been published. Liang and Malik (1987) used three microphones in a linear arrangement to 

reject speech arriving from a non-preferred direction. Feder et al. (1989) used a maximum 

likelihood problem to better estimate the parameters needed to cancel the noise and then solved 

for them using the iterative Estimate-Maximize technique. Van Compernolle and Van Gerven 

(1992) decorrelated the outputs of the classic ANC implementation to obtain further noise 

cancellation. Weinstein et al. (1993) achieved noise cancellation using two microphones that 

contained both noise and the desired signal by imposing the constraint that the two signal estimates 

are statistically uncorrelated. Nájar et al. (1994) pre-whitened the input signals before 

decorrelating the outputs of the classical ANC implementation. 

A frequency-domain equivalent of ANC for stationary (steady-state) inputs is Conditioned 

Spectral Analysis (CSA) [Bendat & Piersol 1986] which is based on the Wiener-Hopf equation. 

CSA is non-adaptive however as it operates on the time-averaged statistics of the microphone 

outputs. Another non-adaptive, frequency-domain form of interfering noise removal which is 

common in aeroacoustic applications is spectral subtraction [Weiss et al. 1974]. The method relies 

on a separate acquisition of the (interfering) background noise in the testing environment from that 

when the noise source under study is present. Upon converting signals to the frequency domain, 

this “background only” acquisition is subtracted (on a pressure-squared basis) from that of the 

primary acquisition (signal plus noise). With the introduction of beamforming using microphone 

arrays for aeroacoustic studies, this same principle has been applied to Cross-Spectral Matrices 

(CSMs) since the late 1990s [Humphrey et al. 1998; Brooks & Humphreys 1999; Hutcheson & 
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Brooks 2002; Brooks & Humphreys 2003; Hutcheson & Brooks 2004; Brooks & Humphreys 

2006; Brooks et al. 2010]. Both single-channel and CSM spectral subtraction rely on the 

cancellation of the noise in its statistical sense, since the background noise present will not be 

identical during two acquisitions separated in time. Spectral subtraction via the CSM allows further 

noise reduction beyond what single-channel spectral subtraction can achieve. This is because 

uncorrelated noise at distinct array microphones is reduced by the cross-correlations performed 

when forming the CSM [Bendat & Piersol 1986; Mosher 1996]. 

All of the aforementioned techniques aim at removing interfering, correlated noise on 

microphone array outputs. Subsequent processing with these outputs has shown improved 

accuracy compared to when the interfering noise is left intact [Spalt et al. 2011], and thus serve as 

a first-order improvement in accuracy for spatial sound mapping. 

1.1.2  Beamforming in Aeroacoustic Testing 

  Beamforming, a general term for the synthesis of array (in this case microphone) signals, aims 

to spatially isolate sound sources through user-defined manipulations of the array outputs. A 

beamformer acts like a spatial/temporal filter in order to estimate the strength/location of signals 

which have overlapping frequency content yet arrive from distinct locations. In some instances, a 

beamformer can provide sufficiently accurate information of the sound field, depending upon what 

information is desired [MacDonald & Schultheiss 1969; Sarradj 2012]. For most aeroacoustic 

applications, where distributed sources with varying degrees of self-coherence are desired to be 

mapped, beamforming is a first-order, less-than-optimum solution [Raich et al. 1998]. That said, 

it is still a computationally-efficient, versatile technique which is widely used. The subsequent 

research summary briefly describes the applications of beamforming in aeroacoustic testing and 

considerations necessary when applied.  

For early aeroacoustic applications, Soderman and Noble (1975) used an end-fire microphone 

array with digital time delays to directionally scan the array to focus on noise sources with the 

intentions of rejecting background noise and reverberations in the NASA Ames 40- by 80-Foot 

Wind Tunnel. Array performance depended on the microphone spacing-to-wavelength ratio and 

orientation in the wind tunnel. One year later, Billingsley and Kinns (1976) published their work 

on a microphone array with a digital computer that processed the signals and output source 

distributions with respect to position and frequency. Theory for a line source of arbitrarily 

correlated monopoles analyzed in the frequency-domain was developed and its application in 
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statistical property estimation of the sound source region was detailed. Brooks et al. (1987) 

investigated rotor noise with a 12-microphone, four-element, symmetrical, square directional array 

of microphones. The theory behind data-independent frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF) 

was given. A design goal was achieved in that the sensing area of the main directional lobe was 

controlled independent of look angle (related to array focal point) and frequency over a “practical” 

range. An array blending concept was proposed that divided the array into symmetrical clusters 

which were then “weighted” depending on what frequency was to be analyzed in order to control 

resolution and side lobe size. Gramann and Mocio (1995) investigated the use of adaptive vs. data-

independent FDBF for aeroacoustic measurements in wind tunnels. Adaptive FDBF minimized 

the array response while holding the output at the desired focal point constant, and thus provided 

greater measurement accuracy than data-independent FDBF for the test setup studied. Mosher 

(1996) and Humphreys et al. (1998) gave very complete summaries on the theory, processing, 

array design, hardware, and testing consideration for FDBF in wind tunnels at that time. 

Humphreys et al. (1998) addressed shear layer refraction correction, calibration, and shading 

algorithms for two different aperture-sized arrays. Dougherty and Stoker (1998) studied 

modifications to FDBF for sidelobe suppression using simulated wind tunnel data. It was found 

that all modified implementations resulted in narrower mainlobe widths and lower sidelobe levels 

than the data-independent formulation, however errors in source location and/or microphone 

position were not simulated (an important factor affecting the modified techniques studied). 

Brooks and Humphreys (1999) studied the relationship between directional microphone array size 

and noise measurement resolution and accuracy. A technique called “source region integration” 

was developed for the analytical model to provide a total spectral sound output for distributed 

sources. Implications for open- vs. closed-section wind tunnels such as Signal-to-Noise Ratio, 

scattering effects, and noise floor were considered. Criteria were established to guarantee noise 

source levels independent of array size when source region integration was performed. Yardibi et 

al. (2010a) conducted an uncertainty analysis of data-independent FDBF using an analytical 

multivariate and a numerical Monte-Carlo method. The beamformer’s output power estimates 

were shown to be affected by many factors, and a calibration procedure [Dougherty 2002] was 

shown to reduce this uncertainty. In particular, 95% confidence intervals were within ±1 dB of 

mean levels when the individual uncertainties were set to “low-but-achievable” amounts. Sarradj 

(2012) investigated four different steering vectors used in FDBF. A simulation was used to 
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measure location and magnitude of three point sources located in a three-dimensional grid with 

respect to a planar array. Results were given with respect to array aperture and frequency. Of the 

four steering vectors studied, none were able to properly predict both source location and 

magnitude; two predicted location well and two magnitude well. Prediction error was seen to 

decrease with increasing frequency and/or array aperture. For the given application the preferred 

steering vector was one that accurately predicted location and had very low magnitude estimation 

error. Recently, Dougherty (2014a,b) detailed a modified formulation to FDBF which utilizes an 

eigen-decomposition and subsequent raising of the beamform output and Cross-Spectral Matrix 

(CSM) eigenvalues to a power and inverse of that power respectively. The technique removes 

sidelobes from the output beamform map and slightly improves its spatial resolution when 

compared to the data-independent result. One drawback is that relies on an (undisclosed) diagonal 

optimization procedure which intends to remove any microphone self-noise present on the 

channels; another is that the accuracy of its spatially integrated values has not been investigated to 

date.  

1.1.3  Statistically Optimal Beamforming 

  Although some of the aforementioned works [Gramann & Mocio 1995; Dougherty & Stoker 

1998; Dougherty 2014a,b] investigated modifications to frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF), 

the majority were “data-independent” implementations [Van Veen & Buckley 1988]. This 

signifies that the weights used to modify the input data matrix (the CSM in FDBF) are formed 

without consideration of it. If information about the input data matrix is used to some user-defined 

end, the beamforming algorithm is termed “statistically optimal”. In general, these formulations 

aim to provide more accurate beamforming results, either through the attenuation of interfering 

sources, finer spatial resolution (smaller mainlobe width), or both. The processing method 

presented herein, when applied to FDBF, both attenuates (correlated) interfering sources and 

provides finer spatial resolution than data-independent beamforming and thus is a form of 

statistically optimum beamforming. In this respect, it is related to the Minimum Variance 

Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformer and even more similar to the Generalized Sidelobe 

Canceller (GSC). MVDR beamforming [Capon 1969] uses input data matrix weights which 

minimize the beamform output with the constraint that the signal arriving from a user-defined 

location in space (or direction-of-arrival) is unmodified. This serves to attenuate the influence of 

interfering noise and sources arriving from locations other than that being targeted. The GSC 
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[Hanson & Lawson 1969; Griffiths & Jim 1982] has the same goal as the MVDR, except that a 

three-step process is used. First, a data-independent beamform is generated. Then, a separate 

beamform is generated from data which has had the signal which originates from the targeted 

spatial location “blocked”. Finally, this blocked beamform value is filtered then subtracted from 

the data-independent beamform value to remove influence from interfering noise and other sources 

not located at the targeted position.  

Both MVDR and GSC suffer from desired signal cancellation due to: (1) Errors in the user-

defined differences in arrival time between microphones for a signal which originates at a targeted 

location, and (2) Correlation between the targeted signal and other sources in the field. Although 

solutions to these drawbacks have been proposed (for example Cox et al. (1987) and Shan and 

Kailath (1985)), their nonlinear formulation and output uncertainty has led to only a few usages 

within the aeroacoustic field [Dougherty & Stoker 1998; Suzuki 2011; Huang et al. 2012; 

Dougherty 2014b]. Thus, while statistically optimal beamforming offers enhanced spatial 

resolution and mitigation of interfering sources which is unavailable to data-independent 

beamformers, these aforementioned issues must be addressed before their widespread use in the 

aeroacoustic field will be seen. The technique presented in this work addresses these drawbacks. 

1.1.4  Systematic Spatial Sound Mapping for Aeroacoustic Applications 

  A data-independent beamformer is a straightforward, computationally-efficient manner of 

estimating the location/strength of sources in a field measured with a microphone array. In simple 

source fields it can provide accurate results. “Accuracy” in the spatial sound mapping context 

signifies both the correct localization (qualitative) and strength-determination (quantitative) of the 

source distribution being measured. Common aeroacoustic testing scenarios are complex and thus 

warrant more complex methods than FDBF to accurately solve for the source locations, strengths, 

and in some instances type (monopole, dipole…). The following are efforts in the aeroacoustic 

field of systematic spatial sound mapping. The majority of algorithms assume incoherent 

distributions of monopole sources. More complex formulations build upon that. All techniques 

described operate in the far-field of the source(s). The basic task of the algorithms is to form 

qualitatively/quantitatively accurate source mappings as measured by the array. More complex 

tasks include identifying the source types being measured and the relative magnitudes/phases 

between sources. Most algorithms aim to solve a system of equations which in compact form can 

be stated as 
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𝒚 = 𝑨𝒙                      (1.1) 

where 𝒚 is that which is measured, and 𝑨 is the transfer function which describes the manner in 

which 𝒙 (the true source distribution) generates 𝒚 as measured by the array. Generally, solving for 

𝒙 has been done in one of three ways: 

1. Solving Eq. (1.1), posed as a nonlinear system of equations, via nonlinear optimization,  

2. Solving Eq. (1.1), posed as a linear system of equations, iteratively, or 

3. Decomposition of 𝒚 with source power allocation to the highest peak of the source map at 

each step in the decomposition.  

All techniques have assumptions and constraints which are justified according to the nature of the 

source and measurement setup. The list of research described below is not meant to be exhaustive 

(even within the aeroacoustics field), but is intended to present a breadth of techniques which have 

been applied to aeroacoustic spatial source mapping. 

  In 2003, Blacodon and Élias developed a method for spatially mapping sound source 

locations/powers from measured array microphone data. Their method was based on signal 

restoration, in which a linear model of the distortion (and noise) which contaminates the 

measurement of a desired signal is used to recover the desired signal’s properties. Given a scanning 

grid where all sources which contribute to the measured Cross-Spectral Matrix (CSM) are assumed 

to lie, a modeled CSM is created by summing the Point Spread Functions (PSFs) from all grid 

points to all microphone locations. The PSF defines the relative phases and amplitudes that would 

be theoretically be measured by an array using a user-defined Green’s function relating the 

source’s type/amplitude/position and propagation effects (e.g. shear layer) to the microphone 

positions. Monopole source radiation was assumed (i.e. source directivity is uniform in all 

directions) and the sources were assumed to be uncorrelated. The solutions to the unknown source 

powers were obtained through least-squares error minimization between the measured and 

modeled CSMs, using the nonlinear optimization tool Restarted Conjugate Gradient Method. 

Accurate results were obtained for both simulated and experimental data, suggesting that the 

assumptions used for the modeled CSM were not violated that and method used to minimize the 

error between CSMs produced good approximations to the true source distributions. The 

drawbacks to this method were that the modeled CSMs are produced from assumed source 

propagation characteristics and that least-squares minimization produces non-unique solutions for 

complex problems.  
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Brooks and Humphreys (2004) published a method that represented a step change in the 

aeroacoustic noise measurement community. Their methodology, called the Deconvolution 

Approach for the Mapping of Acoustic Sources (DAMAS), uses the beamform response as a 

precursor and removes microphone array characteristics (assumed to be defined by the PSF) to 

provide an estimation of the sound sources’ positions/strengths that exists in the scanning region. 

It relies on a positivity constraint, allowed by the independent source assumption, which renders a 

defined linear system of equations sufficiently deterministic. An iterative, relaxation-type method 

is used to solve the over-determined system of equations and provide non-ambiguous, enhanced 

resolution presentations of sound sources. A modification to DAMAS titled DAMAS2 was 

proposed by Dougherty (2005) which significantly reduced the computation time required for 

deconvolution of the beamforming maps. This was achieved by assuming the PSF to be shift-

invariant over the map defined and then treating the problem as an image deconvolution. Thus, the 

beamform map was iteratively deconvolved via forward and inverse spatial Fourier Transforms of 

the estimated underlying source distribution at each iteration. Similar to DAMAS, the source 

distribution is updated based on the minimization of the measured beamform map and that 

calculated via the estimated “true” distribution and PSF, and a positivity constraint rejects negative 

source amplitudes. 

In 2006, Brooks and Humphreys published an extension of DAMAS to allow for coherence 

between sources [Brooks & Humphreys 2006b]. The same iterative formulation was used, and 

cross-beamforming relationships between grid points was leveraged to calculate coherence 

between sources. In addition to the source values forced to positive values, the relative phase 

between sources was constrained to be zero. Simulations correctly produced the true source 

characteristics, however experimental data did not yield results which exhibited the inter-source 

coherence the algorithm intends to define due to the wavelength at the frequency investigated and 

estimated coherence lengths of the sources under study. Another issue was the problem scaling, as 

the matrix defining the PSFs increased with the 4th power of the number of grid points mapped.  

Sijtsma (2007) developed an updated version of the CLEAN algorithm [Högbom 1974], titled 

“CLEAN-SC”, which intended to account for sound propagation to the array which was 

inaccurately described by the PSF. CLEAN decomposes the initial CSM using PSFs which are 

scaled by the beamform value of the peak source in the map. At each iteration a scaled PSF is 

removed from the CSM, a new beamform is plotted with this “degraded” CSM, a new peak value 
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found and the process continues until a user-defined stop criterion is satisfied. CLEAN-SC 

changed the “PSF” which is subtracted at each iteration by modifying the steering vectors used to 

describe sound propagation from peak locations found on the beamform map. This was achieved 

by requiring that the “PSF” formed yield an equivalent cross-beamform (with respect to the peak 

source location) as that formed via the degraded CSM. This is in contrast to CLEAN, where the 

PSF does not change during the iterative decomposition of the CSM. The CLEAN-SC 

experimental results showed improved resolution over FDBF, and more accurate source 

localization and dynamic range (for the experimental setup shown) than CLEAN and DAMAS 

which both rely on the PSF.  

Suzuki (2008) investigated solving a similar linear equation as posed in DAMAS yet using 

eigen-decomposition. Due to the complex nature of the “eigenmodes” defined (corresponding 

eigenvalue and vector), source types were chosen a priori. Given the source type, the 

corresponding PSFs were used as models for sound propagation from the sources to the 

microphones. In an iterative procedure, the complex source amplitudes were solved for. Simulated 

results showed accurate identification of source types. The experimental results presented were 

qualitatively feasible but quantitatively non-verifiable.  

Sarradj (2010) also looked at subspace analysis to spatially map sound. In this method, the 

eigenvalues/vectors deemed a part of the signal subspace were each used to form CSMs. Using 

these individual CSMs, beamform maps could be generated corresponding to each eigenvalue. The 

peak level and location in each map was saved, and the final source map was the summation of all 

peaks obtained using each eigenvalue. As eigenvectors are orthogonal to one another, the method 

was termed Orthogonal Beamforming. The results presented showed finer spatial resolution than 

FDBF and had qualitative/quantitative accuracy similar to that of DAMAS. The drawbacks were 

that a cut-off for the number of eigenvalues to use had to be user-defined and that eigen-

decomposition suffers from similar quantitative inaccuracies which plague FDBF, namely main- 

and sidelobe contamination.  

Bahr and Cattafesta (2012) introduced a method for deconvolving the measured array data 

using plane-wave decomposition. For this, the CSM was related to source auto- and cross-spectral 

entities in the wavenumber-domain, and the measured data and transfer function matrix were 

accordingly posed in wavenumber-domain coordinates. The solution was solved for iteratively 

using constraints from Brooks & Humphreys (2006b) as well as a relaxation parameter to stabilize 
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the solution procedure. The iterative formulation sidestepped the storage of the full transfer 

function which kept the problem scaling tractable. Simulated results showed accurate functionality 

in resolving source fields and coherent magnitudes/phases between sources. Experimental data 

resulted in qualitatively feasible source maps but uncertainty in quantitative levels was found, 

possibly due to the assumption that the source field was sufficiently characterized by plane-wave 

propagation by the time the array was reached.  

  These techniques provide spatial estimates of the sound field being measured. A drawback of 

many of them is that the transfer function 𝑨 in Eq. (1.1) must be modeled. The next section 

describes the scope of this work and the approach taken to estimate 𝑨𝒙 and use it to 

qualitatively/quantitatively map the source power distribution.  

1.2 Scope and Objectives 

The overall scope of the work is to qualitatively/quantitatively map spatial sound distributions 

through processing of measured array data. In order to narrow the scope, relationships between 

sources in the field are not considered. Although the methodology used only supports incoherent 

source distributions, source directivities and degree of coherence are not assumed. While 

coherence between sources has not been studied, additional information used to modify the 

technique to allow for coherent source mapping is feasible.  

The algorithm presented is a modification of Conditioned Spectral Analysis, titled Constrained 

Spectral Conditioning (CSC), which operates on single-channel Fourier Transforms. CSC aims to 

obtain the sound characteristics at each microphone array channel from targeted locations in space 

(i.e. sound generation locations on the model under study). In most aeroacoustic test setups, the 

total sound field measured at the array is a combination of the sound fields generated by multiple 

and/or distributed sources. Thus, CSC aims to process the initially measured array data (all sources 

present) and ideally decompose it into sub-datasets which contain only the sound field 

characteristics of a single targeted location. Referencing Fig. 1.1, white lines are drawn which 

emphasize the idea of targeting the point on the model aircraft body where its drooped leading-

edge intersects the body. If the CSC processing is successful, the user would obtain an array dataset 

(Fourier Transforms) corresponding to the sound generated by only that location on the model. In 

order to do this, the sound field information from other (spatially separated) sources (e.g. wing 

tips) must be filtered out. CSC performs this spatial filtering on each array channel by using other  
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Figure 1.1. Hybrid Wing Body aircraft model inverted on its test stand in the NASA Langley 

14- by- 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel. View is looking downstream. Ninety-seven channel 

microphone array (grey disk) mounted overhead used to obtain spatial information about the sound 

generated by the model. White lines drawn from approximate microphone locations on the array 

to the drooped leading-edge intersection with the body are shown to emphasize the idea of 

targeting locations on the model, which is done in order to estimate the contribution to the total 

measured sound field (as measured by the array) from the targeted location. 

array channels (“references”), which are modified then subtracted from the channel being filtered. 

The way in which the reference channels are modified is the key to CSC. Time delays (or phase 

shifts in the frequency domain) are used to relate the signal emanating from a targeted spatial 

location to all array channels. CSC modifies the reference channels used for filtering such that all 

possible signal is removed in the subtraction process except that which satisfies the time delays 

defined between the channels and the targeted location. Thus, signals which arrive at the array 

from locations other than that being targeted will have distinct time delays (with respect to those 

being preserved) and are subject to cancellation during the filtering process. In this manner CSC 

produces different filtered sub-datasets which preserve signal at targeted spatial locations and 

attenuate that arriving from distinct spatial locations from that targeted. 

Finally, as CSC’s output Fourier Transforms could be inverse-transformed to produce 

microphone pressure-time histories, the algorithm’s output could serve as a building block for 
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many existing algorithms. In this research, Cross-Spectral Matrices (CSMs) are formed, and the 

CLEAN algorithm is used to locate sources on a user-defined grid and produce estimates of 𝒚 from 

Eq. (1.1), recast as  

∑ 𝑦
𝑠,𝑚

𝑆
𝑠=1 = ∑ 𝐴𝑠,𝑚𝑥𝑠

𝑆
𝑠=1

𝒚 = 𝑨𝒙 →
𝑚 = 1 → 𝑀

         (1.2) 

where 𝑆 signifies the total number of sources in the field and 𝑀 the number of array microphones. 

The focus of this work is in estimating the 𝑦𝑠,𝑚, which can be described as the source 

characteristics as measured by the array, more readily described as 𝐴𝑠,𝑚𝑥𝑠. Once the 𝑦𝑠,𝑚 have 

been estimated, the options for solving for the 𝑥𝑠 are numerous; here, data-independent frequency-

domain beamforming (FDBF) is chosen. Together, these three elements (CLEAN, CSC, and 

FDBF) enable the spatial mapping of a source field’s power from data measured by a microphone 

array. 

The significant contributions include: 

 Conditioned Spectral Analysis is constrained such that coherent signal between two 

channels is removed from one (primary) using the other (reference), while signal which 

has a user-defined phase delay between the channels is preserved, 

 The above formulation is embedded within an iterative loop which processes, channel-by-

channel, an entire array dataset for a user-defined location in space. The loop determines 

the optimum reference channels from the array based on maximum interfering-signal 

cancellation, and terminates the loop based on data-informed criteria, 

 The output CSMs formed from this process are manipulated in order to improve their 

accuracy based on data-independent frequency-domain beamforming, which is shown to 

be a geometrical projection operation, 

 The outputs of this entire process are then used to modify the CLEAN algorithm in order 

to spatially map the sound power at user-defined locations in space, 

 Five methods of scaling the resulting source maps from this modified CLEAN technique 

are given, which are applicable to other algorithms (e.g. CLEAN, CLEAN-SC, Orthogonal 

Beamforming), and  
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 A method is presented to adaptively extract the desired signal between two channels when 

the cross-correlations of the desired and (correlated) interfering signal(s) are sufficiently 

separated. 

1.3 Organization 

The second chapter in this work gives the motivation for single-channel processing which 

yields sub-datasets (derived from the original) that are related to specific locations in the field 

being measured. The processing methodology, algorithmic formulation, and supporting equations 

of Constrained Spectral Conditioning (CSC) are detailed. Examples are given which exemplify the 

processing results. Lastly, the CSC outputs are used to form CSMs and FDBF values, which are 

used to modify the CLEAN iterative scheme and produce a novel spatial sound mapping technique. 

Chapter 3 shows the behavior of CSC used to modify CLEAN (“CLEAN-CSC”) when 

mapping a simulated, incoherent source distribution whose correct integrated levels and position 

are known. Various source and measurement conditions are investigated in order to show how the 

different scenarios affect CLEAN-CSC’s ability to accurately map the distribution. The results of 

the scaling methods given in Chapter 2 are shown as a function of frequency. Implications of the 

results are discussed and processing recommendations made. 

Three experimental test cases from data collected at NASA Langley’s Quiet Flow Facility are 

presented in Chapter 4. A calibration point source example is shown to verify CLEAN-CSC’s 

qualitative/quantitative accuracy under experimental conditions. Then, two airframe component 

test cases are shown which can be referenced to previously published DAMAS results [Brooks & 

Humphreys 2006a]. These are an airfoil trailing/leading edge test and an airfoil with flap edge/cove 

test. Agreements and disagreements between DAMAS, CLEAN, and CLEAN-CSC are discussed. 

A summary of the entire work is given in Chapter 5. Major conclusions are listed and 

recommendations for future work are provided. The appendices start with a technique for 

estimating the cross-spectral magnitude/phase of a desired signal between two channels when 

correlated noise exists on each. Next, errors which are present in the data-dependent values used 

in CSC are given, followed by those arising from incorrectly-defined steering vectors. Then, the 

spatial resolution of CSC is defined in more absolute terms than those given in Chapter 2. Finally, 

an experimental dataset is used to show the effects of using the data-dependent and steering vector 

errors to constrain CSC.
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2    Theory 

This chapter details the methodology used to process microphone array datasets with the goal 

of qualitatively/quantitatively accurate spatial sound source mapping. Supporting equations are 

given as well as illustrative examples. The beginning starts with single-channel processing and 

builds to a full algorithm which spatially the maps the sound field measured by the array. 

2.1   Constrained Spectral Conditioning 

A method which removes correlated signal from single-channel microphone outputs is 

presented. The purpose of the information removal is to produce different sub-datasets (all derived 

from the original) which contain distinct information of different parts of the sound field which 

was originally measured. Improved spatial sound mapping accuracy via follow-on processing 

techniques is the impetus for preprocessing the single-channel data. In this work, Cross-Spectral 

Matrices (CSMs) are formed from the preprocessed datasets which are then used for data-

independent frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF). The FDBF values obtained from these 

CSMs prove to be more accurate than those generated from the initial, unprocessed CSM. 

Constrained Spectral Conditioning is used to estimate the signal coming from a targeted spatial 

location from data measured by a microphone array. The general concept of the algorithm can be 

summarized as follows. Using the microphone outputs, information about targeted locations in the 

field is desired. In order to produce more accurate estimations of the source characteristics at a 

targeted location, information from other sources in the field not at the targeted location should 

be removed. Targeted locations in space are related to the array by time delays of the sound from 

the spatial locations to the microphones. In the frequency domain, these time delays are equivalent 

to phase delays (or shifts). Figure 2.1 gives a phasor diagram which represents the common signal 

between two microphones as a green arrow: the length of the arrow presents the magnitude of the 

signal, and its position within the four quadrants represents its phase. Note that this total signal 

(green arrow) between the microphones is due to all sources present in the field being measured. 

When a single location is targeted, the phase a source at that location would have between the two 

microphones can be pre-calculated. This phase is given in Fig. 2.1 by a blue arrow. Now, in order 

to estimate the signal which has the phase of the blue arrow we will remove information from the 

total signal (green arrow). In order to preserve the signal we desire in this removal process, only  
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Figure 2.1. Phasor diagram describing the function of Constrained Spectral Conditioning. 

Information is removed (black arrow) from the total signal (green arrow) without affecting the 

signal which is being estimated from a targeted location in space (phase of blue arrow) because 

the information removed is orthogonal to (red line) the phase of the targeted signal. 

information which has an orthogonal phase (±90°) to our targeted location can be removed from 

the total signal. In Fig. 2.1, this orthogonal information is represented by the black arrow. In 

summary, the signal represented by the black arrow can be removed from the total signal (green 

arrow) without affecting the signal we are trying to estimate (with phase of the blue arrow) because 

the phase of the black arrow is orthogonal to the signal coming from the targeted location. 

Constrained Spectral Conditioning performs this information removal from the total microphone 

signals measured in order to estimate the signals coming from a targeted spatial locations. 

2.1.1  Background 

This first section presents the theory and supporting equations which are needed to develop the 

novel single-channel filtering method given in sections 2.1.2-4. All supporting material is 

referenced accordingly. Adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) aims to remove the linear effects, in a 

least-squares sense, of non-stationary (non-steady-state) inputs to a given system. It was originally 

formulated for use in the time-domain [Widrow et al. 1975] and was later extended to the 

frequency-domain [Dentino et al. 1978] which yielded the same result accuracy and decreased 

computation time. Under simplified test conditions, ANC has shown improvement of array 

processing results in low Signal-to-Noise Ratio conditions when the interfering noise was coherent 
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between a reference sensor and the array channels [Spalt et al. 2011]. The classical ANC 

formulation is limited in the sense that directional information about the spatial sound field is not 

used in the processing. When the classical formulation is modified to leverage directional sound 

field properties its use can be extended to situations in which traditional ANC would give 

erroneous results ([Spalt et al. 2012]; Appendix A).  

Conditioned Spectral Analysis (CSA) [Bendat & Piersol 1986] is the equivalent of ANC in the 

frequency domain for stationary (steady-state) inputs. The statistical convergence properties of 

ANC yield more accurate results than CSA due to the block-to-block adaptation of its filtering 

process. However, ANC must be constrained to prevent instabilities [Bershad & Feintuch 1986] 

and is significantly more computationally expensive than CSA. As the current research deals with 

steady-state signals, and thus block-to-block statistical variations are expected to be minimal, CSA 

is a more appropriate processing scheme. This work modifies CSA in order to enable its 

generalized usage for array processing beyond its classical formulation or the unique applications 

shown in Spalt et al. (2012) and Appendix A. 

The novel method introduced in the next section is a merger of CSA and a modified version 

[Liu & Van Veen 1991] of the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller [Hanson & Lawson 1969; Griffiths 

& Jim 1982]. Both aim to remove the linear effects, in a least-squares sense, of inputs to a given 

system. Starting with CSA, the equation for removing the linear effects of an input 𝑐ℎ𝑚′  from an 

input 𝑐ℎ𝑚 is given as 

𝐶𝐻𝑚,𝑚′𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑(𝑓) = 𝐶𝐻𝑚(𝑓) − (
�̂�

𝑚𝑚′(𝑓)

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′(𝑓)
)𝐶𝐻𝑚′(𝑓)

𝑚 ≠ 𝑚′

        (2.1) 

where 𝐶𝐻𝑚(𝑓) is the discrete Fourier Transform at frequency 𝑓 obtained from the pressure time-

history of microphone 𝑚 (𝑐ℎ𝑚), �̂�𝑚𝑚′(𝑓) is the one-sided block-averaged cross-spectrum 

between 𝑐ℎ𝑚 and 𝑐ℎ𝑚′  [Bendat & Piersol 1986] 

�̂�𝑚𝑚′(𝑓) =
2

𝐾𝑤𝑑𝑇
∑ 𝐶𝐻𝑚,𝑘

∗ (𝑓, 𝑇)𝐶𝐻𝑚′,𝑘(𝑓, 𝑇)𝐾
𝑘=1           (2.2) 

where 𝐾 is the number of data blocks that the time-history is divided into, 𝑇 the length of a data 

block in samples, 𝑤𝑑 a data window constant, and the asterisk * signifies complex conjugation. 
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Finally, �̂�𝑚′𝑚′(𝑓) is the one-sided, block-averaged autospectrum (calculated as in Eq. (2.2)) of 

microphone 𝑚′. CSA uses the Wiener-Hopf equation  

�̂�
𝑚𝑚′(𝑓)

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′(𝑓)
=

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′(𝑓)|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′(𝑓)
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖∅̂𝑚𝑚′(𝑓))             (2.3) 

as the optimum, least-squares estimate of a weighting term that when multiplied with 𝐶𝐻𝑚′(𝑓) 

and subtracted from 𝐶𝐻𝑚(𝑓), removes the correlated signal between 𝑐ℎ𝑚′ and 𝑐ℎ𝑚 from 𝑐ℎ𝑚 at 

frequency 𝑓 in a least-squares sense. 

Some notation details are addressed. Frequency dependence is implied and will be omitted 

hereafter unless explicitly stated otherwise or if an equation would be incomplete without its 

inclusion. Using the convention of Bendat and Piersol (1986), a hat ^ above a variable signifies an 

estimate of that variable (a measured quantity) whereas no hat signifies that variable’s true value 

(theoretical). Also, in instances where the spatial significance of the microphone(s) is emphasized, 

a vector above variable will be used i.e. �⃑⃑⃑�; however, this is just for emphasis as 𝑚 = �⃑⃑⃑�.   

  The Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) is an unconstrained, adaptive processing scheme 

which eliminates signal in a beamform which does not arrive along the beamformer’s steering 

direction (which corresponds to a targeted location in space). Thus, signal arriving from this 

targeted location is preserved and signals arriving from other spatial locations are attenuated. This 

is accomplished with three separate filters shown in Fig. 2.2: 𝑋 is the discrete time input data from 

 

Figure 2.2. Block diagram of the Generalized Sidelobe Canceller. 

a set of 𝑀 microphones, and 𝐵 is termed the “blocking matrix” which is designed to remove signal 

in 𝑋 which arrives from a steering direction defined by 𝑒. Using a delay-and-sum (DAS) 

beamformer [Van Veen & Buckley 1988] as an example, the output of 𝐵 could be obtained by 

delaying 𝑋 by the same delays used in 𝑒 and then subtracting them from 𝑋 in order to (ideally) 

remove the signal arriving from the steering direction. The adaptive filter 𝑊 is designed to 
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transform 𝑥𝐵 into a least-squares estimate of the correlated signal between 𝑥𝐵 and 𝑦𝐷𝐴𝑆. This 

estimate (𝑦𝐵) is finally subtracted from 𝑦𝐷𝐴𝑆 to give the GSC beamformed signal 𝑦𝐺𝑆𝐶 . Note that 

𝑥𝐵 and 𝑦𝐷𝐴𝑆 have multi-channel inputs and are each single outputs. For more details and how GSC 

fits into the general beamforming context see Van Veen and Buckley (1988). 

  A variation on the GSC [Liu & Van Veen 1991] is to perform the adaptation accomplished by 

𝑊 prior to the DAS beamformer. Thus, the filter 𝐵 is still designed to remove the signal coming 

from 𝑒, but the subsequent adaptive filtering is performed on the original input signals prior to 

beamforming as shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that each channel is filtered independently and then 

combined to form the beamformed result 𝑦𝐺𝑆𝐶,𝑚𝑜𝑑. The advantage of this modified formulation is 

that the signals are edited at the single-channel level, and thus follow-on processing not available 

to the formulation shown in Fig. 2.2 would be available. Also, the filtering process (i.e. before 

synthesis occurs) can be repeated. The disadvantage is that synthesized estimates (whether 𝑦𝐷𝐴𝑆 

or 𝑦𝐵) used in the cancellation step of Fig. 2.2 are more accurate than the single-channel estimates 

used in the cancellation step of Fig. 2.3 because: (1) Signals which sum in-phase are reinforced 

and those out-of-phase attenuated, and (2) Incoherent noise between channels is attenuated [Bendat 

& Piersol 1986]. Only the final outputs of Figs. 2.2 and 3 are equivalent [Liu & Van Veen 1991]. 

 

Figure 2.3. Block diagram of the modified Generalized Sidelobe Canceller. 

The novel pre-processing technique developed in sections 2.1.2-4 uses the methodology 

employed by CSA and the philosophy of the modified GSC shown in Fig. 2.3. The CSA 

methodology was chosen because the area of research deals with acoustic sources which are 
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stationary in time and space, allows for post-processing which is not speed-sensitive, and requires 

results in the frequency domain. That said, the inputs to CSA are frequency-domain quantities and 

more accurate for stationary signals. The proposed pre-filtering technique aims to remove from 

the original dataset the correlated, linear effects of signals which do not arrive at the microphones 

from user-defined spatial locations (philosophy of GSC) using a modified version of Eq. (2.1) 

(methodology of CSA), and is termed Constrained Spectral Conditioning (CSC). CSC is the main 

novel contribution of this work and builds upon the techniques described in this section. Its details 

are given in the following three sections. 

2.1.2  Blocking/Filtering Weight Term Definition for CSC 

  CSC is performed by using a term which combines the blocking and weighting functions of 

Fig. 2.3 into a term similar to Eq. (2.3) for use in Conditioned Spectral Analysis (CSA). The first 

step is to spatially relate the microphones to points in space where information about the sound 

field is desired. The free-field Green’s function defining the spherical propagation of sound from 

a point in space 𝑠 to a microphone �⃑⃑⃑� as a function of frequency 𝑓 and Euclidean distance 𝑟𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑� 

between 𝑠 and �⃑⃑⃑� in a quiescent, isotropic medium is 

(
1

𝑟�⃑⃑��⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�

) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖
2𝜋𝑓𝑟�⃑⃑��⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�

𝑐
) = (

1

𝑟�⃑⃑��⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�

) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑�)            (2.4) 

where 𝑐 is the speed of sound in the medium between 𝑠 and �⃑⃑⃑�. Note that both the steering location 

and microphone position are denoted as Euclidean vectors. Equation (2.4) is an example of a 

steering vector between 𝑠 and �⃑⃑⃑�; for other example formulations used in aeroacoustic 

beamforming reference Sarradj (2012). The relative phase between two microphones �⃑⃑⃑� and 𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑ 

corresponding to sound arriving from location 𝑠 can be calculated from the difference in their 

steering vector phases 

∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑(𝑓, 𝑟𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑�, 𝑟

𝑠𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑) = ∅𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑� − ∅
𝑠𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ =

2𝜋𝑓

𝑐
(𝑟𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑� − 𝑟

𝑠𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑)        (2.5) 

The aim of the GSC as presented in Fig. 2.3 is to remove signal on channels 𝑚 = 1 → 𝑀 which 

does not arrive from a targeted location 𝑠. The CSA methodology is to be used to accomplish this, 

yet Eq. (2.1) does not contain spatial constraints necessary to preserve the signal on �⃑⃑⃑� arriving 

from 𝑠. What is removed is the coherent signal between 𝑚 and 𝑚′, accomplished through Eq. 
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(2.3), which is similar in function to 𝑊 from Fig. 2.3 but non-adaptive. Referencing Fig. 2.3, 

something which accomplishes the function of the blocking matrix 𝐵 is needed which does not 

allow the signal from 𝑠 to be removed from 𝐶𝐻𝑚 in Eq. (2.1).  

  The proposed technique leverages the existing coherent, least-squares signal removal 

accomplished by the use of the Wiener-Hopf equation (Eq. (2.3)) in Eq. (2.1).The Wiener-Hopf 

equation is then modified to accomplish the function of 𝐵 from Fig. 2.3. In order to preserve the 

signal emanating from 𝑠, only the magnitude of the coherent signal weighting term from Eq. (2.3) 

which is orthogonal to the relative phase between 𝑚 and 𝑚′ corresponding to 𝑠 (∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) is used. 

Through geometry this magnitude is 

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
)                  (2.6) 

which is the magnitude of the projection of the vector defined by Eq. (2.3) which lies along the 

line orthogonal to ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ . To complete the modification of Eq. (2.3), the phase of the line onto 

which it has been projected replaces the cross-spectral phase of Eq. (2.3). In the time domain, this 

is equivalent to removing from one channel all possible correlated-signal between it and the 

reference channel which does not have a user-defined time-delay between them; the delay would 

be that calculated between the channels for signal emanating from a targeted location in space. 

Concluding, the modified version of the Wiener-Hopf equation, which in a novel fashion 

accomplishes the functions of 𝑊 and 𝐵 from Fig. 2.3 simultaneously, is defined as 

𝑊𝐵(𝑠,𝑚,𝑚′) =
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖 (∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
))    (2.7) 

Figure 2.4 gives the geometrical representation of the transformation of Eq. (2.3) into (2.7). 

This is the same diagram from Fig. 2.1 only with the underlying equations included. Using Eq. 

(2.7), the modified version of CSA (Eq. (2.1)) is 

𝐶𝐻𝑚,𝑚′𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑,𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 = 𝐶𝐻𝑚 − 𝑊𝐵(𝑠,𝑚,𝑚′)𝐶𝐻𝑚′         (2.8) 

Equation (2.8) represents the means by which spatially-constrained spectral conditioning is 

performed in the current work and is termed Constrained Spectral Conditioning (CSC). It relies on 

CSA for the frequency-domain removal of information from one channel using another as a  
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Figure 2.4. Modification of the Wiener-Hopf weight vector through orthogonal projection. 

Modification allows for correlated signal filtering yet preserves signal which has the user-defined 

steering vector phase ∅
�⃑⃑�,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝒎′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  between the channel being filtered and the reference channel used. 

“reference”. It borrows the idea of “blocking” from the GSC and thus preserves signal from a 

specified location in space which is being targeted. The merger of the CSA and GSC is achieved 

using orthogonality and allows CSA which is strictly data-dependent to become CSC which is 

data- and spatially-dependent. 

  The effectiveness of 𝑊𝐵 can be ascertained from its magnitude. Note that it is comprised of  

two distinct components: (1) 
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
 which is similar in form to the ordinary coherence function 

�̂�𝑚𝑚′
2 =

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|

2

�̂�𝑚𝑚�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
                   (2.9) 

and is data-dependent only, and (2) cos (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
) which acts as a spatial filter for a 

given 𝑠, �⃑⃑⃑�, 𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑, and 𝑓 and thus is spatially- and data-dependent (data-dependence from ∅̂𝑚𝑚′). 

Thus, signal removal in Eq. (2.8) is greatest for high coherence between 𝑚 and 𝑚′, low incoherent 

noise between the channels (as increasing the level of incoherent noise drives 
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
→ 0 as 𝐾 →

∞), and a cross-spectral phase ∅̂𝑚𝑚′  as close to ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ±

𝜋

2
 as possible. Conversely, the closer the 
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cross-spectral phase ∅̂𝑚𝑚′ comes to the steering vector phase ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  (in the time domain this 

would be the closer the time delay between the channels comes to that defined for the targeted 

location in space), the smaller the magnitude of 𝑊𝐵 becomes reducing the amount of signal 

subtracted from 𝐶𝐻𝑚 in Eq. (2.8).  

  In a noise-free, single-source field, it is verified that the information from that source (𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ ) is 

preserved on 𝐶𝐻𝑚 when performing CSC with Eqs. (2.7, 8) and targeting the location of the source 

(𝑠 = 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ ). This is due to the fact that the cross-spectral phase on the channels is solely due to 𝑠0 i.e. 

∅̂𝑚𝑚′ = ∅
𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ . Thus Eq. (2.7) becomes 

𝑊𝐵(𝑠,𝑚,𝑚′) =
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅

𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖 (∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
)) = 0 (2.10) 

and Eq. (2.8) reduces to  

𝐶𝐻𝑚,𝑚′𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑,𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 = 𝐶𝐻𝑚 − (0)𝐶𝐻𝑚′ = 𝐶𝐻𝑚        (2.11) 

However, multiple and/or distributed sources will have a combined influence on ∅̂𝑚𝑚′ . Under 

these circumstances, the preservation of a source at 𝑠 is only upheld for incoherent sources and/or 

distributions (using the phase modelling defined by Eq. (2.5)) because each source’s signal is 

superimposed on the channels. For this field of 𝑆 total sources, the autospectral density at 𝑚, and 

cross-spectral density and phase between 𝑚 and 𝑚′ are  

𝐺𝑚𝑚 = ∑ 𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚
𝑆
𝑠=1

|𝐺𝑚𝑚′| = |(∑ √𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚𝐺𝑠,𝑚′𝑚′𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅𝑠,𝑚𝑚′)𝑆
𝑠=1 )|

∅𝑚𝑚′ = ∠(∑ √𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚𝐺𝑠,𝑚′𝑚′𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅𝑠,𝑚𝑚′)𝑆
𝑠=1 )

         (2.12) 

Therefore, given this source field and targeting source 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ , 𝑊𝐵 can be written 

𝑊𝐵(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ , 𝑚,𝑚′) = ∑
√𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚𝐺𝑠,𝑚′𝑚′

𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − ∅
𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖 (∅

𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
))𝑆

𝑠=1

 (2.13) 
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When 𝑠 = 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ , the cosine term equals zero, and thus that term of the summation is zeroed preserving 

source 𝑠0. Note that sources which are coherent with respect to each other have additional cross-

spectral phase terms  

∅𝑚𝑚′ = ∠ (∑√𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚𝐺𝑠,𝑚′𝑚′𝑒
𝑖∅

𝑠,𝑚𝑚′

𝑆

𝑠=1

+ ∑ ∑ √𝛾𝑠𝑠′
2 𝐺𝑠,𝑚𝑚𝐺𝑠′,𝑚′𝑚′𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖(∅𝑠,𝑚 − ∅𝑠′,𝑚′))

𝑆

𝑠′=1

𝑆

𝑠=1

)

𝑠 ≠ 𝑠′

 

(2.14) 

where 𝛾𝑠𝑠′
2  is the ordinary coherence between source 𝑠 and 𝑠′. Therefore, when 𝑠 = 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  the cosine 

term in Eq. (2.14) can have additional terms (compared to Eq. (2.13)) preventing it from zeroing 

itself and thus preventing the preservation of 𝑠0.   

  Concluding, for the steering vector formulations used here, 𝑊𝐵 is only accurate for incoherent 

source distributions. However, if information about the coherent nature of the field can be 

incorporated into the cross-spectral phases between channels, 𝑊𝐵 could be used under coherent 

source conditions and its accuracy would depend on the accurate modelling of the coherence 

effects on the cross-spectral phases. 

2.1.3  Optimum Reference Channel for 𝑾𝑩 

Constrained Spectral Conditioning (Eq. (2.8)) uses a single “reference” channel (𝑐ℎ𝑚′) to 

perform cancellation. If more than two channels comprise the array, the reference channel which 

is used must now be chosen. As the goal is maximum cancellation under the constraint of Eq. (2.7) 

(preservation of signal from 𝑠), the optimum reference channel is that with the maximum |𝑊𝐵| as 

close to 1 as possible without exceeding 1 (|𝑊𝐵| > 1 enlarges 𝐶𝐻𝑚′ in Eq. (2.8), which, while 

hypothetically valid under noiseless measurements of incoherent sources, in practice will amplify 

both the signal and noise on 𝐶𝐻𝑚′ degrading the accuracy of Eq. (2.8)). Thus, for a given 𝑠 and 

𝑚, the optimum reference channel 𝑚0
′  satisfies 
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𝑚0
′ (𝑚, 𝑠) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 |

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
)| ≤ 1

𝑚′ = 1 → 𝑀 

𝑚′ ≠ 𝑚

      (2.15) 

2.1.4  CSC Processing Algorithm 

  Equations (2.5, 7, 8, 15) define the properties of CSC which remove signal from array channels 

while preserving signal from a targeted point in space for an incoherent source field. A novel 

algorithm is now introduced which automates the processing of an initial array dataset using 

known microphone array coordinates and user-defined scanning locations. 

  The initial 𝑀 time-pressure records of the full-rank dataset are Fourier Transformed and a 

Cross-Spectral Matrix (CSM) (each element formed according to Eq. (2.2)) is formed 

�̂� =

[
 
 
 
�̂�11 �̂�12 ⋯ �̂�1𝑀

�̂�21 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
�̂�𝑀1 ⋯ ⋯ �̂�𝑀𝑀]

 
 
 

                (2.16) 

This CSM is used to provide the autospectra (�̂�𝑚′𝑚′) and initial cross-spectral magnitudes and 

phases (|�̂�𝑚𝑚′| and ∅̂𝑚𝑚′) for use in 𝑊𝐵. Then, the difference in steering vector phases is 

computed for each microphone pair for a given steering location from Eq. (2.5). Note that changes 

to the Green’s function phase (Eq. (2.4)) due to the propagation medium must be accounted for. 

For example, if sound is convected by wind tunnel flow and propagates through the tunnel’s shear 

layer, the quantity 2𝜋𝑓(∆𝑡𝑚,𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟) must be added or subtracted to the phase of Eq. (2.4). This 

value is the modified (compared to the direct path of Eq. (2.4)) time required for the sound to 

propagate from 𝑠 to �⃑⃑⃑� due to convection by the flow and refraction by the shear layer. It can be 

calculated using Snell’s law in Amiet’s method [Amiet 1978] adapted to a user-defined surface 

approximating the shear layer. Lastly, note that any user-defined phase may be used, depending 

on the experimental setup, which is thought to best approximate the propagation from a location 

in space to the microphones. And, note that these relative phases are the only constraints that CSC 

needs to process the channel data, however other modifications can be applied (for example, 

relative magnitude differences between channels). 
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  An iterative loop is used to remove signal from each channel using other channels as references 

(one reference per iteration). The iterative procedure for channel 𝑚 and scanning location 𝑠 is 

𝐶𝐻𝑚
𝑖 (𝑠,𝑚0

′ 𝑖
) = 𝐶𝐻𝑚 − 𝑊𝐵𝑖(𝑠,𝑚,𝑚0

′ 𝑖
)𝐶𝐻𝑚0

′ 𝑖  𝑖 = 1

𝐶𝐻𝑚
𝑖 (𝑠,𝑚0

′ 𝑖
) = 𝐶𝐻𝑚

𝑖−1(𝑠,𝑚0
′ 𝑖−1

) − 𝑊𝐵𝑖(𝑠,𝑚,𝑚0
′ 𝑖

)𝐶𝐻𝑚0
′ 𝑖  𝑖 > 1

    (2.17) 

In each iteration, 𝑊𝐵 is recalculated using an 𝑚0
′  determined from Eq. (2.15). A block diagram 

illustrating the first iteration of Eq. (2.17) is given in Fig. 2.5. At each iteration, the updated channel 

is only saved if the following two criteria are met: 

|𝐶𝐻𝑚
𝑖 (𝑠,𝑚0

′ 𝑖
)| < |𝐶𝐻𝑚

𝑖−1(𝑠,𝑚0
′ 𝑖−1

)|                   (2.18) 

 

|
2

𝐾𝑤𝑑𝑇
∑ (𝐶𝐻

𝑊𝐵𝑖,𝑚0
′ 𝑖)

∗

(𝐶𝐻
𝑊𝐵𝑖,𝑚0

′ 𝑖)𝐾
𝑘=1 | > |�̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑚,𝑚0

′ |

𝐶𝐻
𝑊𝐵𝑖,𝑚0

′ 𝑖 = 𝑊𝐵𝑖 (𝑠,𝑚,𝑚0
′ 𝑖

)𝐶𝐻𝑚0
′ 𝑖

       (2.19) 

If both conditions are not met, a new reference channel (𝑚0
′ ) is used (in descending order of the 

calculated |𝑊𝐵| for that iteration). Once all reference channels have failed the criteria of Eqs. 

(2.18-19), the channel is saved (for the given 𝑠) and a new channel is processed. 

 

Figure 2.5. Block diagram of first iteration CSC (Eq. (2.17)). 
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The criterion of Eq. (2.18) prevents the addition of signal to the channel which would be 

counterintuitive to the processing methodology. That of Eq. (2.19) dictates the magnitude of the 

signal to be removed be greater than the cross-spectral magnitude of the incoherent noise floor 

between 𝑚 and 𝑚0
′ . This implies that the coherent signal to be removed from 𝐶𝐻𝑚 

(𝑊𝐵(�⃑�, 𝑚, 𝑚0
′ )𝐶𝐻

𝑚0
′ ) cannot give accurate estimates once the magnitude of the cross-spectral 

noise floor level between 𝑚 and 𝑚0
′  has been reached. “Noise floor” in this context refers to 

incoherent signal, whether electronic or real, which is present on the channels during static (no 

flow) conditions. This noise floor is the lower bound at which a coherent signal can be measured 

on the microphones. Its incoherence is stressed because incoherent signal between channels will 

not contribute deterministically to |�̂�𝑚𝑚′| or ∅̂𝑚𝑚′. 

Constrained Spectral Conditioning as a novel filtering technique for arrays has been defined 

via Eqs. (2.5, 7, 8, 15, 17-19). The following two sections give examples of how CSC filters the 

initial dataset using well-known statistics in frequency-domain aeroacoustic applications. 

2.1.5  CSC Cross-Spectral Magnitude/Phase Convergence 

The resulting channel autospectra, cross-spectral magnitudes, and cross-spectral phases after 

CSC has iterated fully are a function of the cancellation ability of the array for a given dataset and 

scanning location. The only constraint used is the steering vector phase (or more precisely, the 

resulting phase differences between channels) of a signal from 𝑠. The iterative process of Eqs. 

(2.17-19) gives a CSC output cross-spectrum between 𝑚 and 𝑚′ for location 𝑠 

�̂�𝑠,𝑚𝑚′ = |�̂�𝑠,𝑚𝑚′|𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂𝑠,𝑚𝑚′)              (2.20) 

which is an estimate of the cross-spectrum between 𝑚 and 𝑚′ if only the source at 𝑠 were being 

measured. 

An example of the convergence of the cross-spectral magnitude and phase between channels 

during Constrained Spectral Conditioning is shown. The microphone array layout shown in Fig. 

2.7 is used to generate synthetic datasets. Eleven incoherent point sources are positioned in a 

scanning plane 60” from the array plane and used to generate “sound pressure” data measured by 

the Large Aperture Directional Array (LADA, [Humphreys et al. 1998]). The processing 

parameters used for data generation were a sampling rate of 𝐹𝑠=250 kHz, 𝐾=1000 data blocks, 
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and a data-block length 𝑇=8192. An estimate of the average array power from a source at 𝑠 is 

given by the data-independent frequency-domain beamform (FDBF) using the initial CSM �̂� 

𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹(𝑠) =
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑇�̂�𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑀2
                  (2.21) 

where a component of the steering vector matrix e𝑠 for channel 𝑚 is 

𝑒𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑� = (
𝑟�⃑⃑��⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�

𝑟�⃑⃑�𝑚𝑐⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅𝑠�⃑⃑⃑⃑�)

𝑒𝑠 = 𝑐𝑜𝑙[𝑒𝑠1 𝑒𝑠2 ⋯ 𝑒𝑠𝑀]

              (2.22) 

where 𝑚𝑐 is the geometric center array microphone and superscript 𝑇 signifies conjugate 

transposition. The beamformed value is a mean-pressure-squared quantity calculated for a spatial 

location 𝑠 and frequency 𝑓, referenced to a single microphone level by dividing by the total number 

of array channels squared (number of non-zero CSM elements). The magnitude ratio term (
𝑟�⃑⃑��⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�

𝑟�⃑⃑�𝑚𝑐⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ ⃑⃑
) 

serves to account for the difference in distance travelled from 𝑠 to �⃑⃑⃑� and 𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑. An increased dynamic 

range version of Eq. (2.21) is obtained by setting the diagonal elements of  �̂� to zero (diagonal 

removed = DR) 

𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) =
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑇�̂�𝐷𝑅𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑀2−𝑀
                 (2.23) 

which serves to remove microphone self-noise contamination [Mosher 1996; Brooks & 

Humphreys 1999]. The point source strengths are set such that each source independently has a 

DR FDBF value of 100 dB at a narrowband frequency of 17 kHz (Fig. 2.6). Although none of the 

sources mainlobes (area directly surrounding source peak) are within 3 dB of each other, their 

sidelobes (constructive phase summing generates false source locations) raise the peak source level 

in the map to 101 dB. The mean ordinary coherence between array channels (excluding auto-

coherence) �̅� is 0.1 due to the presence of multiple sources. 

The middle source at (x,y) = (0,0) in Fig. 2.6 (box drawn around it) is targeted and no steering 

vector errors exist (i.e. 𝑠 = 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  and the phases from 𝑠 to all microphones �⃑⃑⃑� are the same phases 

used to generate the data). The first and second channels in the LADA (marked with red crosses 
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in Fig. 2.7) are used for subsequent analysis. The two channels are processed (using all array 

channels as possible references) with CSC until the stop criteria have been satisfied. 

 

Figure 2.6. DR FDBF for synthetic source setup. 11 incoherent point sources, 𝒇 = 17 kHz, z = 

60”, ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 = 0.25”, mean coherence across array (�̅�) = 0.1. 

 

Figure 2.7. LADA microphone layout. Channels marked with red crosses used for analysis. 

Figure 2.8 shows the cross-spectral magnitude and phase convergence of Eq. (2.20) with 

iteration in the top and bottom subplots respectively. The correct cross-spectral magnitude and 
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phase for a single source at (x,y) = (0,0) inches are plotted as solid red lines. Due to the number of 

sources the cross-spectral magnitude between the channels starts out (i.e. the initial, unprocessed 

CSM cross-spectral magnitude) at 108.6 dB. As the first channel is processed the cross-spectral 

magnitude and phase converge toward their correct values. Note that when the CSC processing 

has ended on channel 1, the cross-spectral magnitude and phase are very close to their correct  

 

Figure 2.8. Cross-spectral magnitude and phase convergence with increasing iteration of Eq. 

(2.17). Two channels used are those marked with red crosses in Fig. 2.7. 𝒇 = 17 kHz, �̅� = 0.1, SNR 

= 40 dB. Solid red lines denote true cross-spectral magnitude phase values for the targeted source 

(box drawn around it in Fig. 2.6). Black dots are the changing cross-spectral magnitude and phase 

between the channels as a function of iteration. 

values (errors are +0.3 dB and -0.01 radians), and channel 2 has yet to be processed. This is because 

channel 1 has had the influence of the other 10 sources present on the initial dataset almost 

completely removed, and thus the coherent signal between the channels is almost entirely due to 

the source being targeted. Once channel 2 begins to be processed fluctuations in the cross-spectral 

magnitude and phase are seen. Note that the magnitude only changes slightly, but as the 

information from other sources is removed from channel 2 the phase between the channels is much 

more sensitive. As channel 2 continues to be processed the values continue to converge. Once 

channel 2 has finished being processed the final errors are -0.03 dB and -6.4e-4 radians. 

  The same dataset is used again, however the SNR is lowered to 20 dB. Figure 2.9 shows the 

convergence results. At the lower SNR it is quickly apparent that the results are less accurate. The 

final converged errors are +1.6 dB and -1.5e-2 radians. This decrease in accuracy is due to the  
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Figure 2.9. Same as Fig. 2.8 for simulated field of FDBF in Fig. 2.6 except SNR = 20 dB. 

lower bound that 𝑊𝐵 can take before the noise floor stop criterion is enforced (note the reduction 

in iterations between Figs. 2. 8 and 9). This is due both to the increase in the level of the incoherent 

noise floor as the SNR is decreased, and the decrease in the data-dependent part of 𝑊𝐵 due to the 

increase in its denominator. 

  A third case is investigated. The DR FDBF is shown in Fig. 2.10. The same conditions from 

the previous case remain, however 6 of the 11 sources have been removed. The resulting mean 

ordinary coherence is now 0.21. The peak value on the map is now 100.5 dB. Figure 2.11 gives 

the cross-spectral magnitude and phase convergence results. Due to the reduced number of sources, 

the initial cross-spectral magnitude is now only 103.1 dB. Similar convergence trends are seen 

from the previous two cases. However, when the two channels are finished being processed, the 

error is much lower than that seen in Fig. 2.9 (0 dB and -9.7e-3 radians). The reduced iteration 

count is due to the decrease in number of sources to remove. The accuracy increase is due to the 

increased coherence (due to fewer sources) increasing the numerator of the data-dependent part of 

𝑊𝐵. 

A final case is investigated. The DR FDBF is shown in Fig. 2.12. The same conditions from 

the previous case remain, however the sources are moved much closer to the targeted center source. 

The influence of the neighboring sources’ mainlobes increase the peak level to 100.7 dB, smear 

the beamform such that 5 distinct sources are no longer identifiable, and the center source appears 

to move upward slightly The resulting mean ordinary coherence is now 0.22. Figure 2.13 gives the 

cross-spectral magnitude and phase convergence results. Due to the spatial concentration of the  
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Figure 2.10. FDBF similar to Fig. 2.6 except �̅� = 0.21 due to only 5 sources present in the 

“field”. 

 

Figure 2.11. Same as Fig. 2.8 for setup shown with FDBF of Fig. 2.10 (�̅� = 0.21). 

sources, the initial cross-spectral magnitude is now 106.1 dB. The resulting convergence errors 

seen in Fig. 2.13 are now greater than the previous case: +0.2 dB and -3.5e-2 radians. Even though 

the SNR is equal and �̅� slightly higher between Figs. 2.11 and 13, the accuracy decreases due to 

the encroachment of sources on the targeted source, decreasing the data- and spatially-dependent 
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cosine term of 𝑊𝐵 thus decreasing its cancellation ability before the noise floor criterion is 

reached. 

 

Figure 2.12. FDBF similar to Fig. 2.10 except �̅� = 0.22 and sources moved closer to (x,y) = 

(0,0) inches. 

 

Figure 2.13. Same as Fig. 2.11 for setup shown with FDBF in Fig. 2.12 (�̅� = 0.22). 

These results indicate that both high coherence between array channels and low levels of 

incoherent noise (high SNR) will increase the accuracy of CSC in producing correct cross-spectral 
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magnitudes and phases when targeting source locations. It was also shown that decreasing distance 

between a targeted source and neighboring sources will reduce CSC’s cancellation ability.  

2.1.6  CSC Beamwidth and Sidelobes 

Given the ability to remove signal from array channels yet preserve signal from a targeted point 

in space, the objective of Constrained Spectral Conditioning is twofold: 

 When targeting a location 𝑠 where a source 𝑠0 is located, remove all signal from the 

channels except that due to 𝑠0, and 

 If no source exists at 𝑠, remove as much signal from the channels as possible. 

The spatial resolution of the algorithm is dependent upon the ability to cancel signal on the 

channels when targeting locations in space near sources. This will depend on the calculation of 

𝑊𝐵, separated into its components. The spatial and data-dependent term, 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
), in general decreases (reduced cancellation ability) with:  

 Decreasing frequency, 

 Decrease in the number of unique vector spacings of the co-array [Haubrich 1968; 

Underbrink 2002],  

 Decrease in the number of microphones, 

 Decrease in the array aperture, and 

 Increase in distance between the array and the source(s) 

The data-dependent term, 
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
, decreases with: 

 Increasing frequency, 

 Increasing number of individual sources,  

 Increasing spatial extent of distributed sources, 

 Increasing magnitude of incoherent noise between channels (decrease in SNR), and 

 Decrease in distance between the array and the source(s) 

For a given array, frequency, source field, and fixed source field/array geometry, the incoherent 

noise present on the dataset will be the limiting factor of the spatial resolution. The incoherent 

noise affects the algorithm’s noise floor constraint (Eq. (2.19)), which limits the magnitude of 

signal that can be removed (Eq. (2.17)) in the following two ways:  
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1) As the level of the noise floor increases, the data-dependent part of 𝑊𝐵 (
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
) decreases 

(as the noise floor is incoherent, �̂�𝑚′𝑚′  will grow much faster than |�̂�𝑚𝑚′| with an increasing 

noise floor level, especially as 𝐾 → ∞ as increased averaging will lower the cross-spectral 

amplitude of incoherent signal [Bendat & Piersol 1986]), and 

2) The cross-spectral value of the noise floor (�̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑚,𝑚0
′ ) increases.  

Assuming that the incoherent noise does not bias ∅̂𝑚𝑚′  [Bendat & Piersol 1986], the decrease in 

the data-dependent part of 𝑊𝐵 decreases the lower-bound of the cosine term which in turn limits 

∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  approaching ∅̂𝑚𝑚′ . To grasp why this affects resolution, take the scenario of a monopole 

source, noise-free environment, and quiescent, isotropic propagation medium. In this instance, the 

location of the source is denoted 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  and ∅̂𝑚𝑚′ = ∅𝑚𝑚′ = ∅
𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ . The spatial resolution of CSC 

is determined by the ability to remove signal from the array channels when targeting locations in 

space surrounding 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ . Thus, as the targeted location in space approaches 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ , ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ → ∅

𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  

and cos (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
) = cos (∅

𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
) → cos (−

𝜋

2
) = 0. Therefore, any 

decrease in 
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
, increase in �̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑚,𝑚0

′ , or both, raises the lower-bound that 

|cos (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
)| can take (as part of |𝑊𝐵|) and still satisfy the incoherent noise floor 

constraint (Eq. (2.19)). 

In order to investigate CSC’s spatial cancellation ability, it will be compared to data-

independent frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF) for a given simulated setup, frequency, and 

SNR. Leveraging related work that has been published, synthetically generated data will be used 

for the Large Aperture Directional Array (LADA) in a setup investigated in Brooks and 

Humphreys (2005). A monopole point source is simulated a distance of 𝑧 = 60”, in line with the 

geometrical center of the array. A sampling rate of 𝐹𝑠=250 kHz was used and 𝐾=1000 data blocks 

were generated with length 𝑇=8192. The narrowband frequencies simulated are 1, 6, 10, and 40 

kHz, at SNRs of -10, 0, 10, and 20 dB where SNR is defined as 

SNRdB = 10 log10 (
Psignal

Pincoherent noise
)            (2.24) 
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and 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 is the average power (pascals2) of the signal across all channels 

𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 =
1

𝑀
𝑡𝑟[�̂�𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙]                (2.25) 

where 𝑡𝑟[] denotes the matrix trace (sum of its main diagonal). 

A grid bisecting the point source location of area 50 in2 with grid point spacing of 0.5” is used. 

CSC is carried out for all channels 𝑀 and scanning locations 𝑆 producing a new dataset 𝑆 times 

larger than the initial one. In other words, 𝑀 Fourier Transformed pressure records become 𝑆 × 𝑀 

Fourier Transformed pressure records, one set of 𝑀 records for each 𝑠. Once all channels have 

been processed using CSC, auto- and cross-spectra are obtained from Eq. (2.20) forming the 

resulting CSM for 𝑠 

�̂�𝑠,𝐶𝑆𝐶 =

[
 
 
 
 
�̂�𝑠,11 �̂�𝑠,12 ⋯ �̂�𝑠,1𝑀

�̂�𝑠,21 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
�̂�𝑠,𝑀1 ⋯ ⋯ �̂�𝑠,𝑀𝑀]

 
 
 
 

             (2.26) 

which ideally contains only the information from the source at 𝑠. 

Replacing the unmodified, initial CSM with that obtained from CSC in Eq. (2.23) gives the 

CSC DR FDBF output at 𝑠 

𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) =
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑇�̂��⃑⃑�,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑀2−𝑀
               (2.27) 

For each frequency and SNR, the metrics tabulated are the lateral (parallel with the array plane) 

and longitudinal (perpendicular to the array plane) beamwidth. The lateral beamwidth 𝐵𝑊𝑜
 is 

defined as the width across the main beamform lobe whose level is within 3 dB of the peak level. 

The longitudinal beamwidth is defined as 

𝐵𝑙 = 𝑅2 − 𝑅1                   (2.28) 

where 𝑅1 is the 3 dB down distance between the array and the source and 𝑅2 the 3 dB down 

distance from the source extending away from the array.  

  As an example case for plotting, a narrowband frequency of 10 kHz will be used at a SNR of 

20 dB. Figure 2.14 shows the lateral and longitudinal beamforming results for DR FDBF (Eq. 
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(2.23)) and CSC pre-processed beamforming (Eq. (2.27). Levels are plotted normalized to the 

peak, such that the peak level at 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  (source location = (0, 0, 60) in) is 0 dB and other locations are 

plotted in negative dB relative to the peak. Comparing Figs. 2.14a and b, it is seen that 𝐵𝑊𝑜
 of 

2.13b is much smaller than 2.13a (0.07 vs. 2.54”) and the peak sidelobes present in 2.13a are ~23 

dB higher than those in 2.13b (-8.3 vs. -30.4 dB). The sidelobes have been reduced because no 

source exists at those locations and consequently the resulting �̂�𝑠,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅 have a greatly reduced 

magnitude when compared to �̂�𝐷𝑅. The only location where signal is preserved is that of the source 

i.e. 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,,𝐷𝑅(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ ) = 𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ ). The longitudinal beamform is plotted in the same manner as Figs. 

2.14a,b in  2.14c,d. The center of plane bisects the source location but the y-axis is now the z-axis 

representing perpendicular distance from the array face. The same differences exist in Figs. 2.14c,d 

as a,b, yet 2.14d doesn’t resolve the source location as closely as 2.13b (the lateral resolution for 

arrays is sharper than the longitudinal, a trend also found in Brooks and Humphreys (2005)). 

Table 2.1 includes results for narrowband frequencies of 1, 6, 10, and 40 kHz, at SNRs of -10, 

0, 10, and 20 dB. The lateral beamwidth and longitudinal beamwidth are given. The average ratio 

𝐵𝑙

𝐵𝑊𝑜

 for both techniques is ~11.1, regardless of SNR or frequency. This signifies that CSC 

preprocessing still exhibits the same general loss in resolution in the longitudinal directional 

relative to the lateral as FDBF. Note that at a SNR of -10 dB, the CSC preprocessing is barely 

implemented due to the noise floor constraint of Eq. (2.19) and thus the CSC output CSM is very 

similar to the input CSM i.e. �̂�𝑠,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅 ≈ �̂�𝐷𝑅. As the SNR increases, the spatial resolution 

improvement over FDBF increases dramatically: from ~2.8 times sharper at 0 dB to ~30.8 times 

the spatial resolution at 20 dB SNR. Lastly, the source strength for all cases was equal between 

the methods (𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ ) = 𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ )), indicating that CSC does not remove source signal 

from the channels when correctly steered to its location. 

  Figure 2.15 shows the trends of lateral beamwidth and highest sidelobe as a function of 

frequency for FDBF and FDBF using CSC-CSMs. For the lateral beamwidth (Fig. 2.15a) the trend 

to that of Table 2.1 is seen. Characteristic of arrays, the beamwidth decreases with increasing 

frequency. As the SNR increases, CSC is able to remove more signal from the initial dataset thus 

producing a smaller beamwidth when targeting locations next to the source. Figure 2.15b shows 

that the highest sidelobe also decreases with increasing SNR for the same reason: signal at false 

source locations (sidelobes) is removed. The sidelobe level is invariant with frequency which is 
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also a general array characteristic. The combination of the two results in Fig. 2.15a,b demonstrates 

the advantage in using CSMs generated via CSC in a FDBF context using the beamwidth of the 

array (spatial resolution) and the sidelobe levels it exhibits (spatial signal leakage). However,  

 

Figure 2.14. DR FDBF results for simulated point source as “measured” by the LADA. SNR 

= 20 dB, 𝒇 = 10 kHz, 50 in2 plane, ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 = ∆𝒛 = 0.5”. Lateral scanning plane centered at z = 

60”: (a) DR FDBF, (b) CSC DR FDBF; Longitudinal scanning plane centered at z = 60”: (c) DR 

FDBF, and (d) CSC DR FDBF. 

CSC’s performance is linked to the SNR at the array and decreasing this ratio limits the CSC 

processing until the point at which the non-processed dataset gives equal results to those using 

CSC. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Table 2.1. Initial, unprocessed CSM vs. CSC-CSM DR FDBF results for LADA and single 

synthetic point source located at z = 60” from array face. Lateral and longitudinal 

beamwidths given as a function of SNR and frequency. 
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Figure 2.15. Initial, unprocessed CSM vs. CSC-CSM  DR FDBF results for LADA and single 

synthetic point source located at z = 60” from array face. (a) Lateral beamwidth vs. frequency, 

and (b) Highest sidelobe level (normalized to peak) vs. frequency.  

2.1.7  CSC-CSM Modification 

  This section gives a novel Cross-Spectral Matrix (CSM) modification technique used to more 

closely model the CSM induced by a source at 𝑠, starting from the CSM obtained via CSC outputs 

(Eq. (2.26)). Its manipulation produces a more accurate estimate of the CSM induced at the array 

from source at 𝑠 given that:  

1. The user-defined steering vector phases between 𝑠 and the array channels are accurate, and 

2. The FDBF gives a computationally-efficient, cross-spectral-based magnitude estimation of 

a source targeted with the user-defined steering vector phases. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The first assumption is standard in aeroacoustic array processing. The second is subsequently 

detailed. 

Starting with the minimum-size CSM (2x2), it can be shown that the frequency-domain 

beamform (FDBF) executes a cosine modulation of the CSM’s cross-spectral magnitudes. Using 

the diagonally removed (DR) CSM  

�̂�𝐷𝑅 = [
0 |�̂�12| 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂12)

|�̂�21| 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂21) 0
]          (2.29) 

where |�̂�12| = |�̂�21| and ∅̂12 = −∅̂21, and steering vector from location 𝑠 to the channels 

(omitting magnitude manipulation) 

𝑒𝑠 = [
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂𝑠1)

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂𝑠2)
]                   (2.30) 

the DR FDBF at 𝑠 is (omitting the normalization by the number of active elements 
1

𝑀2−𝑀
) 

𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) = 𝑒𝑠
𝑇 [

0 |�̂�12| 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂12)

|�̂�21| 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂21) 0
] 𝑒𝑠      (2.31) 

where  

𝑒𝑠
𝑇 = [𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖∅̂𝑠1) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖∅̂𝑠2)]            (2.32) 

Multiplying out the right side of Eq. (2.31) we obtain 

|�̂�21| 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂21) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖∅̂𝑠2) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂𝑠1)   +   |�̂�12| 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂12) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖∅̂𝑠1) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅̂𝑠2)   

     (2.33) 

Writing the difference in steering vector phases between the channels as 

∅̂𝑠,21 = ∅̂𝑠1 − ∅̂𝑠2 = −∅̂𝑠,12              (2.34) 

and leveraging the equalities given after Eq. (2.29) was introduced, we can write Eq. (2.33) as 

|�̂�12|[𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖(∅̂12 − ∅̂𝑠,21) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖(∅̂12 − ∅̂𝑠,21)]       (2.35) 
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Equation (2.35) can be simplified employing the trigonometric identity 

𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑖𝑥) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝑥) = 2𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥)             (2.36) 

and the DR FDBF for 𝑠 is finally written (including active element normalization) 

𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) =
2|�̂�12| 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅̂12−∅̂�⃑⃑�,21)

22−2
              (2.37) 

which for a greater channel count is extended as  

𝑌𝐹𝐷𝐵𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) =
1

𝑀2−𝑀
∑ ∑ (|�̂�𝑚𝑚′| 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅̂𝑠,𝑚′𝑚))𝑀

𝑚′=1
𝑀
𝑚=1

𝑚 ≠ 𝑚′

   (2.38) 

Thus, the cosine term modulates the cross-spectral magnitudes from 1 to -1 based on the difference 

between their cross-spectral phases and those of the steering vectors defined between 𝑠 and each 

channel. As seen in Fig. 2.4, this cosine modulation can be represented as a geometrical projection. 

In this case, the FDBF sums the cross-spectral magnitudes which project onto the steering vector 

phases. If a cross-spectral and steering vector phase are equal, 100% of this cross-spectral 

magnitude is counted in the FDBF sum. If the difference is between 0 and ±
𝜋

2
, only part of this 

magnitude will be added in the summation. However, if the difference between a cross-spectral 

and steering vector phase is greater than ±
𝜋

2
, the magnitude which projects onto the phase equal 

to the steering vector phase plus 𝜋 is subtracted from the summation. In this sense, as the FDBF 

cannot form a geometrical projection onto the steering vector phase, the cross-spectral magnitude 

is “assumed” to be due to a source(s) other than 𝑠, and the closer the difference between the cross-

spectral and steering vector phase comes to 𝜋 the more of this magnitude is subtracted from the 

FDBF summation. Summarizing, the FDBF uses the CSM to form a geometrical best-estimate of 

the array-measured magnitude of a source at 𝑠 by adding cross-spectral magnitudes which 

geometrically project onto their steering vector phases and subtracting those which do not. The 

accuracy of the FDBF suffers because a geometrical projection can only be assumed accurate for 

two incoherent, orthogonal sources (phase difference between them at all channels is ±
𝜋

2
) whose 

coherence does not decrease over the array aperture. Depending on the steering vector used, FDBF 

is shown to accurately estimate either a point source’s strength or position (without the presence 
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of noise) [Sarradj 2012], be an optimum maximum likelihood estimator for bearing estimation in 

the far-field [MacDonald & Schultheiss 1969], and a less-than-optimum bearing estimator when 

the source is spatially distributed [Raich et al. 1998]. Any incurred inaccuracies due to using the 

FDBF are accepted as it is more computationally efficient than eigenspace techniques (for example 

Schmidt (1986), Sarradj (2010)) and remains in the cross-spectral domain (which is not essential 

for CSC but reduces its complexity and computation time). 

  Using the geometrical modification used in FDBF and known steering vector phases, the CSC 

output CSM from Eq. (2.26) is modified as  

�̂�𝑠,𝑚𝑚′,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = |�̂�𝑠,𝑚𝑚′| 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑠,𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑)

𝑚 = 1 → 𝑀

𝑚′ = 1 → 𝑀

𝑚 ≠ 𝑚′

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑠,𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑) > 0

     (2.39) 

Equation (2.39) modifies the CSC cross-spectral magnitudes according to their geometrical 

projections onto the steering vector phases for the location being targeted, and the cross-spectral 

phases are set to the steering vector phases. The issue is that negative cross-spectral magnitudes 

(units of pressure-squared) could result which would be non-real. Thus, the magnitudes of cross-

spectral channel pairs which incur a negative cosine magnitude modulation in Eq. (2.39) are 

estimated via the steering vector cross-multiplication 

�̂��⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′,𝑚𝑜𝑑
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = [(

𝑟�⃑⃑��⃑⃑⃑⃑�

𝑟�⃑⃑�𝑚𝑐⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖∅�⃑⃑�,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�)] [(

𝑟
�⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑

𝑟�⃑⃑�𝑚𝑐⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑖∅

�⃑⃑�,𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ )]

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
�⃑⃑�,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ ) < 0

       (2.40) 

Note that the overbar is used because the cross-spectra are unscaled. The next step in the CSC-

CSM modification is the normalization of Eq. (2.39). If one or more channel pairs has a negative 

cosine output in Eq. (2.38), the CSC DR FDBF of Eq. (2.27) will be lower than the mean CSC-

CSM magnitude used to form the FDBF due to the subtraction of those channels pairs from the 
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total summation. If this occurs, the total “energy” of the CSC-CSM is overestimated and must be 

corrected. This is achieved by normalizing the cross-spectral magnitudes of Eq. (2.39) by their 

mean value (the magnitudes of Eq. (2.40) are already normalized) 

�̂��⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′,𝑚𝑜𝑑
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

�̂�
�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′,𝑚𝑜𝑑

1
𝑀𝑝

∑|�̂�
�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(∅̂

�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′−∅
�⃑⃑�,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ )|

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
�⃑⃑�,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ ) > 0

           (2.41) 

where 𝑀𝑝 is the number of channel pairs whose cosine in Eq. (2.39) is positive. Finally, the full 

modified CSC-CSM is composed of Eqs. (2.40-41) and scaled by the CSC DR FDBF value at 𝑠 

(Eq. (2.27)) 

�̂�𝑠,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠)

[
 
 
 
 0 �̂�𝑠,12,𝑚𝑜𝑑

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ⋯ �̂�𝑠,1𝑀,𝑚𝑜𝑑
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

�̂�𝑠,21,𝑚𝑜𝑑
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

�̂�𝑠,𝑀1,𝑚𝑜𝑑
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ⋯ ⋯ 0 ]

 
 
 
 

      (2.42) 

Note that if the CSM autospectra are not set to zero, the steps of Eqs. (2.39-42) are followed except 

the autospectral normalization is performed via the autospectral mean  

�̂��⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =

�̂��⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚
1
𝑀

∑ �̂��⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚
𝑀
𝑚=1

𝑚 = 1 → 𝑀

                 (2.43) 

and the beamform value used in Eq. (2.42) would be via a CSC-CSM with its diagonal intact. 

Summarizing: 

 Ideal CSM phases are defined by the user-defined steering vectors, 

 Ideal CSM magnitudes have been calculated either by:  

1. Geometrical projections onto the steering vector phases, or  

2. Cross-multiplication of the steering vectors when no geometrical projection is 

available, and 

 The CSM is normalized by its mean magnitude and scaled by the CSC DR FDBF.  
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This process produces a CSM which more closely estimates that induced by a source at 𝑠 than that 

resulting from CSC outputs alone. It also leverages the array gain potential against incoherent 

noise (which is dependent on the number of channels and steering vectors used, but is 

approximated here as only dependent on the number of channels [Mosher 1996]) 

𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑀)   𝑑𝐵             (2.44) 

2.1.4.1  CSC Result Accuracy 

Although the true cross-spectral magnitude is unknown, the correct cross-spectral phase is 

known for a source at location 𝑠 (for user-defined steering vectors 𝑒𝑠⃑⃑⃑⃑ ). Thus, the cross-spectral 

phase convergence of all channels when targeting 𝑠 can be used as an estimate for the accuracy of 

the CSM produced from CSC (CSC-CSM) for that location. For each channel pair, the difference 

between the resulting cross-spectral phase after CSC processing (Eq. (2.20)) and steering vector 

phase can be calculated 

∆∅𝑠,𝑚𝑚′ =
|∅

�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′−∅̂
�⃑⃑�,𝑚𝑚′|

𝜋
                 (2.45) 

This phase difference is normalized by 𝜋, as an absolute difference of 𝜋 radians represents the 

worst case scenario between the desired and resulting CSC phase. This normalization gives each 

channels pair a phase error between 0 and 1. The mean of all channel pairs represents an accuracy 

metric for the CSC-CSM at a given 𝑠 as a percentage 

𝛿𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑠 =
100

𝑀2−𝑀
∑

[
 
 
 

0 ∆∅𝑠,12 ⋯ ∆∅𝑠,1𝑀

∆∅𝑠,21 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
∆∅𝑠,2𝑀 ⋯ ⋯ 0 ]

 
 
 

          (2.46) 

The lower the CSC-CSM error the more accurate its solution at location 𝑠. 

  Another metric which relates information about the solution in an indirect way is the 

coherence. When multiple sources exist in the measured field the coherence between array 

channels will decrease. As CSC removes coherent signal between channels which does not arrive 

from the point in space being targeted, the resulting coherence of the CSC output CSM will be 

higher than the coherence measured on the initial unmodified CSM. This is an indirect 

measurement of the CSC result accuracy (as compared to the normalized phase difference) because 
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incoherent noise (which is not removed with CSC) will bias low this estimate. For example, if all 

other signals were removed except that from a targeted location 𝑠, the normalized phase error (Eq. 

(2.46)) would be ~0 because the cross-spectra would be due to only the source at 𝑠 (given sufficient 

block averages 𝐾 to decrease the incoherent noise effects in the cross-spectra); however, even 

though the cross-spectral magnitudes would be accurate, incoherent noise present in the 

autospectra would reduce the coherence below 1.  
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2.2  Spatial Sound Mapping via CLEAN and Constrained Spectral 

Conditioning 

Restating the overarching goal of this work, we aim to obtain qualitative (accurate spatial 

source distribution) and quantitative (accurate source levels) information of the measured sound 

field through processing of the microphone array dataset used to measure said field. CSC has been 

developed as a novel spatial filtering technique, and although it has higher spatial resolution and 

sidelobe attenuation than conventional frequency-domain beamforming (under certain SNR 

conditions, Fig. 2.15), it is a non-linear process which does not allow for accurate integration 

[Brooks & Humphreys 1999] or deconvolution [Blacodon & Élias 2003; Brooks & Humphreys 

2004; Suzuki 2008] of the resulting source maps. As CSC defaults to FDBF at low SNRs, a scaling 

of the source map (e.g. [Dougherty 2014b]) would be inaccurate. For these reasons, CSC used in 

a beamforming context represents at best a statistically-optimal beamformer and at worst the data-

independent frequency-domain beamformer. In order to meet the aforementioned goal, a more 

advanced spatial mapping technique is warranted. This section demonstrates a novel modification 

of the CLEAN algorithm [Högbom 1974] by embedding CSC within its processing methodology. 

This modification achieves the desired systematic spatial sound mapping due to CLEAN’s 

structure and generates more accurate mapping than CLEAN under certain conditions by using 

CSC within it. 

2.2.1 The CLEAN Algorithm 

For an incoherent source distribution, assuming that the undesired background noise is 

incoherent with the source(s) and with itself (over the spatial extent of the microphone separation 

distance), a CSM obtained from measurement of this physical setup can be modeled as 

�̂� = ∑ �̂�𝑠0

𝑆0
𝑠0=1 + �̂�𝑁                 (2.47) 

where 𝑠0 are sources and �̂�𝑁 is the CSM of the incoherent background noise. If the CSM’s diagonal 

is set to zero and the number of block averages 𝐾 approaches ∞, this becomes [Bendat & Piersol 

1986] 

�̂�𝐷𝑅 = ∑ �̂�𝑠0,𝐷𝑅
𝑆0
𝑠0=1                   (2.48) 
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Thus, �̂�𝐷𝑅 contains the linear superposition of all individual source characteristics, and could be 

decomposed into its constituent �̂�𝑠0,𝐷𝑅. The CLEAN algorithm accomplishes this using scaled 

FDBF values and Point Spread Functions. 

The first iteration of CLEAN starts with a FDBF map over a spatial region (Fig. 2.16) intended 

to include all sources which contribute to �̂�𝐷𝑅 (diagonally removed CSMs are used for 

consistency) 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) =
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑇�̂�𝐷𝑅𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑀2−𝑀

𝑠 = 1 → 𝑆

                (2.49) 

The maximum value on the map is found, 𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅
𝑖=1 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ). Note that different methods for 

maximum source location may be used which have higher resolution and sidelobe suppression  

 

Figure 2.16. General 3D scanning diagram for an out-of-flow array [Brooks & Humphreys 

2006a]. 

if care is taken in implementation (e.g. Capon (1969), Griffiths and Jim (1982), Cox et al. (1987), 

Dougherty (2014b)).  

The assumed induced CSM from the source at 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  is defined by the Point Spread Function 

(PSF) 

𝑒
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ (𝑒

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )

𝑇

                   (2.50) 
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Its contribution is removed from the initial CSM by 

�̂�𝐷𝑅
𝑖=2 = �̂�𝐷𝑅 − 𝜑𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) [𝑒
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ (𝑒

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )

𝑇

]         (2.51) 

where 0 < 𝜑 ≤ 1 is a safety factor called “loop gain”. The loop gain could also be termed “CSM 

scale factor”. It effectively scales the FDBF value and thus the CSM (in this case the PSF) used to 

iteratively decompose the initial CSM. A new FDBF map is generated with the edited CSM 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅
𝑖=2 (𝑠) =

𝑒�⃑⃑�
𝑇�̂�𝐷𝑅

𝑖=2
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑀2−𝑀

𝑠 = 1 → 𝑆

                (2.52) 

and the iterations continue until a final iteration (𝑖 = 𝐼) satisfies 

∑|�̂�𝐷𝑅
𝐼 | ≥ ∑|�̂�𝐷𝑅

𝐼−1|                  (2.53) 

which signifies that sources should be found (and removed) in order of decreasing strength. The 

initial CSM is decomposed into one which contains the estimate source CSMs and a “degraded” 

CSM 

�̂�𝐷𝑅 = 𝜑 ∑ 𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅
𝑖 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) [𝑒
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ (𝑒

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )

𝑇

]𝐼
𝑖=1   +   �̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝑑𝑒𝑔,𝐷𝑅    (2.54) 

Finally, the “cleaned” source map is given by (assuming a single grid point beamwidth for the 

FDBF values) a summation of the FDBF values 𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅
𝑖=1→𝐼 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖=1→𝐼⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑) at their respective (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖=1→𝐼⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑) 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) = 𝜑 ∑ 𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁,𝐷𝑅
𝑖 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )𝐼
𝑖=1

𝑠 = 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑

           (2.55) 

  The first problem with accurately determining the qualitative and quantitative information of 

a measured source field using CLEAN is that the sidelobes and finite spatial resolution of FDBF 

will generally produce inaccurate levels for all but the simplest of source fields. However, this can 

be overcome using a small value for the CSM scale factor (𝜑 ≤ 0.01): in this instance, the true 

FDBF and CSM magnitudes are approached “from the bottom” and the decomposition and 
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CLEAN source field mapping will more closely match the true source distribution and level than 

if larger values for 𝜑 are used (𝜑 = 0.99 is common). However, even if a small 𝜑 is used, 

inaccuracies remain due to decomposition of the initial CSM with CSMs estimated via the PSF, 

which assumes uniform source directivity, no loss of coherence over the array aperture, and 

accurately defined path lengths from source(s) to microphones. 

2.2.2  CLEAN Based on Constrained Spectral Conditioning (CLEAN-CSC) 

In the novel modification of CLEAN presented here, Constrained Spectral Conditioning is 

used to overcome using the PSF as a model for sound propagation for source-induced-CSM 

estimation. The CSC-CSMs �̂�𝑠,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑚𝑜𝑑 (Eq. (2.42)) are formed under the sole assumption that 

the source at 𝑠 has a relative phase between channels defined by the steering vectors used. It does 

not make any assumptions about the source cross-spectral magnitudes. CSC correctly locates 

sources but will attenuate their true levels (Appendix E) due to data-dependent and steering vector 

errors [Appendices B, C] if left unconstrained. However, left unconstrained, a buildup of 

attenuated source strengths at the correct locations would eventually lead to correct overall levels 

if proper scaling is used. In order to accomplish this, the CLEAN methodology is used, but CSM 

estimates are obtained with CSC. The method is termed “CLEAN Based on Constrained Spectral 

Conditioning” (CLEAN-CSC). 

  CLEAN-CSC uses the exact same iteration loop as CLEAN, however the CSM update (Eq. 

(2.51)) and output FDBF values (Eq. (2.52)) are modified. For each max location found during the 

iterative loop, a CSC-CSM is generated via Eq. (2.42) �̂�𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑚𝑜𝑑 and FDBF value via Eq. 

(2.27) 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ). It is important to note that �̂�

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑚𝑜𝑑

 and 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) do not use a 

superscript for an iteration count. This is because the resulting Fourier Transforms from CSC (Eq. 

(2.17)) cannot be iterated upon using the CLEAN methodology due to the error growth when 

iterating using modified Fourier Transforms. Thus, the CSC-CSM and FDBF are generated once 

from the initial dataset and saved, and CSC is not used again until a new 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  is identified. This 

presents a drawback to using a CSC-CSM within the CLEAN loop: because it can only begin with 

the initial dataset, (unlike CLEAN) it cannot take advantage of “uncovered” information made 

available as the initial CSM is decomposed. The CLEAN-CSC FDBF value for that iteration is 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅
𝑖 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) = 𝜑𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )           (2.56) 
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and CSM update  

�̂�𝐷𝑅
𝑖+1 = �̂�𝐷𝑅

𝑖 − 𝜑�̂�
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑚𝑜𝑑            (2.57) 

Note that the same location 𝑠 may be identified as the max location on the map at multiple times 

during the iterative CLEAN loop. Each time this occurs, the FDBF value from Eq. (2.56) is saved. 

Iterations stop when the criterion of Eq. (2.53) is met. The initial CSM has been separated into  

�̂�𝐷𝑅 = �̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅   +   �̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑑𝑒𝑔,𝐷𝑅

�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅 = 𝜑 ∑ �̂�
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑚𝑜𝑑

𝑖𝐼
𝑖=1

          (2.58) 

and the final FDBF value for 𝑠 is the summation of the FDBF values over all iterations for when 

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
i⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ = 𝑠 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠) = 𝜑 ∑ 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅
𝑖 (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )𝐼
𝑖=1

𝑠 = 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑

          (2.59) 

  The advantage of using CSC to obtain an estimate of the CSM due to a source at 𝑠 is that if 

accurate, it accounts for all three assumptions the PSF violates: the source’s directivity, coherence 

loss between channels, and first-order (i.e. translational) steering vector errors. Lastly, using the 

steering vectors as defined herein to obtain FDBF values accounts for amplitude changes due to 

distance differences between channels and thus can introduce error in source location if inaccurate 

microphone locations are used [Sarradj 2012]. 

2.2.3  CLEAN-CSC Output Scaling 

  As the FDBF values obtained via CSC-CSMs are not statistically-optimal given typical 

aeroacoustic test setups, the output source map obtained from CLEAN-CSC should be scaled in 

order to obtain correct integrated levels. Note that as CLEAN-CSC provides FDBF estimates of 

source levels using best estimates of their induced CSMs on the array, the integrated map level is 

simply a pressure-squared summation of the individual FDBF source levels. Also, the initial CSM 

is assumed to be the most “accurate” for the given sound field processing. For example, if strong 

coherent noise is present on �̂� due to the wind tunnel nozzle lip (and this noise is stationary 
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between acquisitions), it is assumed that background subtraction [Weiss et al. 1974; Brooks & 

Humphreys 1999] would be performed in order to remove it from �̂� before CLEAN-CSC 

processing begins. Or, if high levels of incoherent noise are present on �̂� due to a tunnel shear 

layer or microphone self-noise, the diagonal of �̂� is expected to be set to 0 [Mosher 1996; Brooks 

& Humphreys 1999]. These modifications serve to both more accurately define the true source 

levels on �̂� as well as improve its peak source location ability in the outer CLEAN loop. Lastly, 

the five scaling methods presented are independent of one another and each carry their own 

assumptions. 

2.2.3.1  Autospectral Power Scaling 

  If the autospectra of the initial, unmodified CSM are not contaminated by incoherent noise 

(such as electronic or microphone self-noise) and/or biased by reflections and/or other sources 

besides that under study in the test facility, the output map can be scaled by the ratio of the 

autospectral mean to the CLEAN-CSC integrated map level 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = (
1

𝑀
𝑡𝑟[�̂�]

∑ 𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =𝑆0
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =1

)𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅     (2.60) 

where 𝑆0 is the total number of sources located with CLEAN-CSC. This ensures the total integrated 

level of the map sums to the mean autospectral level of the array’s initial CSM. This method is the 

preferred scaling method as single-channel levels are commonly used as a reference in 

aeroacoustic testing. The following four other scaling methods should be considered only in the 

case where the initial autospectral levels are not considered accurate.  

2.2.3.2  Cross-Spectral Power Scaling 

  The second method scales the CLEAN-CSC output levels by the ratio of the cross-spectral 

power of the initial CSM to that of the summed CSC-CSMs determined in the CLEAN-CSC loop 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = (
∑|�̂�𝐷𝑅|

∑|�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅|
)𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅        (2.61) 

This scaling formulation assumes that the cross-spectral power of the sum of the individual CSC-

CSMs must equal that of the initial CSM. Alternatively, the degraded CSM cross-spectral power 

can be added to that of the summed CSC-CSMs to scale the CLEAN-CSC output levels 
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𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = (
∑|�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑑𝑒𝑔,𝐷𝑅|  +  ∑|�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅|

∑|�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅|
)𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅  (2.62) 

This scaling assumes that the total cross-spectral power is a summation of that which was found 

during the iterative CLEAN loop and that remaining in the degraded CSM. Note that both the 

second and third methods assume that the correlated signal contributing to the cross-spectral power 

of the CSMs originates from spatial locations within the mapping region. In other words, if 

correlated signal originates from somewhere outside of the scanning region (and is thus not 

mapped), the cross-spectral magnitudes used in Eqs. (2.61-62) will no longer represent the total 

cross-spectral power that CLEAN-CSC intends to capture. Also, the numerators of Eqs. (2.61-62) 

are assumed approximately equal, but Eq. (2.61) is preferred as its numerator is unprocessed. 

2.2.3.3  Modeled Cross-Spectral Power Scaling 

  The last two scaling methods assume that the summation of CSC-CSMs formed during 

CLEAN-CSC (Eq. (2.58)) accurately capture the way in which the individual true source CSMs 

combine (complex summation) to give a total cross-spectral power (denominator of Eq. (2.61)).    

Using the CLEAN-CSC output source powers, the (diagonal included) CSMs they induce can be 

modeled. A commonly used model is the PSF which yields 

�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑃𝑆𝐹(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) = 𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ) [𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ (𝑒𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )
𝑇
]     (2.63) 

The cross-spectral power of the summation of all modeled CSMs can be compared to that of the 

initial CSM to obtain a modeled cross-spectral power ratio used to scale the CLEAN-CSC output 

akin to Eq. (2.61) 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = (
∑|�̂�𝐷𝑅|

|∑ �̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑃𝑆𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =𝑆0
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =1

|
)𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅   (2.64) 

and Eq. (2.62) 

𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

= (
∑|�̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑑𝑒𝑔,𝐷𝑅|   +   |∑ �̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑃𝑆𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =𝑆0

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =1 |

|∑ �̂�𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑃𝑆𝐹,𝐷𝑅(𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ )
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =𝑆0

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ =1
|

)𝑌𝐶𝐿𝐸𝐴𝑁−𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅 
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(2.65) 

These last two scaling techniques carry the same assumptions as their non-modeled counterparts, 

and simply provide a different estimation of the cross-spectral power obtained from the CLEAN-

CSC solution by modeling the source-induced CSMs as PSFs. If another source propagation model 

is available and believed to be more accurate than the PSF (or that obtained via the CSC-CSMs), 

this could be used to replace the PSF in Eq. (2.63).
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3   Simulated Data Analysis 

  In order to investigate the qualitative/quantitative accuracy of CLEAN-CSC, simulated data 

were generated in which the correct locations, peak levels, and spatially-integrated levels are 

known a priori. Point sources are simple in nature and rarely occur in practice. Thus, a spatially 

complex, incoherent source distribution was generated with user-defined source directivity at each 

of the array microphones. The array used for the simulations is the Jet Directional Array (JEDA) 

[Brooks et al. 2010]. The following nominal conditions were used for processing and presentation 

of results unless otherwise noted: 

 The PSF is used as a model for source directivity and phase, 

 A narrowband frequency of 20 kHz, 

 Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR, Eq. (2.24)) of 20 dB, 

 Dynamic plotting range of 20 dB, 

 1000 data blocks (𝐾), 

 CSM scale factor 𝜑 = 0.01, 

 Mapping grid plane 24”x16” in area with grid spacing ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 =0.25”, 

 Diagonal removal applied to Cross-Spectral Matrices (CSMs), and 

 CLEAN-CSC results scaled to the mean autospectral power (Eq. (2.60)). 

In order to create a source “distribution”, 321 point sources were used at a nominal distance of 60” 

from the array face with the largest source-to-source spacing equal to 0.125”. In order to avoid 

geometrical perfection, random perturbations (maximum of 1/64 in) in the x, y, and z-axes were 

applied to each source. Thus, steering vector errors (Appendix C) exist which further simulated an 

experimental dataset. Finally, true peak and integrated levels for the source distribution were 

calculated as follows. Depending on the grid used to map the sources (grid point locations and grid 

spacing), the array-induced CSM for each source which falls within a grid point is summed with 

all other source CSMs which also lie within that grid point. A data-independent frequency-domain 

beamform (FDBF) is calculated at that grid point using the summed CSM for those sources which 

lie within its boundaries. This process is repeated for the entire grid. The true FDBF integrated 

level is the summation (“pressure”-squared) of the individual FDBF values. The peak is simply 

the max of these values. Lastly, the summation of all contributing point source CSMs into one 
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provides the initial CSM (�̂�). The mean of its autospectra provides another estimate of the true 

integrated level. 

3.1   Iterative Solution Build-Up 

The first example given shows the iterative build-up of the CLEAN-CSC solution. Figure 3.1a 

gives the true source distribution used to generate the array data. The “T” has been created such 

that its integrated level is approximately 3 dB less than that of the “V” in order to create an 

unbalanced source-strength distribution. The text box at the bottom right corner of the scanning 

plane gives the total integrated and peak map levels. The integrated levels given above the “V” 

and “T” are for the rectangles used to enclose each source. Similar processing metrics are given in 

the textboxes in the CLEAN-CSC plots. The second line of the bottom-right CLEAN-CSC textbox 

gives the mean weighted phase error 

𝛿∅,𝐶𝑆𝐶
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

1

𝑆0
∑ (

𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑚𝑜𝑑,𝐷𝑅(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑)𝛿∅,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑠0⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑

1

𝑆0
∑ 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝑚𝑜𝑑,𝐷𝑅(𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑)

𝑆0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑

𝑠0⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑=1

)
𝑆0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑

𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑=1
            (3.1) 

This serves to weight the mean cross-spectral phase error for each source location (mean of Eq. 

(2.46)) found during the CLEAN-CSC loop by its CSC FDBF value. The reason for this is twofold: 

stronger sources will influence the final solution more than weaker sources both in terms of 

integrated level and their effect on the CSM decomposition, and sidelobes should not contribute 

significantly to the mean phase error and this is accomplished by normalizing them by their CSC 

FDBF levels (assuming they are low). The third line gives the CSM scale factor (𝜑) used and 

number of iterations performed (𝐼). 

The CLEAN-CSC algorithm uses CSMs derived from CSC (CSC-CSMs, Eq. (2.42)) to 

estimate the array-induced CSMs due to sound from targeted points in the field. The iterations 

cease when the cross-spectral magnitude of the degraded CSM of the current iteration is greater 

than that of the previous (Eq. (2.53)). The CLEAN-CSC mapping at 3 stages of the iterative 

process is shown in Figs. 3.1b-d. At each successive step, the (scaled to the mean autospectral 

power) integrated level of the “V” decreases and that of the “T” increases. This is because the “V” 

being relatively stronger than the “T” is mapped first. Thus, when the total energy in the map is 

scaled to the mean autospectral power of the initial CSM, the “V” is disproportionately high and 

the “T” low. As more sources which compose the “T” are located by the algorithm this ratio  
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Figure 3.1. CLEAN-CSC iterative solution build-up. (a) True source distribution, (b) CLEAN-

CSC after 100 iterations, (c) CLEAN-CSC after 200 iterations, (d) CLEAN-CSC after 457 

iterations (𝑰 = 457), (e) FDBF using degraded CSM (�̂�𝑪𝑳𝑬𝑨𝑵−𝑪𝑺𝑪,𝒅𝒆𝒈,𝑫𝑹) after 457 iterations, and 

(f) CLEAN-CSC forced to 4570 iterations. 

balances. The final CLEAN-CSC result (Fig. 3.1d) overestimates the true “V” integrated level and 

underestimates that of the “T”. With a mean weighted phase error of 35.7%, the overestimation of 

the “V” can be attributed to the overestimation of the cross-spectral magnitudes used in the CSC- 

CSMs. (A complicated source field yields low coherence between channels and thus CSC 

estimates will (in general) be biased high (to some unknown extent) as CSC’s ability to remove 

signal from the sources surrounding the targeted location is diminished).  This leads to an over-

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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removal of signal from the initial CSM at the earlier iterations when the “V” is primarily               

mapped, and thus a sparser (relative to the “V”) distribution of the weaker “T” source results. The 

inaccuracies present in the CSC-CSMs (most likely overestimation due to the source’s distributed 

nature) also lead to inaccuracies in locating the true locations of the underlying source distribution 

(compare Figs. 3.1a and d). (Note that “accuracy” here is defined as the degree to which the CSC-

CSMs approximate the array-induced CSMs of the sources at targeted spatial locations, or 

equivalently how closely Eq. (2.48) is satisfied). The decomposition of the initial CSM is thus 

inaccurate, and energy remaining in the degraded CSM once the algorithm has terminated (mapped 

in Fig. 3.1e) cannot be accurately mapped to true source locations (as seen in Fig.  3.1f). 

3.2  Variation in CSM Scale Factor (𝝋) 

The source distribution of Fig. 3.2a is used to investigate how varying 𝜑 affects the CLEAN-

CSC results. Figure 3.2b gives the CLEAN-CSC result using 𝜑 = 1. Due to the high value of 𝜑 

only 5 iterations were performed before the algorithm terminated. Figure 3.2c shows the CLEAN-

CSC result using 𝜑 = 0.1. The source distribution is now much fuller than the previous case. This 

is due to the ability of the algorithm to both remove and detect source locations with more 

accuracy. As the weighted mean phase error (δ∅,CSC
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) is 35.2%, the cross-spectral magnitudes of 

the CSC-CSM estimates used to decompose the initial CSM are biased high. By using a low value 

of 𝜑, the cross-spectral magnitude estimates for the targeted source are more likely to be lower 

than their true values (in an absolute sense, but relative inaccuracies remain). Thus, using a small 

𝜑, CLEAN-CSC approaches its true CSM magnitudes “bottom-up”, whereas using a larger 𝜑 is 

more likely to overestimate it (“top-down”). This approach (a) lowers the resulting FDBF values, 

and (b) preserves more signal from surrounding sources when removing the source being targeted 

allowing for an improvement in their subsequent detection, estimation, and removal. Both of these 

characteristics are seen when comparing Fig. 3.2b to c. Finally, Fig. 3.2d shows the results using 

𝜑 = 0.01. The levels are equal to Fig. 3.2c yet the resulting source distribution is fuller and a 

slightly lower (more accurate) peak value is obtained. 
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Figure 3.2. Variation in 𝝋. (a) True source distribution, (b) CLEAN-CSC with 𝝋 = 1, (c) 

CLEAN-CSC with 𝝋 = 0.1, and (d) CLEAN-CSC with 𝝋 = 0.01. 

3.3  Variation in ∆𝒙, ∆𝒚 

  The same source distribution from Fig. 3.2a is used to examine the effects of grid spacing on 

the CLEAN-CSC results. Due to the previously seen increase in accuracy with lower 𝜑, a value of 

𝜑 = 0.01 is used. Figure 3.3a shows the CLEAN-CSC map for a grid spacing of 1”. Such a coarse 

grid spacing groups many underlying sources into each grid point. Consequently, the FDBF values 

are higher when compared to finer resolutions yet the integrated levels remain roughly consistent. 

The issue with such a coarse grid spacing (given the true spacing of the sources which compose 

the distribution) is that the decomposition of the initial CSM is performed with CSC-CSMs which 

are restricted in phase to far fewer locations than the true number of sources which underlie the 

distribution. However, this also leads the coarser grid spacing to have a more spatially-distributed 

result leading to more accurate integrated levels. That said, the mean weighted phase error is the 

highest at ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 1” due to: (1) Grid locations are more likely to be closer to true source 

locations the finer the grid spacing becomes, and (2) Their values will be more evenly weighted 

as there are more values in the mean and lower peak values. This increase in grid point options  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 3.3. Variation in ∆𝒙, ∆𝒚. CLEAN-CSC with ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 (in): (a) 1, (b) 0.5, (c) 0.25, and (d) 

0.125.  

leads the “V” to have more relative source locations than the “T” (ref. Sec. 3.1) and thus the 

integrated level difference between them increases as the spacing becomes finer. This increase in 

spatial accuracy is limited however: first by the array’s FDBF resolution (at this SNR CSC’s spatial 

resolution is finer than that from FDBF) in detecting level differences between adjacent grid points 

(used to determine 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ), and then by the ability of CSC to estimate distinct FDBF values for 

adjacent grid points (Appendix D). Note that for sources with approximately equal levels, a finer 

grid spacing would be preferred due to its qualitative increase in accuracy. 

3.4  Variation in Grid Size 

  A spatial parameter which is important for the DAMAS algorithm [Brooks & Humphreys 

2006a] is the total grid size (specifically the map width/height with respect to the beamwidth at 

the frequency being processed). The effect of grid size on the CLEAN-CSC results is investigated 

in Fig. 3.4. The first subplot (Fig. 3.4a) uses a grid which exactly encompasses the source 

distribution. Figure 3.4b uses the nominal grid seen throughout this chapter (24x16in). These 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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dimensions are doubled for Fig. 3.4c and again for 3.4d. Note that only insignificant changes are 

seen in δ∅,CSC
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  and the peak level. The integrated source levels remain constant (to within ±0.05 

dB). This is a fundamental property of CLEAN-CSC: the results are governed solely by the cross-

spectral phases which are defined by the steering vectors used. For the same set of available cross- 

 

Figure 3.4. Variation in grid size. CLEAN-CSC with grid size (in x in): (a) 20x10, (b) 24x16, 

(c) 48x32, and (d) 96x64.  

spectral phases (i.e. the grid was not shifted in Figs. 3.4a-d, only enlarged), the same result can be 

expected. A caveat to this is noted. For real datasets in which the source components present in 

the CSM are less exact, incoherent noise is stronger, and coherent sources may exist outside of the 

scanning plane, it is possible that sidelobes outside of the source integration area are located as 

“sources” during the CLEAN iterative loop. At these locations, CSC’s sidelobe cancellation ability 

should render the resulting FDBF values low, and they will not be integrated with the energy 

present in the desired source region(s). However, if the grid is restricted to one immediately 

surrounding the desired source location, any sidelobe contamination will be integrated with the 

desired source. 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) 
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3.5  Variation in Frequency 

The behavior of CLEAN-CSC with frequency is shown in Fig. 3.5. The subplots range from 

2.5 to 20 kHz, doubling in frequency. The figure key gives the mean coherence between all channel 

pairs (�̅�) for each frequency. It is seen that as the array’s resolution improves with increasing 

frequency, so does the qualitative mapping of the true source distribution: at 2.5 and 5  

 

Figure 3.5. Variation in frequency (kHz). (a) 𝒇 = 2.5 (�̅� = 0.60), (b) 𝒇 = 5 (�̅� = 0.40), (c) 𝒇 = 10 

(�̅� = 0.23), and (d) 𝒇 = 20 (�̅� = 0.10). 

kHz a distinct shape resembling the true source is not seen; by 10 kHz the general shape is well 

made out and by 20 kHz the distribution is even more accurately mapped. The CLEAN-CSC result 

accuracy increases with frequency to 10 kHz and then decreases at 20 kHz. This is an interesting 

characteristic of CLEAN-CSC: the optimum results (qualitatively/quantitatively) are obtained 

when the best balance of spatial resolution (for the given source under study) and coherence is 

obtained. Both are important for accurate results: (1) The resolution affects the FDBF ability to 

correctly target sources and CSC’s ability to remove signal as increasing phase differences (with 

increasing frequency) can be exploited in the cosine term of the 𝑊𝐵 (Eq. (3.7)), and (2) High 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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coherence is necessary for a large |𝑊𝐵| and thus greater CSC cancellation. This accuracy is 

reflected comparing the 10 kHz result to the others: (1) The individual integrated levels of the “V” 

and “T” are closest to their true values, and (2) The overall peak level is the lowest (closest to the 

true peak level) at 10 kHz. 

3.6  Variation in Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

  The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is varied in order to show its effects on the CLEAN-CSC 

results (note “noise” here is incoherent). The true source distribution is that of Fig. 3.2a. Due to 

incoherent noise contamination, the mean autospectral level cannot be used to scale the CLEAN-

CSC results and the true source total integrated level is used.  

Figure 3.6a shows the CLEAN-CSC source mapping at a SNR of 10 dB. As compared to the 

20 dB case (Fig. 3.5d for example), the spatial distribution and integrated level accuracy suffer 

slightly (the “V” of Fig. 3.5d has an error of +0.4 dB compared to +0.6 dB in Fig. 3.6a; the “T” 

error of Fig. 3.5d is -1 dB and -1.6 dB in Fig. 3.6a). As the SNR is lowered to 0 dB (Fig. 3.6b) and 

-10 dB (Fig. 3.6c) the source distribution becomes less recognizable. Once the SNR reaches the 

array’s approximate array gain limit of -16 dB, only noise exists in the output map. The decrease 

in mapping accuracy with decreasing SNR leads to a higher δ∅,CSC
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . This trend is due to CSC’s 

decreased ability to remove signal which does not arrive from the targeted location as well as the 

cross-spectral magnitude and phase accuracy reduction as the SNR decreases. The latter factor 

affects both the accuracy of the CSC-CSM estimates as well as the ability of FDBF to accurately 

locate the sources in the field. As the interfering noise is incoherent between channels (and the 

CSM autospectra are zeroed), the accuracy of both CSC and FDBF can be recovered by increasing 

the number of averages used (increasing the acquisition “time” such that more data are generated). 

This is due to the decrease in the incoherent noise’s cross-spectral magnitude with increasing 𝐾 

[Bendat & Piersol 1986], which leads to increasing CLEAN-CSC accuracy by: (1) Allowing CSC 

to iterate longer before reaching one of its stop criteria (Eq. (3.19)) and, (2) Lowering the random 

error of the cross-spectral magnitude and phase estimates which contribute to more accurate CSC-

CSMs and source location via FDBF. Figures 3.6e and f illustrate this effect. The same limiting 

case SNR of -16 dB from Fig. 3.6d is used. Figure 3.6e shows the improvement in accuracy when 

10000 averages are used. The “V” is now distinguishable and the “T” begins to emerge. When the 
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averages are increased to 50000, the resulting CLEAN-CSC source map resembles those of the 10 

and 20 dB SNR cases. Note that the mean weighted phase error decreases with increasing 𝐾. 

 

Figure 3.6. Variation in SNR (dB). (a) SNR = 10 (𝑲 = 1000), (b) SNR = 0 (𝑲 = 1000), (c) SNR 

= -10 (𝑲 = 1000), (d) SNR = -16 (𝑲 = 1000), (e) SNR = -16 (𝑲 = 10000), and (f) SNR = -16 (𝑲 

= 50000). 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(f) (e) 
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3.7  Variation in Dynamic Range 

  CLEAN-CSC’s accurate spatial source mapping using has been shown to overestimate the 

relatively stronger source and underestimate the relatively weaker source when the two are present 

in close proximity. Figure 3.7 shows this trend as the weaker source becomes relatively weaker.  

 

Figure 3.7. Variation in dynamic range. “T” 6 dB lower than “V”: (a) True source distribution, 

(b) CLEAN-CSC; “T” 9 dB lower than “V”: (c) True source distribution, and (d) CLEAN-CSC. 

Figure 3.7a gives the true source distribution when the “T” is now 6 dB weaker than the “V”. 

Figure 3.7b gives the CLEAN-CSC result. The integrated level of the “V” has gone up by 0.1 dB 

relative to the nominal case of Fig. 3.5d. This is due to the “T” being weaker and thus more source 

locations are found around the “V” and it is fuller as a result. Because the “T” is weaker, note that 

δ∅,CSC
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  has improved slightly from the nominal case. This is because the CSC FDBF estimates are 

less biased by the energy of the “T” when the “V” is being targeted. However, the integrated level 

error for the “T” has increased: -1 dB for the nominal case compared to -3.1 dB for Fig. 3.7b. This 

trend continues for the case where the “T” is now 9 dB below the “V”. δ∅,CSC
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  has decreased again 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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and the integrated error for the “T” is now -10.2 dB but the integrated level error for the “V” has 

remained the same. 

3.8  Variation in Directivity 

  Up to this point, the Point Spread Function (Eq. (2.50)) has been used to create the component 

source CSMs which make up the initial full-rank CSM. This is an assumption which is widely 

used in aeroacoustic array processing [Blacodon & Elias 2004; Brooks & Humphreys 2006a, 

2006b; Ravetta et al. 2009]. However, this assumption may breakdown in practice. The CLEAN-

SC algorithm demonstrated improved results over CLEAN due to the PSF being an inaccurate 

model for sound propagation in the experimental dataset on which it was used [Sijtsma 2007]. One 

of the strengths of CSC is that apart from the steering vector phase defined between the scanning 

grid locations and microphones, no other assumptions are made.  

  Figure 3.8 shows the JEDA spatial microphone layout with microphone locations denoted in 

black circles. In the analysis to come, the channels marked with red crosses will have their 

directivities modified. This is done by applying a factor (less than 1) to the PSF for those channels 

and for all sources which make up the field, effectively lowering each source’s strength at the 

channels indicated. The channels were chosen simply based on the first and second half of the  

 

Figure 3.8. JEDA channel coordinates with modified source directivity channels indicated. 

array groups. The directivity modifications are not based on physical phenomena (such as dipole 

directivity) but are meant as an extreme example in order to demonstrate the effect on CSC. 
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Figure 3.9a gives the nominal CLEAN-CSC result when the PSF is used to define the source 

amplitudes and phases at the channels. For reference, the CLEAN solution (scaled to the mean 

autospectral power of the initial CSM) is shown in Fig. 3.9b. The CLEAN solution demonstrates 

lower error for both the “V” and “T” with respect to the CLEAN-CSC solution (CLEAN-CSC  

 

Figure 3.9. Variation in source directivity. Unmodified PSF directivity: (a) CLEAN-CSC, (b) 

CLEAN; (PSF directivity)/4 on modified directivity channels (Fig. 3.8): (c) CLEAN-CSC, (d) 

CLEAN; (PSF directivity)/10: (e) CLEAN-CSC, and (f) CLEAN. 

error: “V” +0.4 dB, “T” -1 dB; CLEAN error: “V” 0 dB, “T” -0.4 dB). This is due to the small 

value of 𝜑 used: as the PSF accurately describes the source propagation to the channels, using a 

(a) (b) 

(d) 

(f) 

(c) 

(e) 
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small 𝜑 approaches each source’s true CSM from the bottom up (note due to the distributed source 

and beamwidth at the frequency used, unscaled (𝜑=1) FDBF values overestimate the true 

underlying source values). 

Figure 3.9c and d show the CLEAN-CSC and CLEAN results when the PSF directivity is 

lowered to 25% of its true value at the channels indicated in Fig. 3.8. The CLEAN-CSC source 

distribution is still clearly made out. Its relative errors are: “V” +0.6 dB and “T” -1.3 dB (note that 

the true integrated levels are different from the nominal case due to the directivity modification).  

In contrast to this, the CLEAN output is drastically inaccurate. The “V” source is rendered poorly 

(error is +1.8 dB) and “T” has failed to be located at all. Lastly, Fig. 3.9e and f show the 

corresponding CLEAN-CSC and CLEAN result when the PSF’s directivity at the indicated 

channels is reduced to 10% of its true value. Again, CLEAN-CSC produces a fairly accurate 

distribution and has resulting errors of +0.6 dB (“V”) and -1.5 dB (“T”). The CLEAN solution has 

failed to produce any source distribution whatsoever. 

3.9  CLEAN-CSC Output Scaling Results 

  To this point, the CLEAN-CSC results presented have been scaled to either the mean 

autospectral power of the initial CSM or the true source distribution’s integrated FDBF. In 

practice, the former may not reliable, and the latter is never known for non-trivial datasets. The 

five scaling techniques described in Section 2.2.3 are examined for their effectiveness to correct 

the unscaled CLEAN-CSC output levels to true integrated values. Summarizing the methods: 

1. Autospectral power scaling (Eq. (2.60))  

2. Cross-spectral power scaling based on the ratio between the initial CSM and the 

CLEAN-CSC output CSM (Eq. (2.61)) 

3. Cross-spectral power scaling based on the ratio between the sum of the degraded and 

CLEAN-CSC output CSMs and the CLEAN-CSC output CSM (Eq. (2.62)) 

4. Modeled cross-spectral power scaling based on the ratio of (2) (Eq. (2.64)) 

5. Modeled cross-spectral power scaling based on the ratio of (3) (Eq. (2.65))   

A frequency range of 0.5-40 kHz is used to examine the scaling behavior. Figure 3.10a shows 

the FDBF integrated level error (calculated as the difference between the scaling method output 

and the true integrated level) as a function of frequency. Note that all methods below ~1 kHz are 

above the true integrated level. This is due to the large beamwidth in that frequency range and thus 
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the distributed source appears as a point source to the array, and the energy from the “T” is lumped 

together with that from the “V”. For this same reason, the “T” source is not localized until ~1.2 

kHz (Fig. 3.10b). 

The unscaled, “V” integrated level error data are plotted in solid-blue and decrease relative to 

the true level as frequency increases (Fig. 3.10a). Part of the reason for this is that steering vector 

errors (SVEs) exist: the targeted locations (defined by the grid points) do not exactly match those 

of the sources and CSC removes signal which does not lie along the steering vector phases  

 

Figure 3.10. FDBF integrated and peak level errors vs. frequency for CLEAN-CSC scaling 

methods. Horizontal black lines denote 0 dB error. PSF directivity used to create array data, “T” 

3 dB lower than “V”, 𝝋 = 0.1. (a) Integrated level error for “V”, (b) Integrated level error for “T”; 

(c) Peak level error for “V”, and (d) Peak level error for “T”. 

(Appendix E). The second reason is that the coherence decreases with increasing frequency and 

CSC becomes less effective at removing signal which does not arrive from the targeted location. 

Thus, the CSC-CSM estimates are less accurate and fewer source locations are identified during 

(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 

“V” “T” 
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the CLEAN loop. (The hump seen in the integrated level error for the “T” occurs as the “T” begins 

to be resolved separately from the “V”, and the decrease in level begins after that). 

  The first scaling method (dashed-green) yields low integrated error (±2 dB) from ~1.5 kHz on 

(Figs. 10a & b). This is expected as the mean autospectral level captures the total energy of the 

source, and for the high SNR is actually a more accurate integrated level than that derived from 

the FDBF values. The error that exists using this method is due to CLEAN-CSC not being able to 

assign energy to the “V” and “T” at the correct relative levels (albeit low). Thus, overestimation 

of the “V” is coupled with underestimation of the “T”.  

The second method (solid-red) scales the data assuming the mean cross-spectral magnitude of 

the CLEAN-CSC output CSM should equal that of the initial CSM. Only after ~6 kHz does this 

method adjust the unscaled levels, and the adjustment is minimal (less than 1 dB). This is because 

the cross-spectral energy of the summation of the CSC-CSMs remains largely intact with respect 

to that of the initial CSM. The total integrated levels are low because this energy must be assigned 

correctly to true source locations and CLEAN-CSC gives sparser-than-true representations of the 

underlying source field for the case studied in this chapter.   

Scaling method 3 assumes that the total mean cross-spectral power should equal that of the 

CLEAN-CSC output CSM and the degraded CSM. This method is seen to always increase the 

level of the unscaled data as the degraded CSM’s mean cross-spectral power will always be greater 

than 0. This increase grows slightly at higher frequencies due to slightly less energy being 

attributed to the source distribution (and thus more remaining in the degraded CSM). 

The fourth method is similar to the second only that a modeled CSM is used obtained from the 

CLEAN-CSC FDBF values and the PSF. Below ~2 kHz, the modeled CSM has similar average 

power to the initial CSM and thus little level adjustment from the unscaled data is seen. This is 

due to the small phase variations over the array at low frequency. Thus, the summation of CSC-

CSMs yields very similar power to the summation of CSMs obtained via PSFs. As the frequency 

increases the power in the modeled CSM decreases rapidly with respect to that in the initial CSM 

which leads to an increase in the scaling levels of method 4 with respect to method 2. This is 

because the PSF exhibits a smoother magnitude ratio across the array than the CSC-CSMs, which 

exhibit a larger range of cross-spectral magnitudes with increasing frequency, either due to 

directivity or inadequate signal cancellation. At higher frequencies, the phase differences across 

the array become larger, and thus the complex summation of the CSC-CSMs and PSFs (which 
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have equal mean power, yet widely varying individual cross-spectral powers) yield largely 

different magnitudes. Lastly, as the PSF was used to generate the source directivities for Fig. 3.10, 

scaling method 4 should produce more accurate results than 2, which it does.   

  The fifth method uses the modeled CSM in place of the output CLEAN-CSC CSM to scale the 

data akin to method 3. Like method 3, this method always adds power to the unscaled data. An 

improvement seen over method 3 at higher frequencies is due to the aforementioned phenomenon 

which yields improved scaling with method 4 vs. 2. Note that left unscaled, the CLEAN-CSC 

results under-predict true integrated levels and show fewer-than-true source locations. Thus, the 

cross-spectral power used in method 5 is still lower than the true level and thus the numerator in 

method 5 is always lower than that of 4 which consistently yields lower scaled integrated levels 

(Figs. 3.10a,b).    

  Figures 3.10c and d show the peak map level errors over the same frequency range. As the 

scaling methods used are multiplicative factors applied to the resulting CLEAN-CSC FDBF 

values, a greater integrated value leads to a greater peak level. In general, the peak levels exhibit 

the trend in resolution that arrays suffer from: the presence of neighboring sources whose 

mainlobes fall-off at slower rates with decreasing frequency increases the peak map level. As the 

frequency increases the resolution improves and the true source levels are approached. Past ~20 

kHz steering vector errors and/or inaccurate source localization lead to lower than true peak levels 

(Figs. 3.10c,d). 

3.10   Simulated Data Conclusions and Processing Recommendations 

  Using a simulated, complex source distribution of incoherent sources with user-defined 

directivity allowed for the quantitative and qualitative assessment of CLEAN-CSC’s ability to map 

the source field. Significant conclusions are:  

1. The CLEAN-CSC algorithm terminates prematurely: while source energy remains in the 

degraded CSM when the iterations terminate (Fig.3.1e), it is unable to be accurately 

mapped to source locations (Fig. 3.1f) due to inaccuracies in the CSMs used to decompose 

the initial dataset. 

2. Using a low value of the CSM scale factor 𝜑 results in a fuller source distribution mapping 

and consequently a higher (more accurate) integrated source level. At a certain point results 

were only improved qualitatively (Fig. 3.2c vs. d). The reason for improvement is due to 
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the true source levels being approached from “below” (i.e. lower magnitude) which is more 

likely with smaller values of 𝜑. 

3. A smaller grid spacing resulted in more accurate qualitative results. This is because the 

phase definitions available more accurately match those of the underlying source 

distribution the finer the resolution. This qualitative improvement is limited however by: 

the (1) FDBF’s, and (2) CSC’s ability to accurately resolve distinct levels of adjacent grid 

points. 

4. The grid size used to map the source field had negligible effects on the 

qualitative/quantitative result accuracy, given that the source was fully enclosed by the 

map. For real datasets, grids which are larger than the area of the source(s) may prove 

beneficial in the event that sidelobes exist which would not be counted within the source 

integration region. 

5. The qualitative accuracy of the algorithm with respect to frequency is linked to the array’s 

resolution capability at that frequency. Although resolution improvements over FDBF are 

achieved, CLEAN-CSC is not a deconvolution algorithm. The CLEAN-CSC results 

improve qualitatively with increasing frequency. The quantitative accuracy with respect to 

frequency is highest when resolution (which allows for accurate source location and more 

effective CSC signal removal) and coherence (which allows for more effective CSC signal 

removal) are balanced. These will both depend on the geometry of the source(s) being 

measured. 

6. The decrease in Signal-to-Noise Ratio adversely affected the qualitative/quantitative 

CLEAN-CSC accuracy. However, increasing the length of the data acquisitions in time 

reduces the effects of the incoherent noise on the cross-spectral statistics. This allowed for 

more accurate FDBF results (for source location), CSC results (due to its properties), and 

CSMs formed from CSC. Due to this, similar accuracy was obtained at low SNRs with 

long acquisition times as compared to high SNRs with shorter acquisition times. 

7. Due to inaccuracies present in the CSMs generated from CSC, the decomposition of the 

initial CSM is biased towards the location (and energy allocation) of relatively stronger 

sources in the field as they are targeted first in the CLEAN loop. This effect was shown to 

worsen as the relative level difference between the two simulated sources increased. 
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8. CLEAN-CSC demonstrated very small differences in result accuracy when the sound 

propagation model used for array data generation was modified, due to only the phase 

definitions between grid points and microphones used as constraints (which were 

unmodified). 

9. If the mean autospectral array power is accurate, scaling the CLEAN-CSC results based on 

this anchors the spatial integration level to the average single microphone level observed. 

In instances where autospectral scaling is unreliable, the modeled cross-spectral power 

scaling to that of the initial CSM (#4) proved most accurate as it used a CSM model (the 

PSF) which was equal to that used to generate the data. CLEAN-CSC displayed higher-

than-true peak levels regardless of scaling over the frequency range investigated. 
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4    Experimental Results 

  The previous chapter provided insight to the behavior of CLEAN-CSC under simulated 

conditions where the correct results were known. Using the resultant characteristics as a reference, 

this chapter details the application of CLEAN-CSC to experimental datasets where the “true” 

solution is unknown and compares these results to CLEAN and DAMAS [Brooks & Humphreys 

2006a]. Three setups are investigated: (1) A calibration point source, (2) An airfoil trailing 

edge/leading edge noise test, and (3) An airfoil with flap edge/cove noise test. The original work 

was reported in Hutcheson and Brooks (2002), and Brooks and Humphreys (2003), (2004), and 

(2006a). All tests were performed in NASA Langley’s Quiet Flow Facility (QFF). 

4.1   Calibration Point Source 

  A point source experimental dataset is used to investigate the behavior of CLEAN-CSC due to  

 

Figure 4.1. (a) Sketch of flap-edge noise test in QFF with SADA positioned outside of the 

tunnel shear layer, and (b) Calibration point source placed next to flap edge [Brooks & 

Humphreys 2006a]. 

the correct answer for the source verified with low uncertainty both qualitatively and 

quantitatively. The flap edge test setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. Figure 4.1b shows the open end of the 
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calibration point source (1” diameter tube) placed next to the flap edge. Note that the airfoil model 

is held in place by two sideplates on opposite sides of the nozzle. The view of Fig. 4.1a is as if the 

sideplate closest to viewer were transparent. The Small Aperture Directional Array (SADA) 

[Humphreys et al. 1998] was used to measure the sound emitted by the point source and was 

located outside the flow shear layer at a distance of 60” from the source. 

4.1.1  Processing Details 

  Data was recorded simultaneously on all 33 array channels at a sampling rate (𝐹𝑠) of 142857 

Hz and split into (𝐾) 250 non-overlapping blocks of length (𝑇) 8192 samples yielding a 17.44 Hz 

narrowband bandwidth. In order to replicate the processing used in Brooks and Humphreys 

(2006a) a Hamming data window was applied to each pressure time-history block.  

The array shading (or weighting) defined in Humphreys et al. (1998), whose weights comprise 

the vector �̂�, was optionally used for the SADA. This shading serves to maintain an approximately 

constant beamwidth over frequency (10-40 kHz) and steering direction, and is accomplished by 

grouping the channels by their wavenumber-length product. When the diagonal of the Cross-

Spectral Matrix (CSM) is set to zero (DR), the frequency-domain beamform (FDBF) of the 

weighted, DR CSM is  

𝑌(𝑠) =
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑇�̂��̂�𝐷𝑅�̂�𝑇𝑒�⃑⃑�

(∑ �̂�)2−∑(�̂�2)
                  (4.1) 

where the division by the denominator accounts for the number of “active” elements in the CSM 

(note elements of �̂� can take on values other than 0 or 1). As CLEAN-CSC operates on the CSM, 

this shading must be used at the beginning of the algorithm to modify the initial CSM 

�̂�𝐷𝑅 → �̂�
𝑇
�̂��̂�𝐷𝑅

                 (4.2) 

and every time a Constrained Spectral Conditioning CSM (CSC-CSM) is generated 

�̂�
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅

→ �̂�
𝑇
�̂��̂�

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑖⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅

            (4.3) 

and thus is not (doubly) applied in the numerator of the beamform of Eq. (4.1). 

Corrections for the convection of sound by the flow and refraction through the tunnel’s shear 

layer were calculated for the steering vectors used [Amiet 1978; Humphreys et al. 1998; Bahr et 
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al. 2014]. For simplicity, a two-dimensional, infinitely-thin shear layer which extends straight 

upwards (no expansion) from the nozzle lip was used. It was found that over the frequency range 

investigated (2.2-45.3 kHz), using these corrections spatially shifted the resulting CLEAN-CSC 

source maps to their true locations but did not change the total or relative grid-point levels 

appreciably. Therefore, the corrections were not applied for the results presented herein.  

Finally, as no ambient dataset was available at the time of processing, the ambient (static) noise 

level on all channels was assumed to be 20 dB below the average cross-spectral magnitude of the 

initial DR CSM 

|�̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟| =
1

10
(
20 𝑑𝐵

10
)
(𝑀2−𝑀)

∑|�̂�𝐷𝑅|             (4.4) 

and equal on all channels. This was used in Eq. (2.19) as one of the two CSC stop criteria. Note 

that the diagonally-removed CSM is used in Eq. (4.4) as CSC only uses a measure of the ambient 

noise on channel pairs. Although the 20 dB dynamic range is assumed to be conservative, 

increasing it did not affect the results appreciably.  

4.1.2  Background Subtraction for Constrained Spectral Conditioning 

The CSM acquired at the same flow conditions with the airfoil absent should be subtracted (on 

a pressure-squared basis) from the initial CSM to ideally remove any steady-state contributions 

from the flow which interfere with the accurate measurement of the point source or test article. 

Note that the background flow noise is assumed to be steady-state and its second-order statistics 

are calculated via the (time-averaged) CSM. This procedure is unavailable to CSC because it 

operates on the Fourier Transforms. As the background flow noise is acquired with a separate 

acquisition from that when the airfoil is installed, the block-to-block characteristics of the flow 

noise are only assumed to be constant in an average sense and therefore a direct Fourier Transform 

subtraction of the flow only dataset would be inaccurate. In the Fourier Transform domain, the 

magnitude of the flow noise can be accounted for however. The (autospectral) pressure-squared 

subtraction of the flow noise is performed on each channel 

�̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏 = �̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒+𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 − �̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝑚 = 1 → 𝑀

         (4.5) 
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If the resulting pressure-squared value is negative, the mean of the background subtracted channels 

which are not negative is multiplied with the channel’s original, normalized autospectral power 

ratio to generate a pseudo background-subtracted autospectrum 

𝑖𝑓 �̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏 < 0

�̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏 = �̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒+𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ [

1

𝑀′
∑ (�̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏 > 0)𝑀′

𝑚=1 ]

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 �̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒+𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =

�̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒+𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
1
𝑀

∑ �̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒+𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑀
𝑚=1

    (4.6) 

where 𝑀′ are the channels whose background subtraction of Eq. (4.5) is positive. (If directivity 

differences are thought to exist over the array aperture, 𝑀′ could be a chosen number of channels 

(which do not yield negative pressure-squared values after background subtraction) which are 

physically near the channel which yields a negative pressure-squared value after background 

subtraction). Equation (4.6) serves to estimate a background subtracted autospectral level for 

channels where the subtraction process of Eq. (4.5) yields non-physical answers (negative 

pressure-squared values). Note that the process of Eqs. (4.5-6) is used for the autospectra of the 

initial, unprocessed CSM which is decomposed in the CLEAN loop. 

As the Fourier Transforms are in units of pressure and not pressure-squared, the square root of 

the ratio of the background-subtracted, pressure-squared magnitude to that without background 

subtraction is used to modify the Fourier Transforms prior to use with CSC 

𝐶𝐻𝑚 → 𝐶𝐻𝑚√
�̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑏

�̂�𝑚𝑚,𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒+𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
              (4.7) 

The “background-subtracted” Fourier Transforms from Eq. (4.7) are used to generate a 

“background-subtracted” CSM for use with CSC. The “autospectral” amplitude reduction 

performed with Eqs. (4.5-7) will reduce the cross-spectral magnitudes of the CSM generated from 

the Fourier Transforms of Eq. (4.7). However, as only the channel amplitudes were modified, the 

cross-spectral phases of this CSM will be equal to those of the initial, non-background-subtracted 

CSM. This is a departure from “traditional” background subtraction: the subtraction of the 

background cross-spectral elements from those of the initial CSM is normally a complex-vector 

subtraction. Due to this, the traditional background subtraction process would produce a CSM with 
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modified amplitude and phase cross-spectral elements. (This is a more accurate process than the 

modified background subtraction performed by Eqs. (4.5-7) and is used as the initial, background-

subtracted CSM for use in the outer CLEAN loop). Finally, note that unless cross-spectral phases 

between the initial airfoil-installed CSM elements and background-only CSM elements are equal, 

the cross-spectral amplitudes produced from Eqs. (4.5-7) will be lower than those estimated from 

the traditional, complex-vector background subtraction process (the amplitude-only subtraction 

carried out by Eqs. (4.5-7) is akin to an equal-phase, complex vector subtraction).     

4.1.3  Calibration Point Source Mapping via CLEAN-CSC 

The ability of CLEAN-CSC to map a point source is now investigated. A scanning plane 

parallel with that of the microphones, of area 50 in.2, 60” from the array microphone plane, and 

centered on the point source is used to map the point source.  A grid spacing of ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 1” and 

𝜑 = 0.1 were used. Finer grid spacings were investigated and it was found that the resulting 

CLEAN-CSC spatial sound distribution and integrated levels did not change considerably. A lower 

𝜑 value led to slightly more distributed source mappings but identical integrated levels. CLEAN-

CSC was run at each narrowband frequency from 7.1-9 kHz (band comprising the 8 kHz 1/3 octave 

band). The pressure-squared quantities at each grid point were summed over all narrowband 

frequencies to create a single map for the 1/3 octave band. 

Figure 4.2 gives the CLEAN-CSC results when CSM shading (Eqs. (4.2-3)) is applied. The 

vertical dark lines at ±18” indicate the tunnel sideplates which hold the airfoil in place. The bottom 

horizontal line represents the airfoil leading edge (LE) and the top (chordwise location ~40”) 

horizontal line the airfoil trailing edge (TE). The flap is outlined on the right. A 40 dB dynamic 

plotting range is used. The statistics given in the textboxes are averaged over all narrowband 

frequencies, except for the peak and integrated levels. Lastly, the dashed box drawn around the 

point source location shows the integrated region for determining the summed pressure-squared 

level attributed to the point source in the CLEAN-CSC maps, given in the last line of the text 

boxes. 

The first two subplots (Fig. 4.2a,b) give the point source mapping under static (no flow) 

conditions. In Fig. 4.2a the CSM diagonal is left intact and is removed in Fig. 4.2b. For these cases, 

CLEAN-CSC yields integrated levels less than 0.1 dB below the peak FDBF levels (not shown; 

taken to be the true source levels), and the source is accurately located at the intersection of the  
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Figure 4.2. CLEAN-CSC results for calibration point source mapping with CSM shading 

applied. 8 kHz 1/3 octave band. Static conditions (Mach 0): (a) DR not applied, (b) DR applied; 

Flow on (Mach 0.17): (c) DR not applied, and (d) DR applied. 

flap edge and airfoil trailing edge. Figures 4.2c,d give the corresponding mappings when the flow 

is on at Mach 0.17. The integrated CLEAN-CSC levels are within 0.1 dB of the FDBF peaks and 

the source is again located accurately. Note that under both static and flow conditions, using 

diagonal removal (DR) produces less map noise (energy allocated to locations where no source is 

present) and a lower mean weighted phase error. This is most likely due to the autospectral 

contamination from turbulence buffeting microphone self-noise which is removed when applying 

(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 
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DR. Concluding, DR exhibits equal quantitative and improved qualitative behavior (a trend found 

in Brooks and Humphreys (2006a)) and will be used for all subsequent processing.    

4.2  Trailing Edge and Leading Edge Noise Test 

  Next, an airfoil trailing edge (TE) and leading edge (LE) noise experiment is used to investigate 

the behavior of CLEAN-CSC. A 36” span, 16” chord NACA 63-216 airfoil was placed at -1.2° 

angle-of-attack (AoA) relative to the vertical tunnel flow at Mach 0.17, held in place by two 

sideplates on opposites sides of the nozzle (Fig. 4.4). Size #90 grit was applied to the first 5% of 

the LE in order to create fully turbulent flow at the TE (0.005” thick). From Brooks et al. (1989), 

three types of self-noise generation were identified for this dataset: boundary layer turbulence 

passing the TE (Fig. 4.3a), vortex shedding due to laminar boundary layer instabilities (Fig. 4.3b), 

and vortex shedding from blunt TEs (Fig. 4.3c). In addition to these, it was shown in Hutcheson 

and Brooks (2002) and Brooks and Humphreys (2006a) that “scrubbing” noise was generated from 

the grid placed slightly aft of the LE in order to trip the boundary layer at higher frequencies (>10 

kHz). The SADA was used to measure the self-noise produced by the airfoil and was placed 

outside the flow at a distance of 60” from the TE (Fig. 4.4). 

 

Figure 4.3. Select airfoil trailing edge self-noise generation mechanisms [Brooks et al. 1989]. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 4.4. TE/LE noise test setup sketch [Brooks & Humphreys 2006a]. 

4.2.1  Background Flow Noise Characteristics 

The background flow noise characteristics for this experimental setup are given for reference. 

The narrowband, array-averaged data at Mach 0.17 are shown in Fig. 4.5. The solid-black line 

denotes the mean level when the airfoil is installed, the dashed-red when the airfoil is removed 

from tunnel, and the dash-dotted-green the pressure-squared difference between the two. Note that  

 

Figure 4.5. Background flow noise characteristics at Mach 0.17 for TE/LE noise test. 

Narrowband, mean array levels shown. 

background flow noise than that when the airfoil was installed is not included in the mean. Below 

~4 kHz the background flow noise level is very close to that of the airfoil installed and background 
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subtraction results may be inaccurate if statistical variations in the flow noise were present between 

the two acquisitions. From 4-10 kHz a greater difference in level is seen but care should be taken 

in interpreting the results. After 10 kHz the level difference is sufficient such that the background 

subtraction data are assumed accurate. Note however that this would not account for any sideplate 

reflection once the airfoil is installed or any microphone self-noise generated only when the airfoil 

is installed due to changes in the flow field.      

4.2.2  Trailing/Leading Edge Noise Mapping via CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC 

The spatial sound mapping abilities of CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC are compared for this 

trailing/leading edge noise setup. The same scanning plane and processing parameters are used 

from the previous section. CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC were run at each narrowband frequency 

from 2.2-45.3 kHz. For each 1/3 octave band within this range, the pressure-squared quantities at  

each grid point were summed over all narrowband frequencies to create a single map for that 1/3 

octave band. No output scaling was used for the source map presentations, DR is used, background 

subtraction (conventional for CLEAN and that defined in Eqs. (4.5-7) for CLEAN-CSC) is 

applied, CSM weighting from Humphreys et al. (1998) is applied, and a CSM scale factor (𝜑) of 

0.1 is used. 

  Figure 4.6 gives the CLEAN maps for four, one-third octave bands (compare to Fig. 13 of 

Brooks and Humphreys (2006a)): 3.15, 8, 12.5, and 20 kHz. Noise located at ±18” or farther 

outward is due to the model-sideplate junction and/or sideplate reflections. The distributed nature 

of the trailing edge noise is seen in Fig. 4.6a. The TE and LE spatial integration areas are indicated 

in Figs. 4.6a and 7a with dotted boxes and will be discussed afterwards. As the frequency increases 

the dominant source switches from the trailing to leading edge. Although map noise exists at all 

frequencies, the TE/LE sources are well defined. Energy present at locations other than the TE/LE, 

sideplates, or sideplate junctions could be due to: (1) The effects of the background flow noise not 

being completely removed, (2) The Point Spread Function (PSF) not being valid for all targeted 

“sources” (each grid point), and/or (3) Inaccurate decomposition of the CSM due to (1) and (2) 

(i.e. how well do the constituent CSMs approximate the initial CSM in Eq. (2.48)). Also note that 

although the radiated noise is assumed to have an incoherent distribution over the TE [Brooks & 

Hodgson 1981; Hutcheson & Brooks 2002], its reflection (and that from the LE as well) off of the 

sideplates could be coherent which would also invalidate (to some unknown extent) the assumption  
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Figure 4.6. CLEAN mapping of the airfoil self-noise. 1/3 octave band center frequency (kHz): 

(a) 3.15, (b) 8, (c) 12.5, and (d) 20. 

of a superposition of incoherent sources which CLEAN assumes. 

Figure 4.7 gives the corresponding CLEAN-CSC maps to Fig. 4.6. The distributed nature of 

the sources and shift from TE to LE noise with increasing frequency is again seen. With the 

exception of the 3.15 kHz map, CLEAN-CSC produces lower peak levels than CLEAN and overall 

lower map levels. This could be due to: (1) The smaller beamwidth and lower sidelobe levels of 

FDBFs produced via CSC, (2) CLEAN-CSC performing fewer iterations than CLEAN due to 

possible inaccuracies in the CSC-CSMs used for decomposition which leads to a premature 

termination of the iterative CLEAN loop (ref Fig. 3.1), and/or (3) The CSC background subtraction  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 4.7. CLEAN-CSC mapping of the airfoil self-noise. Key same as Fig. 4.6. 

of section 4.1.2 generally yielding lower values than would traditional background subtraction 

(which is applied to the CLEAN data). Also note that after 3.15 kHz, CLEAN displays more evenly 

distributed TE/LE sources and more sources at the relatively weaker source (8 and 12.5 kHz plots). 

Both of these characteristics were seen in the previous chapter using simulated data: (1) CLEAN-

CSC tends to exhibit “hotspots” at the phase center of a distributed source leading to a less evenly-

distributed result, and (2) Due to the mapping of the relatively stronger source first, the relatively 

weaker source is underestimated in number of spatial locations and consequently total energy. 

Lastly, note that fewer sideplate reflections are seen (possibly due to their removal as CSC assumes 

source incoherence) and less map noise is present (due to the sidelobe reduction capability of CSC) 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 
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when comparing Figs. 4.6 and 7. Qualitatively, the CLEAN TE/LE mapping results are more 

similar to those obtained via DAMAS (Fig. 13 from Brooks and Humphreys (2006a)), probably 

because both use the PSF as an assumed propagation model. 

4.2.3  Comparison of CLEAN/CLEAN-CSC TE/LE Integrated Levels vs. Frequency to 

Transfer Function Method 

  Figure 4.8 compares the integrated pressure-squared map levels obtained using CLEAN and 

CLEAN-CSC with a transfer function (TF) method from Hutcheson and Brooks (2002). The TF 

TE data are plotted in solid-black and the TF LE in dashed-dotted-black; both are given on a per-

foot basis. Note that as diagonal removal (DR) was used here and was not used to obtain the TF 

levels, the TF data were scaled by the ratio of the DR FDBF levels (pressure-squared) to those of 

the non-DR FDBF levels at the spanwise centers of the TE and LE. This scaling serves to more 

accurately compare the TF levels to the CLEAN/CLEAN-CSC results given here. The outlined 

boxes shown in Figs. 4.6a and 7a were used as integration zones for the CLEAN/CLEAN-CSC 

results plotted. Note Fig. 4.8 can be compared (loosely, due to the TF manipulation) to Fig. 14 of 

Brooks and Humphreys (2006a) and the same frequencies and dB scale were plotted for 

consistency. 

In Fig. 4.8, the unscaled CLEAN-CSC integrated levels for the TE are plotted in solid blue, 

those scaled with method 4 (modeled cross-spectral scaling) in solid green, and the unscaled 

CLEAN TE levels in solid red. The same color scheme holds for the LE data but dashed-dotted 

lines are used. Before 7 kHz, the unscaled CLEAN-CSC levels are very close to the TF levels. 

Referencing results seen in the previous chapter, this is due to: (1) The TE noise being dominant 

and thus its energy allocation not being biased by the LE noise, and (2) Steering vector errors 

(SVEs) are minimal at low frequencies and thus the minimal cancellation of the signal at each 

point targeted occurs. Afterwards, the unscaled CLEAN-CSC data fall off at a much faster rate 

than all other TE data plotted possibly due to increasing SVEs and/or the CSC background 

subtraction of section 4.1.2 generally yielding lower values than would traditional background 

subtraction (which is applied to the CLEAN and TF data). Scaling the CLEAN-CSC TE data using 

modeled PSFs (solid green) leads to a much closer approximation of the TF TE slope. However, a 

1-2 dB overshoot exists until ~13 kHz possibly due to coherent sideplate reflection energy (which 

diminishes at higher frequencies and thus after 13 kHz the scaled CLEAN-CSC data and TF agree 
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Figure 4.8. CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC results comparison to Transfer Function TE/LE 

results from [Hutcheson & Brooks 2002]. Note that TF levels have been adjusted to account for 

DR processing. 

well) present in the cross-spectral magnitudes of the initial CSM which is used for scaling (Eq. 

(2.64)). This suggests that the PSF is a better model than the CSC-CSMs for this comparison. The 

general closer agreement of both the CLEAN and DAMAS results (which both use the PSF) to the 

TF data corroborate this. A result found here but not in Brooks and Humphreys (2006a) is that the 

CLEAN, CLEAN-CSC, and modified TF TE levels fall-off after ~15 kHz. If TE noise indeed 

exists at these higher frequencies, this comparison would suggest that DAMAS has a higher 

dynamic range than CLEAN/CLEAN-CSC. Note that the CLEAN data over-predict both the TE 

and LE TF data at most frequencies. This could be due to inclusion of map noise within the 

integration zones and/or coherent sideplate noise “leaking” into the FDBF values used. Lastly, the 

under-prediction of the LE TF levels by CLEAN-CSC is more severe than for the TE comparison 

most likely due to increasing SVEs with increasing frequency. Again, scaling the CLEAN-CSC 

output using modeled PSFs provides a close approximation to the LE TF levels. As a final note, 

scaling the CLEAN or CLEAN-CSC data to the mean autospectral levels (not shown) generates 
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higher levels than any of the corresponding data in Fig. 4.8. If the autospectral-scaled levels are 

assumed “correct”, this would not be the first time this trend was seen [Bahr et al. 2011], and is 

discussed below. If the TF levels are assumed to be “correct”, one explanation for the higher 

autospectral-scaled levels could be that both CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC relatively over-estimate 

the TE/LE levels due to reasons stated above. Another is that various factors could bias the 

autospectra high: (1) Incomplete removal of the background flow characteristics, (2) Incoherent 

noise (e.g. turbulence buffeting self-noise) present only once the airfoil is installed (and thus not 

removable by background subtraction), (3) Sideplate junction noise, and/or (4) Sideplate 

reflections. A discussion of comparing autospectral levels to those obtained via FDBF is given 

below, as the quantitative interpretation of the results depends on understanding the factors which 

affect them both. 

Although the FDBF formulation accounts for “active” number of elements in the CSM, (even 

when including the autospectra) the cross-spectra overly influence the solution by a factor of  

𝑀 − 1 (ratio of cross- to- autospectral elements). Distributed sources, incoherent noise, and 

reverberation and/or scattering are all factors which tend to decrease the coherence between 

channels as frequency increases [Bendat & Piersol 1986]. Also, turbulent decorrelation of the 

propagating sound waves passing through the tunnel’s shear layer decrease the auto- and cross-

spectral magnitudes with increasing frequency [Schlinker & Amiet 1980; Brooks & Humphreys 

1999; Dougherty 2003]. These effects taken together indicate that spatial sound mapping solutions 

derived from FDBF values will be biased low relative to autospectral levels. In an indirect way, 

this is something the CSM shading used here aims to correct for. By maintaining a constant 

beamwidth over a broad frequency range, an influence shift from the outer to the inner array 

channels occurs as frequency increases. This reduces the influence of channel pairs which 

experience decreasing coherence with increasing frequency. Note that this will also serve to the 

preserve the validity of the PSF (assuming uniform source directivity is upheld) which assumes no 

loss of coherence over the array aperture. These considerations provide a possible explanation for 

the TF levels being less than the autospectral-scaled levels for both CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC. 
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4.3  Flap Edge and Flap Cove Noise Test 

  As a final case, the flap edge and flap cove noise test setup studied in Brooks and Humphreys 

(2003), (2004), and (2006a) is shown in Fig. 4.9. The NACA 632-215 main-element airfoil (16” 

chord, 36” span) is at a 16° AoA, and the 4.8” chord half-span Fowler flap at 29° relative to the 

airfoil. The SADA is again positioned out of the Mach 0.11 flow.  

CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC are used to map the self-noise produced by the airfoil/flap 

configuration of Fig. 4.9. For comparative purposes to Fig. 17 of Brooks and Humphreys (2006a), 

the same 1/3 octave band frequency (20 kHz) was used. However, quantitative comparisons are 

not readily made because no background dataset was available here. Figure 4.10a gives the 

CLEAN mapping. The general flap edge/cove source is made out however the two sources are not 

readily separated. Some sideplate reflection exists from the flap cove noise and is seen past 

X=+18”. In addition, map noise and two spurious sources (one slightly upstream of the flap cove 

and another at the right airfoil-sideplate junction) lead to an unclear mapping of the flap edge/cove 

noise. The CLEAN-CSC result in Fig. 10b has far less map noise and the separate flap edge and  

 

Figure 4.9. Flap edge/cove noise test setup sketch [Brooks & Humphreys 2006a]. 

cove sources are slightly more discernable, however neither CLEAN or CLEAN-CSC have 

separated the two to the same degree as the DAMAS result shown in Fig. 17 of Brooks and 

Humphreys (2006a). The spurious sources and sideplate reflection have been reduced possibly due 

to CSC’s ability to attenuate sidelobes. The integration areas marked with dashed boxes are used 

to quantify the flap edge and cove noise and these levels are given in the last line of the textboxes. 

The CLEAN integrated levels are ~4 dB higher than those obtained with CLEAN-CSC which is 
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Figure 4.10. Mapping of the airfoil flap edge/cove self-noise. 20 kHz 1/3 octave band. CSM 

shading applied: (a) CLEAN, (b) CLEAN-CSC; CSM shading not applied: (c) CLEAN, and (d) 

CLEAN-CSC. 

most likely due to steering vector errors (SVEs) at this frequency. Scaling the CLEAN-CSC result 

via modeled PSFs brings its flap edge integrated level to within 0.1 dB of that obtained with 

CLEAN, and raises the flap cove level of CLEAN-CSC to 0.6 dB higher than CLEAN. If the 

spurious offshoot slightly upstream of the cove is included in the CLEAN flap cove integrated 

level this difference becomes only 0.3 dB. This again demonstrates the ability of scaling the 

CLEAN-CSC output levels to agree with the source propagation model used for other analyses 

(CLEAN here and both CLEAN and DAMAS in the previous section). Finally, the CLEAN and 

(a) 
 (b) 

(c) (d) 
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CLEAN-CSC results are presented without CSM shading applied. This is done to illustrate the 

increase in resolution obtained when the contributions from the array channels which are at the 

outer diameter of the array are kept intact. As compared to Figs. 4.10a,b, Figs. 4.10c,d now clearly 

isolate the flap edge noise from that of the flap cove.  The same comparative trends exist between 

CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC. Note that the CLEAN-CSC levels have increased due to the increased 

iteration count (Fig. 4.10b vs. d). As the outer microphones are the most spatially separated, they 

benefit from greater CSC cancellation ability due to the probability of the increased phase 

difference between them which increases the cosine term of the CSC weight vector 𝑊𝐵. Thus, 

including these channels (by not shading them) produces a more “accurate” CSC-CSM which leads 

to less-premature stop of the CLEAN iterative loop. 
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5   Summary and Conclusions 

  This final chapter provides a summary of the work presented herein, conclusions drawn from 

it, and ideas for future work relating to this research. The overall goal was 

qualitatively/quantitatively accurate spatial sound mapping using microphone arrays. This work 

covered three critical areas affecting this goal: (1) Interfering noise which is correlated between 

channels, (2) Beamforming as a first-order method of spatial sound mapping, and (3) More 

complex, systematic techniques used to spatially map sound. A novel single-channel filtering 

scheme was developed which increased the array’s resolution and decreased influence from 

sources at locations other than a targeted location in space. This processing was used to modify 

the CLEAN algorithm to produce a novel spatial sound mapping technique.  

5.1   Summary 

This research started from a building block of many existing techniques, the single-channel 

Fourier Transforms of microphone array outputs. With the goal of single-channel filtering to 

enable more accurate spatial sound mapping with microphone arrays, Conditioned Spectral 

Analysis (CSA) was introduced as a method for removing correlated signal between two channels 

at the Fourier Transform level. However, “blind” signal cancellation in the manner of CSA has 

two main drawbacks: (1) Robust, undesired signal cancellation is usually only obtained with some 

degree of cancellation of the desired signal [Widrow et al. 1975], and (2) It does not offer 

incorporation of spatial information.  

In a beamforming context, where (unlike CSA) spatial considerations are allowed, the 

Generalized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) achieves both sidelobe reduction (akin to attenuating the 

influence of undesired correlated sources) and finer spatial resolution (smaller mainlobe width). 

However, in its common formulation, only a single beamform value is obtained i.e. the single-

channel information has been lost. In order to generalize the GSC output, a modification to it was 

presented which uses the same principles yet cancels signal at the single-channel (time-history) 

level. Suggestions given for the determination of the blocking and weighting terms needed to 

perform GSC were either vague or computationally intensive with unclear transferability to 

frequency-domain, cross-spectral analysis. 
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In order to accomplish the processing approach of the single-channel GSC, the formulation of 

CSA was slightly modified. This allowed for a frequency-domain implementation of the blocking 

and weighting terms that are needed in GSC simultaneously. The user-defined phase between 

channels of signal arriving from a targeted location in space was the only constraint necessary. 

This frequency-domain, cross-spectral blocking/weighting term was formed as a geometrical 

projection of the cross-spectral vector between the channels onto the phase orthogonal to that due 

to the signal desired to be preserved. This is akin to preserving signal which has a distinct time-

delay between the channels. Given this formulation, the magnitude of this term was dependent on 

the coherence between the channels as well as the difference between their relative cross-spectral 

phase and that of the desired signal to be preserved. It was shown that the phase definitions as 

presented are only applicable to source fields which do not exhibit inter-source coherence, 

however this could be extended to include coherence through proper modelling and corresponding 

modifications to the phase constraints. In this sense, the filtering term is general, but relies on 

accurate modelling of the sound field being measured.             

Next, the optimum method for reference channel selection was determined to be based on the 

magnitude of the blocking/weight vector used for signal cancellation. Given the blocking/weight 

term definition and method to select reference channels, an iterative loop was developed in order 

to process an entire array dataset for a targeted spatial location. The loop was bounded by 

constraints which ensured that: (1) Signal was removed at each iteration, and (2) The coherent 

signal between two channels was greater than the incoherent noise level between them. The entire 

iterative procedure was titled Constrained Spectral Conditioning (CSC) and is the main novel 

contribution of this work. 

Examples were given of how processing the array channels using CSC induces convergence 

toward the true magnitude/phase values of a targeted source within the field being measured. 

Another simulated example showed the sharper spatial resolution and sidelobe reduction ability of 

CSC when compared to data-independent frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF). CSC was 

compared to FDBF as it is a common tool used in spatial sound mapping for aeroacoustic testing. 

If a Cross-Spectral Matrix (CSM) are formed with the CSC-preprocessed Fourier Transforms, a 

CSM post-modification based on the FDBF was proposed intended to improve its accuracy. 

Finally, it was proposed that a metric for determining the accuracy of the CSC solution for a given 

targeted location would be the difference in output cross-spectral phase vs. the user-defined cross-
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spectral phase needed to constrain the processing, with a smaller difference meaning higher 

accuracy.  

Forming part of the statistically-optimum beamforming class, CSC suffered from drawbacks 

which affect this class, namely errors in defining the true propagation paths between sources and 

the microphones. As such, it was shown to be qualitatively accurate but produced lower-than-true 

levels when estimating source strengths. To overcome this, CSC was embedded within the CLEAN 

algorithm, and renamed CLEAN-CSC. This provided two characteristics which were unavailable 

to CSC alone: (1) The locations of the sources in the field are determined by peaks in the FDBF 

maps, and the number/location of sources determined by a decomposition of the initial CSM, and 

(2) The total integrated level of the mapped sound field is its summation. Lastly, five quantitative 

methods of scaling the CLEAN-CSC output levels were proposed, all based on data-dependent 

metrics derived from the dataset being processed. The first method scales the output source map 

to the mean autospectral level at the array and is preferred if the autospectral levels are not biased 

by signal (noise or real) which is not that from the model under study. The four other methods are 

meant to be used if the first is not reliable due to autospectral bias. The second and third relate the 

output cross-spectral energy of CSMs obtained after CLEAN-CSC has terminated to the cross-

spectral energy of the initial unprocessed CSM. The final two methods are akin to two and three 

however the PSF is used as a model for the output CLEAN-CSC CSMs.  

Using the CLEAN-CSC algorithm with a simulated distributed source setup, a variety of 

parameters which affect spatial sound mapping in general and CSC in particular were tested. These 

were: spacing between points on a user-defined scanning grid, total grid size, narrowband 

frequency, Signal-to-Noise Ratio, dynamic range between neighboring sources in the field, and 

source directivity. The ability of the scaling methods to correct the CLEAN-CSC output levels to 

the true FDBF integrated level was examined, and recommendations for processing experimental 

datasets were given based on results obtained using simulated data. 

Finally, CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC were used to spatially map sound from three different 

experimental datasets acquired in NASA Langley’s Quiet Flow Facility. An amplitude-only 

background subtraction method was presented for use with CSC. A calibration point source was 

examined first in order to demonstrate the qualitative/quantitative accuracy of CLEAN-CSC when 

the correct source location/amplitude are known. Next, an airfoil configured such that it produced 

trailing edge self-noise and grit-induced leading edge self-noise was studied. CLEAN and 
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CLEAN-CSC were used to produce spatial maps at four, one-third octave bands and the trailing 

and leading edge contributions were tabulated over a broad frequency range. The third dataset was 

from the same airfoil positioned at steeper angle-of-attack with a flap deployed. A single 1/3 octave 

band was mapped and the effects of CSM shading on CLEAN and CLEAN-CSC were shown.  

5.2   Conclusions 

  With the goal of accurate spatial sound mapping via microphone arrays in mind, the novel 

technique presented here was used to filter single-channel Fourier Transforms in order to estimate 

the single-channel characteristics of the signal originating from targeted locations in space. The 

ability of CSC to effectively cancel correlated signal between channels which arrived from 

locations other than that targeted was shown to depend on the blocking/weighting term 𝑊𝐵. 

Separating 𝑊𝐵 into its constituent parts, it was found that the spatial term (cosine modulator) 

exhibits decreasing cancellation ability with: 

 Decreasing frequency,  

 Decrease in the number of unique vector spacings of the co-array,  

 Decrease in the number of microphones, 

 Decrease in the array aperture, and 

 Increase in distance between the array and the source(s), 

And the pseudo-coherence term (data-dependent) exhibits decreasing cancellation ability with: 

 Increasing frequency, 

 Increasing number of individual sources,  

 Increasing spatial extent of distributed sources, 

 Increasing magnitude of incoherent noise between channels (decrease in SNR), and 

 Decrease in distance between the array and the source(s) 

The aforementioned factors govern the degree to which the initial Fourier Transforms can be 

filtered to best estimate those that would be obtained if only the source being targeted was 

measured. Being a common format for aeroacoustic data manipulation, these outputs were then 

used to form Cross-Spectral Matrices (CSMs) and it was shown through geometrical equivalence 

that their accuracy is improved when their cross-spectral magnitude/phases are modified in the 

same manner as frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF) estimates are obtained. 
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Using CSMs generated from CSC, a novel modification to the CLEAN algorithm was 

developed titled CLEAN-CSC. Processing simulated array datasets with CLEAN-CSC allowed 

for systematic spatial “sound” mapping under controlled input conditions. Most importantly, the 

accuracy of the CSMs generated for targeted locations in space is dependent upon all of the 

aforementioned factors which affect CSC. Accuracy here means the degree to which the CSC-

CSM approximates the array-induced CSM due to the source(s) at the spatial location being 

targeted. Keeping this in mind, specific conclusions obtained from the simulated data results are: 

 Due to inaccuracies in the CSC-CSMs used to decompose the initial CSM in the CLEAN 

loop, the number of source locations mapped is lower-than-true with a resulting lower-

than-true integrated map level, 

 Using a low value of the CSM scale factor (𝜑 ≤ 0.1) resulted in a fuller source distribution 

mapping and consequently a higher (more accurate) integrated source level, 

 The qualitative accuracy of CLEAN-CSC is closely tied to the array’s resolution capability. 

The quantitative accuracy with respect to frequency is highest when resolution (with 

respect to the true source distribution) and coherence across the array are balanced, 

 Decreasing the Signal-to-Noise Ratio adversely affected the qualitative/quantitative 

CLEAN-CSC accuracy. However, this was ameliorated by increasing the length of the data 

acquisitions in time which reduced the effects of the incoherent noise on the cross-spectral 

statistics, 

 The decomposition of the initial CSM is biased towards the location (and energy allocation) 

of relatively stronger sources in the field. Thus, the strength of relatively weaker sources 

tends to be under-estimated and that of relatively stronger sources slightly over-estimated,  

 CLEAN-CSC demonstrated very small differences in result accuracy when the sound 

source directivity was modified, and 

 If autospectral scaling is not used, the most accurate scaling method is that which most 

accurately models the sound propagation to the array and equates the resulting cross-

spectral energy of the modeled CSM to that of the initial CSM. 

Simulating data is useful as the correct answer is known and the inputs are user-defined. 

However, experimental data provides a true test of an algorithm’s performance, albeit with some 

uncertainty in the accuracy of the final results. Main conclusions from the experimental data 

analysis are: 
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 For the point source dataset analyzed, CLEAN-CSC produced qualitatively/quantitatively 

accurate maps, without output scaling, 

 For the airfoil trailing/leading edge noise dataset, CLEAN-CSC produced lower overall 

levels and less map noise than CLEAN due to its finer spatial resolution and lower 

sidelobes. The lower levels could also be due to differences between the CSC-CSMs and 

the true array-induced source CSMs which led to a premature termination of the iterative 

CLEAN loop, and/or the background subtraction process used for CSC resulting in lower 

channel magnitudes than the background subtraction used for CLEAN, 

 The CLEAN-CSC overall levels decreased with increasing frequency relative to a Transfer 

Function (TF) method, CLEAN, and DAMAS most likely due to steering vector errors, 

 Neither CLEAN or CLEAN-CSC detected the presence of TE noise after ~15 kHz, which 

was detected in corresponding DAMAS results, 

 CLEAN over-predicted the TF levels possibly due to inclusion of map noise in the 

integration areas and/or coherent sideplate noise biasing the frequency-domain 

beamforming (FDBF) values used, 

 Scaling of the CLEAN-CSC results based on modeled PSFs showed close quantitative 

agreement with both CLEAN and DAMAS, 

 Autospectral levels were higher than those obtained via FDBF, 

 For the flap edge/cove dataset, CSM weighting reduced the CLEAN/CLEAN-CSC spatial 

resolution and led to lower CLEAN-CSC output levels due to fewer iterations of the 

CLEAN loop. 

Finally, Constrained Spectral Conditioning is a novel first-order processing step which 

provides single-channel estimates of signals emanating from distinct spatial locations. Two final 

conclusions for CSC are: 

 With proper consideration for the way in which data are manipulated, CSC could serve as 

a starting point for many existing algorithms which start from Fourier Transforms or time-

histories of data which are assumed steady-state, and 

 When the CSC outputs are used to form Cross-Spectral Matrices, its advantage over 

algorithms which use the Point Spread Function will increase the more the PSF differs 

from the true propagation model between the source(s) and array. 
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5.3   Future Work 

  The first step that should be taken for improvement of Constrained Spectral Conditioning 

(CSC) is modification of the output Fourier Transforms. This could be based on comparing the 

CSC output cross-spectral phases to the theoretical phases used to constrain the blocking/weight 

vector. Currently, only the cross-spectral magnitudes are modified to project onto these ideal 

phases. Ideally, the modification would happen at the Fourier Transform level, such that upon 

CSM formation the cross-spectral phases would match the theoretical values and the auto- and 

cross-spectral magnitude estimates would be closer to their true values. Another improvement 

could be to more accurately estimate the Wiener-Hopf equation (data-dependent part of the weight 

vector used here) via a technique like that given in Goldstein et al. (1998).   

  Having optimized the CSC output, steps should be taken at the array level to further minimize 

the difference between the CSC-CSM and the array-induced CSM due to the source at the location 

targeted. Suggestions for this are: (1) Use DAMAS to deconvolve the FDBF produced from this 

CSC-CSM. Given the resulting source distribution, subtract the PSFs (scaled by their DAMAS 

output) of sources which are not at the point being targeted from the CSC-CSM, (2) Use CLEAN-

SC to estimate the array-induced CSM due to the source at the targeted location from this CSC-

CSM, (3) Use Orthogonal Beamforming on this CSC-CSM and only keep the CSM whose 

eigenvalue/vectors point to the location in space being targeted, and (4) Given a model for the 

CSM and this CSC-CSM, use nonlinear optimization to solve for its magnitude (see Blacodon and 

Élias (2003) or Suzuki (2008) for example).  

  Once the aforementioned techniques have reduced the difference between the processed CSM 

and that due to the source at a targeted location, CSM weighting should be applied based on 

modelling of the physics which are present in the test setup (see Brooks and Humphreys (1999) or 

Dougherty (2003) for example). These final CSMs could be normalized and used as the source 

propagation models for many existing deconvolution techniques. 

Lastly, a factor which affects all spatial mapping schemes is source-to-array propagation 

modelling. Specific to this work, turbulent decorrelation effects from the sound passing through a 

tunnel shear layer could be added to more realistically model an out-of-flow array. Precise 

definitions for steering vectors are needed, which become even more crucial for situations such as 

sound passing through two shear layers or through non-shear-layer turbulence. 
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Appendix  

A  Cross-Spectral Source Estimation in the Presence of Correlated Noise 

When the correlation functions of a desired signal and undesired noise are sufficiently 

separated the possibility of separating them with adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) arises. In this 

context, the correlated noise between microphones could be subtracted from either of them 

producing an autospectral estimate of just the desired signal on the channel. This procedure has 

two issues: (1) The coherent noise estimate extracted with ANC is biased due to the presence of 

uncorrelated signal on the channels [Spalt et al. 2012], and (2) The coherent noise between the 

channels does not necessarily predict the effect of the noise on each channel individually [Bahr & 

Cattafesta 2011].  

In light of these limitations, the proposed idea is to extract the correlated signal between two 

channels and devise a factor to correct for the bias present during the ANC procedure. This cross-

spectral estimate could then be used to compute autospectra depending on assumptions made about 

the source field [Bahr & Cattafesta 2011]. 

A.1  Cross-Spectrum Calculated from the Cross-Correlation 

The estimated cross-correlation for discrete, real-valued signals is defined as [Bendat & Piersol 

1986] 

𝑅𝑥𝑦(𝜏) = {
∑ 𝑥𝑛+𝜏𝑦𝑛    𝜏 ≥ 0𝑁−𝜏−1

𝑛=0

𝑅𝑥𝑦(−𝜏)               𝜏 < 0
                                           (A.1) 

where 𝑛 are the discrete samples, 𝑁 the total number of samples, and 𝜏 the lag (samples) at which 

the cross-correlation is computed. The technique proposed in Brooks et al. (1989) assumes the 

correlation of the background noise between two sensors to be invariant between a background 

noise only and combined acquisition. Thus, the cross-correlation resulting from the background 

noise only acquisition is subtracted from that due to the combined acquisition 

𝑅𝑥𝑦,𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑(𝜏)
=

𝑅𝑥𝑦,𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦+𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝜏) − 𝑅𝑥𝑦,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝜏)
              (A.2) 
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The resulting cross-correlation should be free of correlations due to the background noise leaving 

only those due to the desired signal. Simplifying the technique from Brooks et al. (1989), a section 

of the cross-correlation centered on the desired signal peak is used to create an equivalent 

autospectrum [Nelson & Elliot 1992] 

𝐺𝑥𝑦,𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑐−𝑐(𝑓) =
2

𝐾𝑤𝑠𝑇
∑ 𝑅𝑥𝑦,𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑(𝜏)𝑒

−𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝜏

𝐹𝑠𝛵        (A.3) 

where the summation is taken over a number of lags equal to the block size (samples) used for the 

FFT processing.  

A.2   ANC Extracted Signal Amplitude and Phase Correction 

Assuming that the cross-correlations of the desired signal and undesired noise are sufficiently 

separated, it has been shown [Spalt et al. 2012] that an estimate of either will be biased in the 

frequency domain due to the uncorrelated presence of either between the channels. This warrants 

a frequency-domain correction. The optimal, unconstrained Weiner transfer function [Widrow et 

al. 1975] between the two channels is 

𝑊∗(𝑓) =
𝐺𝑐ℎ1𝑐ℎ2(𝑓)

𝐺𝑐ℎ2𝑐ℎ2(𝑓)
                  (A.4) 

If only the desired signal between the two channels is correlated this becomes [Spalt et al. 2012] 

𝑊∗(𝑓) =
𝐺𝑠1𝑠2(𝑓)

𝐺𝑐ℎ2𝑐ℎ2(𝑓)
=

𝑆1
∗(𝑓)𝑆2(𝑓)

𝐶𝐻2
∗(𝑓)𝐶𝐻2(𝑓)

               (A.5) 

where * denotes complex conjugate. In the time-domain ANC formulation [Widrow et al. 1975], 

the correlated signal between the channels is obtained by convolving the weight vector with the 

reference channel. In the frequency domain this is 

𝑌(𝑓) =
𝑆1

∗(𝑓)𝑆2(𝑓)

𝐶𝐻2
∗(𝑓)𝐶𝐻2(𝑓)

𝐶𝐻2(𝑓) =
𝑆1

∗(𝑓)𝑆2(𝑓)

𝐶𝐻2
∗(𝑓)

             (A.6) 

Therefore, an estimate of the signal is obtained as 

�̂�𝑠1𝑠2(𝑓) = 𝐶𝐻2
∗(𝑓)𝑌(𝑓) = 𝐺𝑐ℎ2𝑦(𝑓)             (A.7) 
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A.3   Simulation 

In order to test Eq. (A.7) a simulated dataset was created. A block diagram of the simulation 

is shown in Fig. A.1a. MATLAB’s pseudo-random number generator was used to create four 

uncorrelated signals S, N, in1, and in2. Four distinct transfer functions H1-H4 were simulated by 

delaying n1’s signal (in order to simulate a distinct “direction of arrival”), applying 2 different 

low-pass filters to N, using MATLAB’s Butterworth filter, and two different band-pass filters to 

S. The sampling rate was 20 kHz, the block size 512 samples, the bandwidth ~39.1 Hz, and 193 

averages were used when computing the FFTs. An autospectrum of each channel is given in Fig. 

A.1b.  

 

Figure A.1. (a) Block diagram used to generate simulated microphone data, and (b) 

Autospectra of all signal components. 

In order to correlate only the desired signal between the channels, the following processing 

guidelines were used. The ANC filter length was chosen to be 512 samples to match the resolution 

of the FFT processing. A delay of 1024 samples was used for channel 1 resulting in the maximum 

(a) 

(b) 
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background noise cross-correlation being centered in the ANC weight vector. A small step size (𝜇 

= 6e-6) was chosen in order to ensure convergence and low mean square error [Haykin 1986]. In 

order to reach an optimum value, the system was left to iterate at this step size. A converged filter 

weight vector was gradually reached after 30 iterations. The ANC process was allowed to slowly  

 

Figure A.2. (a) Cross-spectral source extraction using ANC with and without correction 

factor applied compared to true cross-spectrum of desired signal, and (b) Level difference in 

correct ANC result from true cross-spectrum. 

converge in order to extract an estimate of the correlated signal between the two channels. This 

result with the correction factor from Eq. (A.7) is shown in Fig. A.2a and the associated error in 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. A.2b. It is seen that error in recovery stays within ± 0.5 dB as far as 3 dB down from the 

desired signal’s max amplitude, and within ± 1 dB as far as 13 dB (the incoherent noise threshold 

between the channels). 

A.4   Experimental Validation  

Having simulated the performance of the corrected ANC results, experimental data was used 

to evaluate its performance in a wind tunnel environment. The data was taken from a test in NASA 

Langley’s Quiet Flow Facility (QFF). A NACA0015 9” chord airfoil was tested at 0° Angle-of-

Attack (AoA) subjected to incident, homogeneous, isotropic turbulence. The turbulence was 

generated by a metal grid mounted across the exit plane of the model. The data used was taken at 

Mach 0.127. For a complete test setup description see Hutcheson et al. (2011).  

A diagram of the test setup and an example photo are given in Fig. A.3. The airfoil test is a 

good candidate for separated correlation function ANC processing: no noise reference exists that 

is free of airfoil signal and/or has very low SNR, and the flow noise propagates parallel to the flow 

direction while the airfoil noise leading edge noise is perpendicular to it at 0° AoA. 

 

Figure A.3. (a) Diagram of airfoil self-noise test setup with microphone placement, and (b) 

Example photo of test setup. 

To illustrate this separation, cross-correlations are taken between microphones 4 and 2 when 

the 9” chord airfoil was installed in the test section (0° AoA, M 0.127) and at the same conditions 

with an empty test section. These microphones were chosen due to the dipole-like radiation of the 
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airfoil’s leading edge at this AoA [Hutcheson et al. 2011]. This radiation should thus be captured 

at microphones 4 and 2 with almost no delay between the signal and high magnitude/coherence 

(relative to more off-90°-axis microphones). Figure A.4 shows that the cross-correlation signature 

of the airfoil is distinct and separated from that of the flow noise. This allows for correlated signal 

extraction using ANC as previously described. The subtraction of the flow only correlation from 

the combined flow and airfoil correlation is given for reference and will be subsequently used. 

 

Figure A.4 Cross-correlations between microphone 4 and 2. 9" chord airfoil, M 0.127, 0° AoA. 

Figure A.5 gives three cross-spectra between microphones 4 and 2: that obtained when only 

the flow is present, that when the 9” chord airfoil is installed at 0° AoA, and the spectral subtraction 

result of these. High SNR is seen below ~650 Hz allowing spectral subtraction to serve as a 

benchmark in this frequency range. This will be used to compare the ANC and cross-spectrum 

derived from cross-correlation results. 

Figure A.6 displays results comparing the ANC technique to that of obtaining the cross-

spectrum from the background-subtracted cross-correlation (see dash-dot green line in Fig. A.4). 

It is seen that the cross-spectrum obtained from the cross-correlation more closely matches that of 

spectral subtraction in both magnitude and phase. The errors between the ANC/cross-spectrum 

from cross-correlation results and spectral subtraction are plotted in Fig. A.7. Although the ANC 

result less accurately duplicates the spectral subtraction result, the differences are within ±1 dB  
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Figure A.5. Cross-spectral magnitude and unwrapped phase, microphones 4 and 2. 9" chord 

airfoil, M 0.127, AoA 0°. 

and ±10° below 600 Hz for magnitude and phase respectively. Note that this result was obtained 

with only one (airfoil installed) acquisition, and the other two methods require a separate  

 

Figure A.6. Cross-spectral magnitude and phase for microphones 4 and 2. 

background noise acquisition which assumes the noise measured in each to be stationary. Also, 

the phase of the ANC result has lower variance/standard deviation than both the spectral  
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Figure A.7. Magnitude and phase error (relative to spectral subtraction). 

subtraction and cross-spectral phase obtained from the cross-correlation results. This indicates a 

better tracking of the leading edge source which dominates at this AoA [Hutcheson et al. 2011]. 

A geometry calculation including the effects of shear layer refraction would be needed to 

determine the phase offset from an ideal phase between microphones 4 and 2 from a point source 

at the airfoil leading edge. 

A.5  Discussion  

A frequency-domain correction factor which is applied to the extracted correlated signal 

between two channels using ANC was derived. Using a simulation which allowed for ideal 

evaluation of the technique showed that its accuracy was within ± 1 dB until the incoherent noise 

threshold between the channels was reached. 

The technique was then applied to wind tunnel data from the QFF of a 9” chord NACA0015 

airfoil at 0° AoA subject to turbulence. Where SNR was high, the difference in ANC results 

compared to spectral subtraction was ±1 dB and ±10° for magnitude and phase respectively. The 

phase of the ANC result also had lower variance/standard deviation compared to the spectral 

subtraction and cross-spectrum computed from the cross-correlation results, possibly indicating a 

better tracking of the leading edge noise which dominated at the AoA investigated. 
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Given completely separated desired signal and undesired noise correlation functions between 

two channels, the correction factor derived allows ANC processing to accurately extract the 

desired signal’s magnitude/phase to within the incoherent noise threshold between the channels. 

Problems arise when the correlation functions are not completely separated (see Fig. A.4). In this 

instance, the user must decide how much of the “transition zone” to include in the estimate of the 

correlated signals between the channels; too much and the estimate is biased by the undesired 

noise, too little and it is incomplete. More research could be done to determine signal distortion 

for given ANC extraction parameters when this decision must be made.   
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B  Data-Dependent Errors (DDEs) 

 This section addresses the random errors present in the calculation of the blocking/weighting 

tern 𝑊𝐵 for experimental data. These are due to the finite number of averages used in the 

calculation of the data-dependent terms in 𝑊𝐵 and the coherence between channels being less than 

1. From Bendat and Piersol (1986) the following random errors are given in Eq. (B.1) assuming 

the data have a constant spectrum over the narrowband bandwidth used (
𝐹𝑠

𝑇
): the normalized error 

in autospectral magnitude, normalized error in coherence, normalized error in cross-spectral 

magnitude, and standard deviation in cross-spectral phase (radians) between channels 𝑚 and 𝑚′.  

휀�̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

=
1

√𝐾

휀�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2 =

√2(1−�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2 )

√�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2 𝐾

휀|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′| =

1

√�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2 𝐾

𝜎∅̂
𝑚𝑚′

= |𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (
√1−�̂�

𝑚𝑚′
2

√2�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2 𝐾

)|

               (B.1) 

It is seen that the error in autospectral magnitude is wholly due to the number of averaged 

Fourier Transform blocks. The errors present in the coherence and cross-spectral magnitude, and 

the standard deviation in cross-spectral phase depend upon the number of averages and the 

coherence. The normalized errors can be used directly on the data-dependent values to compute 

the ranges in which their true values must fall i.e. �̂�𝑚′𝑚′ (1 − 휀�̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

) ≤ 𝐺𝑚′𝑚′ ≤ �̂�𝑚′𝑚′ (1 +

휀�̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

). The standard deviation in phase however delimits a distribution about ∅̂𝑚𝑚′  wherein the 

true phase lies. Assuming this distribution to be Gaussian, the true phase is has a 99.73% likelihood 

of being located within a range about the estimated phase plus/minus three standard deviations i.e. 

(∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − 3𝜎∅̂
𝑚𝑚′

) ≤ ∅𝑚𝑚′ ≤ (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ + 3𝜎∅̂
𝑚𝑚′

). Due to the aforementioned ranges in which the 
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true values of the autospectral magnitude, coherence, and cross-spectral magnitude/phase exist 

given their estimated values, modifications to 𝑊𝐵 and the choice of 𝑚0
′  must be made.  

The first modification is to reduce the magnitude of 𝑊𝐵 due to the uncertainty of how close 

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′ , |�̂�𝑚𝑚′|, and ∅̂𝑚𝑚′  are to their true values. The magnitude terms are reduced in order to 

produce the lowest possible |𝑊𝐵|  given their range limits  

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
     →       

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|(1− �̂�

𝑚𝑚′
)

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′(1+ �̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

)
                (B.2) 

In the same fashion, the cross-spectral phase which minimizes the magnitude of the cosine term of 

𝑊𝐵 is used 

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
)      →      𝑚𝑖𝑛 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ ± 3𝜎∅̂

𝑚𝑚′
− ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
)]   (B.3) 

Then, reference channels are disqualified in the choice of 𝑚0
′  which violate certain conditions. The 

violations given in Eq. (B.4) are: when the normalized errors of Eq. (B.1) are greater than or equal 

to 1, when 3 standard deviations in the cross-spectral phase is greater than 
𝜋

2
, and when the steering 

vector phase falls within the cross-spectral phase range. The first condition is used because a 

normalized error of 1 or greater leads to the lower limit of the value’s range being zero. The second 

violation is defined by the principal value range of the arcsine function and ensures that the range 

limits of ∅̂𝑚𝑚′  still contain a positive projection onto it. The last condition ensures that signal is 

not removed belonging to a source at 𝑠.  

𝑚′ 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑏𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑚0
′  𝑖𝑓:

휀�̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

   𝑜𝑟   휀�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2    𝑜𝑟   휀|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|    ≥    1

3𝜎∅̂
𝑚𝑚′

≥
𝜋

2

(∅̂𝑚𝑚′ − 3𝜎∅̂
𝑚𝑚′

) < ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ < (∅̂𝑚𝑚′ + 3𝜎∅̂

𝑚𝑚′
)

                (B.4) 

This can be explained with the situation of a single-source field. If no error were present and 

∅̂𝑚𝑚′ = ∅𝑚𝑚′ , the single source located at 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  is preserved when  ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ = ∅

𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ≡ ∅̂𝑚𝑚′ 
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because 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (−
𝜋

2
) = 0. When error is present, this signal preservation can only be upheld while 

the steering vector phase is outside of the cross-spectral phase range (Eq. (B.4)). This is due to the 

fact that the range of possible ∅𝑚𝑚′  encompasses ∅
𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ , and therefore it must be assumed that 

∅
𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ = ∅̂𝑚𝑚′  in order to avoid cancellation of the source. Figure B.1 depicts this scenario. 

The DDEs given in Eq. (B.1) are used to modify the algorithm using a “worst-case scenario” 

approach (lowest possible |𝑊𝐵| used, Eqs. (B.2-3)) and by disqualifying channels that can be used 

as references due to intuitive error violations (Eq. (B.4)). This accounts for the statistical nature of 

the estimates used in the algorithm in order to ensure that source signals are not cancelled when 

using estimates which inherently have inaccuracies associated with them. Constraining the 

algorithm due to the DDEs will reduce the amount of signal cancellation possible. The CSM  

 

Figure B.1. Cross-spectral phase error range. Because the steering vector phase lies within the 

range of the possible true value of the cross-spectral phase, the estimated cross-spectral phase must 

be assumed equal to the steering vector phase. 

formed using the DDE constraints is termed �̂�𝑠,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝐸, and the beamformed output at each 

scanning location 𝑠 is 
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𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝐸(𝑠) =
𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑇�̂��⃑⃑�,𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝐸𝑒�⃑⃑�

𝑀2−𝑀
              (B.5) 

As an example, the scenario from Fig. 2.14 is used to visualize the reduction in resolution due 

to the reduced cancellation ability. The difference in resolution  

10[𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝐸(𝑠) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅(𝑠)]          (B.6) 

both laterally and longitudinally is plotted. It is seen that for the given frequency and SNR, 

accounting for the DDEs adds up to 3 dB at certain scanning locations around the source location 

compared to the values obtained when not accounting for the errors. In the lateral direction the 

resolution remains quite sharp as only ~1 dB is sacrificed in resolution at 0.5” from the source, 

and 1” from the source the differences are negligible. The longitudinal resolution suffers to a 

greater extent: at 3” in front or behind the source 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,𝐷𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝐸 is still over 1 dB greater than 𝑌𝐶𝑆𝐶,,𝐷𝑅. 

This was to be expected however given the ~11x decrease in resolution longitudinally compared 

to laterally (ref. Table 2.1). 

 

Figure B.2. Resolution loss due to accounting for DDEs. Setup that of Fig. 2.14. (a) Lateral 

resolution difference, ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 0.04", and (b) Longitudinal resolution difference, ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑧 = 

0.125". 

(a) (b) 
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C  Steering Vector Errors (SVEs) 

This section covers the affects that errors in the steering vectors used for CSC have on its 

output. Accurate steering vector definitions rely on the locations of both 𝑆 and �⃑⃑⃑� to be correctly 

known, and that any changes in the propagation medium are correctly accounted for. In real 

experimental setups, the steering vectors can only be determined to some finite level of accuracy 

due to the myriad of factors which influence experimental accuracy. Due to CSC’s spatial 

cancellation ability, even slight steering vector miscalculations can lead to severe source 

cancellation on the array channels. Therefore, CSC can be additionally constrained in order to 

prevent the cancellation of sources due to SVEs.  

In order to constrain the algorithm, the user must first define the lateral/longitudinal resolution 

to be used for processing. Once defined, the ∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑧 create rectangular spatial volumes at which 

sound information is desired. Consequently, the algorithm’s objective is revised to be the removal 

of signal from the array channels of sound not coming from the volume with centroid 𝑠 while 

preserving signal which originates from within that volume. This signal preservation is achieved 

by limiting the possible values of |𝑊𝐵| which can be used for a given spatial location 𝑠. The 

calculation of these limits begins with the assumption that every spatial volume with centroid 𝑠 of 

the user-defined scanning grid contains an independent, monopole source. For a given source, 

when the steering location 𝑠 equals that of the source 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑ , no steering vector error exists and the 

source is preserved. However, given that 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  is only approximately known in practice, we desire 

that as long as 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  is within the volume defined by ∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑧, when targeting the centroid of this 

volume (𝑠) the signal from 𝑠0⃑⃑⃑⃑  is preserved. Thus, within this volume a separate grid is defined 

using ∆𝑥′, ∆𝑦′, ∆𝑧′ as shown in Fig. C.1. The centroid 𝑠 is drawn as a red asterisk at (0, 0, 0) and 

the separate inter-volume grid points drawn with black dots. The grid spacing shown is ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 =

∆𝑧 = 1 and the inter-volume  
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Figure C.1. Example scanning volume. 

grid spacing ∆𝑥′ = ∆𝑦′ = ∆𝑧′ = 0.25. The inter-volume grid spacing requirement so that a source 

is not missed is 

∆𝑥′ < ∆𝑥𝑠

∆𝑦′ < ∆𝑦𝑠

∆𝑧′ < ∆𝑧𝑠

                    (C.1) 

where ∆𝑥𝑠 , ∆𝑦𝑠 , ∆𝑧𝑠 are the source dimensions.  

For a given dataset (supplying the 
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
) and predefined scanning grid, |𝑊𝐵| can be calculated 

for each of the inter-volume grid points 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ defined by ∆𝑥′, ∆𝑦′, ∆𝑧′. The cross-spectral phase is 

replaced by the steering vector phase of location 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑, and the targeted location remains fixed at the 

centroid 𝑠. The data-dependent, phase-inserted weight vector due to a possible source at 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ when 

targeting the spatial volume with centroid 𝑠 is 

𝑊𝐵′(𝑠, 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑,𝑚,𝑚′) = |
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅

𝑠′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
)|      (C.2) 

Then, the DDEs and associated modifications to the selection of 𝑚0
′  are used in a “best-case 

scenario” manner 
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|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
     →       

|�̂�
𝑚𝑚′|(1+ �̂�

𝑚𝑚′
)

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′(1− �̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

)
             (C.3) 

 

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅
𝑠′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
)      →      𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅

𝑠′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ ± 3𝜎∅
𝑠′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑

− ∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
)]            

 (C.4) 

 

𝑊𝐵′(𝑠, 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑, 𝑚,𝑚′) = ∞    𝑖𝑓:

휀�̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

   𝑜𝑟   휀�̂�
𝑚𝑚′
2    𝑜𝑟   휀|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|    ≥    1

3𝜎∅̂
𝑚𝑚′

≥
𝜋

2
− − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − −

𝑊𝐵′(𝑠, 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑, 𝑚,𝑚′) =
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|(1+ �̂�
𝑚𝑚′

)

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′(1− �̂�
𝑚′𝑚′

)
     𝑖𝑓:

(∅
𝑠′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − 3𝜎∅

𝑠′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑
) < ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −
𝜋

2
< (∅

𝑠′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ + 3𝜎∅
𝑠′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑,�⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑

)

              (C.5) 

Using Eqs. (C.2-5), a value of 𝑊𝐵′ can be calculated for each microphone, all reference 

microphones, and all inter-volume grid points, representing the magnitude that would be generated 

on the first iteration of CSC having steered to 𝑠 with a single source located at  𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ = 1 → 𝑆′⃑⃑⃑⃑ . As 

𝑊𝐵′ = 0 when 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ = 𝑠, the higher the magnitude the greater the cancellation of the source at 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑. 

The maximum 𝑊𝐵′ over all 𝑆′⃑⃑⃑⃑  is chosen as the limit for each channel, reference channel, and 𝑠 

𝑊𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡(𝑠, 𝑚,𝑚′) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑊𝐵′(𝑠, 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑, 𝑚,𝑚′))

𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ = 1 → 𝑆′⃑⃑⃑⃑
          (C.6) 

Therefore, the algorithm’s stop criterion is expanded to include Eq. (C.7) when the true steering 

vectors are unknown 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝 𝑖𝑓:     |𝑊𝐵𝑖(𝑠,𝑚𝑖−1, 𝑚0
′ 𝑖

)| ≤ 𝑊𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡(𝑠,𝑚,𝑚0
′ 𝑖

)        (C.7) 
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This effectively sets a “floor” on the |𝑊𝐵| which can be used for a given steering location, dataset, 

microphone pair, and frequency. Equation (C.7) ensures that signal within the volume defined by 

∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑧 with centroid 𝑠 will be preserved on channel 𝑚 using channel 𝑚0
′  as a reference. 

Constraining the algorithm by Eq. (C.7) will reduce the cancellation capability due to the fact 

that the iterations are stopped prematurely once the limit of Eq. (C.6) is reached. However, 

𝑊𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 decreases with decreasing ∆𝑥, ∆𝑦, ∆𝑧. This characteristic comes from the fact that the 

closer 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ is to 𝑠, the smaller 𝑊𝐵′ becomes. Thus, decreasing the volume in which the 𝑆′⃑⃑⃑⃑  are 

calculated automatically decreases the distance between the 𝑆′⃑⃑⃑⃑  and 𝑠. In general, 𝑊𝐵′ increases 

(increased algorithm constraint → decreased spatial resolution) with: 

 Increasing frequency 

 Increasing SNR 

 Increasing grid spacing 

 Increasing coherence across the array 

 Increase in array solid angle 

All of these factors relate directly to the algorithm’s/array’s inherent resolution characteristics: any 

of the aforementioned factors which increase the algorithm’s/array’s spatial resolution also 

increase 𝑊𝐵′. This makes sense as a larger |𝑊𝐵| signifies greater spatial cancellation ability and 

thus requires a larger 𝑊𝐵′ in order to constrain this cancellation. 

The first three factors can be plotted in order to get a sense of how 𝑊𝐵′ changes with them. In 

order to plot a single metric, the mean of 𝑊𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 is used for a specific scanning location. The 

setup of Fig. 2.14 is used with the LADA and a cube is positioned at 𝑧 = 60” in line with the array’s 

geometric center. The grid spacing (and thus edges of the volume) is uniform (∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 =  ∆𝑧) 

and four cube side-lengths are investigated: 2”, 1”, 0.5”, and 0.25”. The frequency range is 0-40 

kHz in increments of 50 Hz and the SNR is from -6 to 30 dB in increments of 6 dB.    

Figure C.2 shows a selection of results of how 𝑊𝐵′ changes with the aforementioned factors. 

The y-scale in Fig. C.2 is maintained at 0-1 for all subplots in order to easily compare them. The 

obvious trend is that with increasing frequency, SNR, and grid spacing, the mean value of 𝑊𝐵′ 

increases. The more subtle trend is the limit that 𝑊𝐵′ reaches. In Fig. C.2a (SNR = -6 dB) it is 

clear that both the black-dotted (2”) and blue-dashed (1”) lines plateau at ~0.16 by 40 kHz, and 

that the red-dash-dotted (0.5”) is approaching that limit. As the SNR increases, that limit is 
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increased, and the 2” line approaches it the fastest among the four grid spacings. This limit, that 

eventually all grid spacings will reach as 𝑓 → ∞, is a function of the SNR (and not investigated 

here, but the coherence as well) which manifests itself in the data-dependent term of the weight 

vector. Thus, as the SNR increases, the limit increases; and, as the SNR increases and the grid 

spacing decreases, the frequency at which the limit is reached increases as well. This latter 

characteristic is due to the cosine term of 𝑊𝐵. As the magnitude of this term approaches zero as 

𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ → 𝑠, the smaller the grid spacing the closer the 𝑆′⃑⃑⃑⃑  are to 𝑠 and consequently the lower the overall 

magnitude of 𝑊𝐵′ becomes. As the frequency increases at a given grid spacing, the angle 

difference (for the same 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ and 𝑠) ∅
𝑠′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ − ∅

𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑  tends to increase (this is geometry dependent). 

Therefore, increasing frequency enables the  𝑊𝐵′ values to approach those of larger grid spacings,  

 

Figure C.2. Mean 𝑾𝑩′ vs. frequency for setup of Fig. 2.14. SNR (dB): (a) -6, (b) 12, (c) 18, 

and (d) 30. 

and eventually the data-dependent limit. As a final comment, note that for the setup used to produce 

Fig. C.2, the values obtained are an upper limit to what would be obtained in practice (at the same 

SNRs) due to the decrease in coherence across the array for real datasets. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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The spatial constraints implemented through the steering vector errors (SVEs) are inefficient 

because they rely on the cross-spectral phase between channels. It is well known that phase 

ambiguity presents a problem when relating phase to spatial locations (sidelobes in beamforming 

are due to this). This ambiguity is present in the SVEs and becomes worse with increasing spatial 

preservation volume and frequency.  
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D  Absolute Spatial Resolution 

Section 2.1.6 gave CSC spatial resolution results when its outputs were used for data-

independent frequency-domain beamforming (FDBF). However, FDBF is only one type of array 

spatial post-processing method and thus a more absolute definition of the method’s resolution is 

needed. CSC’s absolute spatial resolution is defined in terms of a SNR and frequency, as well as 

laterally and longitudinally using the LADA. However, instead of using the array as a unit as 

beamforming does, the array channels are considered individually. The reason for this is that when 

used as a unit, individual channel characteristics can be suppressed, especially as 𝑀 becomes large. 

Thus, for a certain SNR, frequency, and coherence (determined by source distribution under 

study), the data-dependent part of  (
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
), right-hand side of Eq. (2.19) (�̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑚,𝑚0

′ ), and 

Fourier-Transformed channel data (𝐶𝐻𝑚𝑜
′ ) are obtained. Then, for a given location in space 𝑠, the 

absolute lateral resolution is defined by the lateral Euclidean distance in Cartesian coordinates 

between 𝑠 and a distinct spatial location 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ which lies in the plane bisecting 𝑠 and parallel with the 

array  

𝑟𝑠,𝑊𝑜
= |𝑠 − 𝑠𝑊𝑜

′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑| = √(𝑠𝑥 − 𝑠𝑥
′ )2 + (𝑠𝑦 − 𝑠𝑦

′ )
2
         (D.1) 

at which all channels satisfy Eq. (2.19) on the first iteration  

|
2

𝐾𝑤𝑑𝑇
∑ (𝑊𝐵1 (𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑,𝑚,𝑚0

′
1
) 𝐶𝐻𝑚0

′ 1)
∗

(𝑊𝐵1 (𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑,𝑚,𝑚0
′
1
) 𝐶𝐻𝑚0

′ 1)𝐾
𝑘=1 | ≤ �̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑚,𝑚0

′

𝑓𝑜𝑟      𝑚 = 1 → 𝑀

   

(D.2) 

when the cosine and exponent terms of 𝑊𝐵 are defined using a monopole point source located at 

𝑠 

𝑐𝑜𝑠 (∅
𝑠,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ − ∅

𝑠𝑊𝑜
′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖 (∅

𝑠𝑊𝑜
′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ,�⃑⃑⃑⃑�𝑚′⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑ −

𝜋

2
))         (D.3) 
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The absolute longitudinal resolution 𝑟𝑠,𝑙 is defined in the same manner except the location 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ lies 

on a line perpendicular to the array running through the source, between the array and the source 

as 𝑅1 < 𝑅2 [Brooks & Humphreys 2005] 

𝑟𝑠,𝑙 = |𝑠 − 𝑠𝑙
′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑|   = |𝑠𝑧 − 𝑠𝑧

′ |               (D.4) 

These definitions provide the upper resolution limits (smallest distances) such that Eq. (2.19) is 

satisfied at the first iteration for all microphones, which results in the output dataset equal to the 

initial dataset (�̂� = �̂�𝑠 if their CSMs are formed). In other words, given the input data statistics 

(present in 
|�̂�

𝑚𝑚′|

�̂�𝑚′𝑚′
, �̂�𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟,𝑚,𝑚0

′ , and 𝐶𝐻𝑚𝑜
′ ), at a lateral distance 𝑟𝑠,𝑊𝑜

 and longitudinal distance 

𝑟𝑠,𝑙 from a monopole point source located at 𝑠 in a quiescent, isotropic propagation medium, no 

signal can be removed from any array channel when targeting a location 𝑠′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ which satisfies 

√(𝑠𝑥 − 𝑠𝑥
′ )2 + (𝑠𝑦 − 𝑠𝑦

′ )
2

≤ 𝑟𝑠,𝑊𝑜

|𝑠𝑧 − 𝑠𝑧
′ | ≤ 𝑟𝑠,𝑙

              (D.5) 

In practice, the absolute lateral resolution would not be equal in 𝑥 and 𝑦 except for cases of 

perfect geometrical symmetry between 𝑠 and �⃑⃑⃑�. However, for simplicity the radius of a circle with 

center 𝑠 and parallel to the array will be used to determine 𝑟𝑠,𝑊𝑜
 by using finely spaced points 𝑠𝑊𝑜

′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑ 

on the circumference of the circle. The values are found by calculating Eq. (D.2) for a given 𝑠, 

𝑠𝑊𝑜

′⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑⃑, and 𝑠𝑙
′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑. If Eq. (D.2) is not satisfied for all 𝑀, the radius of the circle surrounding 𝑠 is decreased 

and/or 𝑠𝑙
′⃑⃑⃑ ⃑ is moved closer to 𝑠, and the processed repeated. 

The absolute lateral and longitudinal resolutions were calculated for the setup used in Fig. 2.14. 

This represents an upper limit to these resolutions as the presence of only one source does not 

reduce the coherence across the channels as more than one source would. Thus, only the incoherent 

noise floor and frequency will limit the LADA’s spatial resolution in these calculations. A SNR 

range of -9 to 27 dB in increments of 3 dB and a frequency range of 0-40 kHz in increments of 10 

Hz was used for the calculations. Figure D.1 displays a selection of the results spaced in 12 dB 

SNR increments. The frequency scale, plotted logarithmically for clearer visualization at lower 

frequencies, for each figure is set to stop approximately where the longitudinal resolution line 
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(solid red) touches the lateral (dashed black) at that SNR. The y-axis was adjusted to ensure a good 

data fit within the graph window. Both the x and y scales change for each figure in Fig. D.1.  

Starting with D.1a at a SNR of -9 dB, it is seen that the longitudinal resolution spans ~55” at 

170 Hz to ~0.7” at 15 kHz. The lateral resolution at this SNR spans ~56” at 70 Hz to ~0.5” at 2.7 

kHz (note these are not the lower limits, only the frequency range where the greatest change in 

visible resolution occurs on the scale used for plotting). As the SNR increases, the resolution and 

frequency range decrease. At the highest SNR of 27 dB (Fig. D.1d), the longitudinal resolution is 

below 1” at 160 Hz and the lateral at ~0.5” at 20 Hz. The general trends found in the 

lateral/longitudinal beamwidth calculations are upheld. What is noticeably different is that single 

channels can be processed at a much finer resolution than what is needed to achieve the 3 dB down 

beamwidths of Table 2.1.  

 

Figure D.1. Absolute spatial resolution vs. frequency for the LADA with a simulated point 

source at 𝒛 = 60” in line with its center. Note both x- and y-scales. SNR (dB): (a) -9, (b) 3, (c) 

15, and (d) 27. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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E  Calibration Point Source 

Having defined two ways in which CSC can be constrained, an experimental case will be used 

to compare their effects on a real dataset. The data comes from a point source speaker tested in a 

semi-anechoic chamber at NASA Langley Research Center. The speaker used was a Selenium 

driver custom fitted with an aluminum tube (inner diameter 0.75”) to concentrate the sound 

spatially as seen in Fig. E.1b. The tip of the tube was placed at 𝑧 = 8.05 ft, aligned perpendicularly 

to the array face in line with the center array microphone. The microphone array used was a 

custom-built, honeycomb-fiberglass panel fitted with 97, Brüel & Kjær, 0.25”, Type 4938 

pressure-field microphones [Humphreys et al. 2014]. Figure E.1a gives a picture of the array face. 

The three black circles are flush-mounted speakers and the bright dots are stickers used for 

reflective analysis (unrelated). The microphones can be made out in the center of the array (small 

grey dots) but do not show up well at the outer rings. Data was collected at a sampling rate of 250 

kHz for acquisitions of 8.13 seconds. Using non-overlapping data blocks of 8192 samples each 

gives a frequency bandwidth of ~30.52 Hz and 𝐾 = 248. A scanning grid located at the outlet of 

the point source, of area 4 in2 and grid spacings of ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 1”, 0.5, and 0.25” was used to map 

the source’s level. The narrowband frequency chosen for processing was 8.5 kHz, the SNR is 33.4 

dB, and the dynamic range for plotting is 24 dB. Different CSC outputs will be shown and 

compared to DR FDBF and the deconvolution of these beamforms using DAMAS [Brooks & 

Humphreys 2006a].   

 

Figure E.1. (a) Microphone array used to map the point source, and (b) Point source driver fitted 

with aluminum extension tube. 

(a) (b) 
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The first subplot of Fig. E.2 shows the DR FDBF results at a grid spacing of 1”. The peak value 

seen in the beamform is 62.5 dB. Then, DAMAS is used to deconvolve the beamform in Fig. E.2b. 

The location is clearly defined, the peak level is 60.4 dB, and the integrated level found by 

summing the pressure-squared values of the plot is 62.9 dB. As this is the only source in the 

measurement field and the SNR is high, the DAMAS integrated levels will be taken as the true 

source integrated level. Figure E.2c shows the results of DR FDBF after preprocessing the dataset 

using unconstrained CSC. So much deletion of the sound has occurred that a spot is barely visible. 

Its peak level is 41.4 dB and integrated level 44.2 dB (integration box defined by DAMAS), almost 

20 dB lower than the true integrated level. This deletion of desired sound has occurred because the 

DDEs and SVEs were unaccounted for. Next, different constraint combinations are used with CSC. 

Note that only one standard deviation is used for phase uncertainty (3𝜎 → 𝜎 in all applicable 

formulas). Figure E.2d shows a slightly improved result by accounting for the DDEs, and E.2e 

even closer to the true level by constraining the weight vector to preserve sound within 1” cubes 

(SVEs). However, the integrated level is still more than 2 dB below the true value. Finally, Fig. 

E.2f uses both the DDE and SVE constraints (“fully-constrained”). The peak level returned is 60.7 

dB and the integrated level matches the true integrated level (the integrated level is obtained in the 

same manner as DAMAS). The separation of the source location from the background is distinct, 

as the highest level outside of the integration box is 4 dB below the lowest level within the box. 

Note that due to the constraints, the background levels around the source are higher when 

compared to the unconstrained/semi-constrained plots (Figs. E.2c-e).  

The remaining four subplots compare the DAMAS results to the DR FDBF maps from fully-

constrained CSC preprocessing. At a 0.5” resolution, CSC again clearly separates the source region 

from the background by ~10 dB. The peak level is 57.9 dB and the integrated is 62.5 dB, which 

are very close to the DAMAS results (57.8, 62.7 dB). If the two lower peaks to the bottom left of 

the integration region are included the 0.2 dB difference in the integrated levels is accounted for. 

Lastly, a resolution of 0.25” is used for the scanning grid. At this resolution the integration box 

defined by DAMAS is not an obvious choice for the CSC result. The lowest level within the inner 

integration box of Fig. E.2j is only 2 dB higher than the highest level in the outer box.  Two 

interpretations are given for this discrepancy. The first is that DAMAS inaccurately maps the 

source’s location (too small) and that the CSC results give a more realistic mapping of its 

dimensions. Note that the DAMAS results give smaller and smaller dimensions as the resolution 
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is increased (2” at 1” res., 1” at 0.5” res, and 0.75” at 0.25” res.; compared to CSC: 2” at 1” res, 

0.75” at 0.5” res., and 1.25” at 0.25” res.). If this is the case, the reason that CSC gives a higher-

than-true integrated level is that the resolution is too fine and some double-counting of the source 

strength is occurring. The second explanation is the likely one for this case, due to the fact that the 

peak and integration levels (within the inner box) of the two methods are so close (peak levels 

differ by 0.1 dB and integrated levels are equal). Thus, the levels are accurate at this resolution at 

the source locations, but outside of the source location (outside of the inner box) the spacing is so 

close to the true source that CSC could not attenuate enough of the signal such that the non-source 

locations (outer – inner box) appear at a sufficiently lower level than the source level to distinguish 

the two. In other words, the resulting CSC dynamic range close to the source is low at this 

resolution (and would decrease further with decreasing grid spacing). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure E.2. Calibration point source results from semi-anechoic chamber. ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 = 1”: (a) 

DR FDBF, (b) Deconvolved DR FDBF using DAMAS, (c) Unconstrained CSC preprocessed DR 

FDBF, (d) DDE constrained CSC, (e) SVE constrained CSC, (f) Fully constrained CSC; ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 

= 0.5”: (g) DAMAS, (h) fully constrained CSC; ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 = 0.25”: (i) DAMAS, and (j) fully 

constrained CSC. 

  

(i) (j) 
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